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In this thesis, 1 examine the role that the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 

has played and is playing in the Iives of Native peoples in Cana& furthemore, I argue 

that there is the need to refocus policing efforts. From its beginnings in 1873, the RCMP 

has slowly evolved as one of the most important institutions in the imposition of political 

destructive processes upon Native peoples. As the RCMP cam*ed out its role, the wounds 

it inflicted upon Native peoples ran deep. Today, Native peoples have focussed 

themselves upon self-detemination as the key to revitalking their communities. In 

effect, there has ken  a cal1 for policing in First Nations communities to respond more to 

the needs and aspirations of Native peoples. Within this context, I argue that the RCMP 

can best accommodate these efforts by becoming a valued partner through cornmunity 

pol king initiatives. 
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Introduction 

1 still rernember the day I sat down with my grandfather and discussed how he 

and my grandmother had met, and how long it was before they had mamed My 

grandfather told me that my grandmother and he were mamed nine months afier meeting 

each other at a local dance. 1 was astonished and asked him how he knew that my 

grandmother was the right person for him. My pndfather sat in silence for a period of 

time and then said, "you just know." He later explained that when a penon meets their 

tnie love (sou1 mate) in life, they just know. When that true love comes along, it does not 

matter how long you know the penon or at what age you meet them, you just know that 

they are the right person for you. 

When I reflect upon what my pndfather said, I also look upon the relationship 

between the Native and European cultures. Upon fmt contact with the European colonial 

powers, Native peoples came fonvard and offered a relationship of peace and harmony 

through r varïety of different agreements. For example, al1 agreements and treaties 

between the Haudenosaunee Confederacy (Le., Confederated Iroquois Nations) and the 

Empean colonial powen were govemed by the Gus-Wen-Tah (Le., Two Row 

Warnpum) (Williams, 1 990:326-7). The principles o f  the Gus- Wen-Tah linked both 

peoples together in an unconditional relationship of trust and peace (Williams, 1990:327). 

Each was symbolized by the Gus-Wen-Tah, or Two Row Warnpum. There is a 
bed OC white wampum which symbolizes the purity of the agreement. Thm are 
two mws of purple, and hose two mws bave the spirit of your ancestors and 
mine. 'Ibere are three kads of wampin, scparPtiag the two rows and they 
symbolize two p&s or two v d s ,  travelling d o m  the same river together. 
One, a birch bark cana, will be for the Indian people, th& laws, their customs 
and theu ways. The O*, a ship, wiIl k for the whitc people and theu laws, 



their customs and their ways. We shall each travel the rivet together, side by 
side, but in o w  own boat. Neiths of us will try to star the otha's vesse1 
(Williams, 1990:327). 

But the European culture did not see Native peoples as an equal partner and eventually 

tried to steer them in a different direction. As a result, the Native culture resisted, 

During their bitter separation fiom one another, Howard Adams (as well as many others) 

daims that the Native culture was exiled to reservations (which served as prisons) where 

they were forced to chuose between assimilation into Euro-Canadian society or. if they 

continued to resist, eventual extinction under apartheid type conditions (Adams, 

During the past centwy and a half of marriage and separation between the Native 

and European cultures of Canada, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) became a 

major source of contact and rnediation between the two. In concert with the Federal 

Govemment's fiduciary rolc over Native peoples, the RCMP also became the powerful 

a m  of governent assimilationist initiatives ( e g ,  Indian Act) and an influential symbol 

of the European culture (Canada, 1996a:83). Unfortunately, this symbol of the European 

culture came to be characterized by First Nations communities as a ravaging wolf which 

tears everything apart in its path when provoked. 

Today, it is understandable why First Nations people confiont the criminal justice 

system and policing with cynicism (Mercredi and Turpel, 19%: 160). Contrary to Native 

peoples' beliefs, many Euro-Canadians continue to ignore the reality of policing and 

justice in First Nations communities. When Native peoples do not heed "White ideal" 



interests, Euro-Canadians still have the tendency to blarne them for what the past has 

provided t hem. 

Over the past few decades, the government and the policing services of Canada 

have made many efforts to better relations with First Nations communities. Many 

police/community relations programs such as Band Constables, Tribal Policing, and First 

Nations Policing prognrns have been initiated to give First Nations communities a sense 

of independence and self&termination. As a result, the govemment and policing 

institutions have reported r tremendous amount of success in their efforts, but rnany First 

Nations communities still continue to argue for a parallel justice system (Harding, 

1994:347-8). 

In their stnigglc for Aboriginal justice and selfdetermination, Native peoples 

view policing as one of the core areas which a n  alleviate a significant amount of social 

repression and injustice. Within the foundations of "political, cultural, and community 

revitalization" efforts by First Nations peoples, a report by the Corrections SeMce 

Division in the Northwest Territories states that "local control of justice related matten is 

O Aen perceived by national and community leaders as the jewel in the sel f-determination 

crown" (Griftiths, 1994: 12 1). With the recognition of Native peoples' right to control 

their own lives and communities through Aboriginal self-government, it has been argued 

that a traditional fonn of Aboriginal selCpolicing (autonomous policing) could provide a 

stmnger support for "the value and importance of human respect, kindness and justice" 

(Mercredi and Turpel, 1993:49; Pasmeny, 1 992:424). 



Although Aboriginal self-government could provide an ultimate solution to 

justice and policing issues in First Nations communities, a political solution outlining and 

recogniring differential rights is far from near. Due to the lack of support by the Euro- 

Canadian population, academics and poli ticians wil l continue to debate the foundations of 

Abonginal self-government for many years to corne. Furthemore, Native peoples are 

still trying to heal from the effects of colonization in their communities. Although some 

argue that the path to healing the effects of colonization is Aboriginal self-government, 

others argue that Native peoples need to heal themselves first and then break down the 

divisions created by colonization (between Aboriginal peoples: Métis, Native, and Inuit) 

before an autonomous struggle for self-detemination or "self-preservation" can become n 

reality (Adams, 1995: 175; Mercredi and Turpel, 1994: 107-8). 

Keeping the above in mind, I will be putting fonvard the contention that Canada's 

police services could assist Native peoples' struggle for selfdetermination through the 

process of community policing. Community policing could very well provide a focal 

point or community forum for selfdetermination efforts in First Nations communities 

because it is a value-based approach which "emphasizes the needs, desires and dreams of 

individual citizens" and collective groups (Wilson, 1995: 127). In Canada's politically 

fiagmented society, "people value" could be a dnving force towards a socially cohesive 

vision "based on the importance of people," and comrnunity policing is a progressive 

element in this philosophicai shift (Wilson, 1995: 127). 



*. 
X I I  

During the course of this paper, the main focus is upon the relationship between 

Native peoples and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) (for a definition of 

Native peoples see the glossary). The fomat of this paper consists of four chapters. 

Chapter 1 traces the role that the RCMP played in relation to Native peoples. In Chapter 

1, there is a detailed discussion of how the RCMP evolved into one of the worst 

institutions of systemic discrimination in the country. In concert with the origins of the 

RCMP, Chapter 1 also begins with a western Canadian theme where the focus is upon 

western Native tribes and the North-West Mounted Police (NWMP). 

In Chapter II, the paper shifts to a national focus as the NWMP evolved into a 

national police service - when the NWMP and the Dominion Police Force arnalgamated 

to becorne the RCMP in 1920 (Forcese, 199220). The main focus of Chapter II follows 

the political and social change of the pst-war yean (1950's and 60's) and their effect 

upon policing reforms for Native peoples until the present day. Chapter II also makes the 

argument that many of  the current policies (revised in the early 1990's) surrounding 

Native policing have fallen short of alleviating the wounds of the past (systemic 

discrimination); Furthemore, they have ignored Native peoples' sel faetennination 

efforts. 

Chapter III begins the process of working towards reconciliation between Native 

peoples and the RCMP. Chapter III begins with a thorough discussion of traditional 

Euro-Canaâian and Aboriginal methods of social control and the signiticant differences 

between the two. Later, it points out that new justice initiatives must address the clash 
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between traditional and contemporary values which has evolved in Aboriginal 

communities. In an attempt to accommodate Abonginal peoples needs in contemporary 

(Abonginal) communities, Chapter liI brings forward the concept of popular justice. 

In Chapter IV, one popular justice initiative available to both Euro-Canadians and 

Native peoples, community policing, is brought forward as a step towvards community 

revitalization and healing in Fint Nations communities. Overall, the main focus is upon 

providing a more decentralized (one which centers around the community rather than the 

police) approach to community policing which can provide a forum (created by the 

RCMP and Native peoples) for community revitalization and self4etemination efforts. 

It is important to note that Chapter IV does not attempt to make community policing into 

a closed set of regulations but attempts to leave community policing open to change and 

diversity. 

Although the main focus of this thesis is upon the relationship between the RCMP 

and First NationslNative peoples, there is periodic reference to two other state controlled 

police services in Canada, the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) and the Sûreté du Québec 

(SQ). Both the OPP and the SQ have also served as instruments of provincial 

govemment control over Native peoples, but the main focus centers on the RCMP 

because they have played a longer and more pivotal role in police interactions with 

Native peoples in First Nations communities. There are also cursory references to 

northem Canada's Inuit population, but this paper refrains fiom a detailed examination 

because the relationship between the RCMP and the Inuit population was formed at a 
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much later date (Le., 1890's) and was relatively peaceful until the later part of the 1920's 

(Dickason, 1992:366; Morrison, 1974:78-9). In the Appendix, I have provided a brief 

account of the relationship between the RCMP and the Inuit population. I have also 

made penodic referme to Canada's Métis population. On the same token, the Métis 

population has not been a major focus because it has also experienced a different history 

(politically and socially) and does not primarily reside on reservations (i.e., First Nations 

communities). 



Chipter 1 

The Souring Relatioaship 

Policing in Canada has been principally represented by the oldest national police 

s e ~ c e  in the Western Hemisphere, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 

[initially known as the North-West Mounted Police (NWMP)] (Forcese, 1992:20).' 

Throughout Canadian history, Canadians have corne to believe the rnyth that the RCMP 

was established to protect Native people from whisky traders and White outlaws and to 

ensure that al1 on the western frontier - Natives, Métis, and European settlers - were able 

to live under an impartial justice system based on equality and liberty (Brown, 1973:7). 

Canadians have continued to believe this central theme, because Canadian settlement of 

the western frontier was peaceful in cornparison to that of the United States, thus, 

indicating that Canadians possess more devotion to law and order (Horrall, 1972: 179-80). 

But when we examine the political and economic issues that concemed the young and 

vulnerable Dominion of Canada, a great deal of evidence questions the RCMP myth. 

i Policing Native Pcopks in Canada 

Sowreignry and the National PoMq 

Shortly aAer Confederation in 1867, the Federal Govemment focused on 

extending its sovereignty over the western fiontier, which included the former tecritory of 

the Hudson's Bay Company known as Rupert's Land and the British colony of British 

t In recognition for its service to the British Empire during the ûoer War in South Afka (1900-02), 
the NWMP were later renamed the Royai North West Mountcd Police in 1904 (Brown, 1973:33; Nicholson 
and Sad, 1993D 1). In 1920, the RNWMP and the Dominion Police Force were amalgamated under the 
RNWMP Amendment Act to create the RCMP (Forcest, 1992:20). 



Columbia (Brown, 1997:324; Forcese, 1992:17). Canada's first prime minister, Sir John 

A. Macdonald, focused his attention on a philosophical shift in Canadian politics called 

the National Policy (Brown, 1997:340-1). The National Policy was b a d  on developing 

and enhancing Canadian industry and on the peaceful exploitation and occupation of the 

western frontier (Macleod, 1976a: 102). Charles Tupper summed up Canadian National 

Policy in his poem, Grip (1877): 

. . . You this great truth should how,  
Countries alone by manufactures grow . . . 
Your tools, your ms, your raiment, make hard by . 
Your famiers will your worhen all mpply 
With f& your worhen them with ail they need 
Each hetping each, and profits shdl succecd . . . 
Sîrength shall arise, and Canada be known 
Not as a pmy colony alone . . . . 
The present's here; the lary past is done, 
We'll have a country, or we will have none (Brown, 1997:340). 

Macdonald had the grand utopian vision to make the western frontier into a "new 

Jerusalem" or a "better Ontario" (Macleod, 1 976a: 102). The western frontier would be 

controlled by "nrong government institutions based on law and order, with M e  or no 

local control" (Wallace, 1997:4). Once Canadian institutional control could be 

established over Rupert's Land, the crown colony of British Columbia could be 

co~ected to eastem Canada by way of a transcontinental railway (Brown, 1973:lO; 

Brown, 1997:332). After the completion of a transcontinental railway, Macdonald 

envisioned settlen peacefully developing and b%ivilizing" the western fiontier (Macleod, 

1 976a: 102). 



In conûast to Macdonald's National Policy, there was a formidable Amencan 

presence on the westem fiontier who considered it their Manifest Destiny to conquer and 

control the entire continent (Forcese, t 992: 19). The Americans had already "gobbled up 

Texas from the Spanish, Louisiana firom the French, and Washington and Oregon fkom 

the British" (Cniise and GriRiths, 1997:31). Realizing that disagreements between 

Amencan and British ofFicials over the national boundaries would becorne increasingly 

cornmonplace, Canada became intent on claiming sovereignty over the west before the 

Americans could annex i t  ( Forcese, 1992: 19). 

Since development was the key to the National Policy, a peaceful environment 

also needed to be maintained before settlement could amve (Macleod. 1976b:3). If 

settleis pushed into Rupert's Land in an unorganized volley, the new Dominion might 

find itself suffering the same bloody and costly consequences the United States was 

experiencing during its invasion of Native lands in the Amencan West (Honall, 

1972:180).' Since it was unable to finance a war, the Dominion decided that the second 

larges threat to settlement and the National Policy on the westem frontier - the vast 

Native population - needed to be peacefully brought under the Canadian Yoke and placed 

on teservations (Brown. 1973:10).' In an effort to avoid as much expense and bloodshed 

as possible, Macdonald wanted to refrain from using the Dominion's military to fulfill his 

vision. Insteaâ, Macdonald proposed to establish a federally controlled soldier- 

2 At the time, the United States was spending 20 million dollars - f x  more than the total Canadian 
rwwl budeet (Le., 19 million doliars) - to suôdue and mnquer Native m i s  on the western aoMk 
(Macleod, l976b:3), 
3 The explorer John Pdliscr nportcd in 1857 that much of h e  western fkontier was a vast desert 
populated by the fnociws Blackfoot and Lhirty thousand Natives of various tribes, Métis, French, and a 
few scatterrd English who were cohauitly quad ing  (Cruise and Griffitu, 1997: 3 1). 



policeman force to maintain law and order and to facilitate the transfer of Native lands to 

the federal government (Honall, 1972: 180-1 ; Macleod, 1976a: 102). 

At the time, Canada already had a national police force, the Dominion Police 

Force, which was created in 1868 (Forcese, 1992:16;20). The Dominion Police Force 

was mainly respnsible for guarding the Parliament Buildings and, sometimes, enforcing 

crimiml and other feded laws in Eastern Canada (Forcese, 1992:16;20). Although it 

was created to operate on a national b i s  and was subject to govenunent control, the 

Dominion Police Force was not chosen for the task of paciQing the west because it 

lacked military organization and discipline (Brown, 1973:3). Also, Macdonald did not 

like the idea of using a police force which was organized rccording to a municipal 

(London Met) policing mode1 where ofticers were free to resign from service and were 

disciplined by civil courts (refer to page 7-8) (Brown, 1973:3). Once it t a s  decided that 

a federal rnounted police force should be established to ensure the peaceful settlement of 

the North-West Temtories, "me to his [i.e., Macdonald's] nickname 'Old Tomorruw,' he 

procrastinatea' (Cruise and Griffths, 1997:3 1)? 

A Fiedeml P&e Force in the Wake of Sptbacks 

In 1868, a contingent of Canadian officiais left for London to meet with Hudson's 

Bay Company and British ofticials (Brown, 1997:328). Canada's aim was to purchue 

4 Because he consiaently promutinateci anâ went on drinking bingcs when ntll political issues 
amse, Macdonaid was publicly n i c h e d  "Old Tomonow" durhg his time in o f i e  (Cmise and Griffith* 
1 997:3 1). 



Rupert's Land from the Hudson's Bay Company for a minor fee (Brown, 1997:328).' 

AAer a lengthy six rnonth process, the Canadian govemment was able to buy Rupert's 

Land for E30Oy000 in March of 1869 (Cruise and Grifiths, 1997:3 1). 

Following the land transfer, the Dominion was scheduled to begin asserting its 

control and sovereignty over the west on 1 December, 1869 (Horrall, 1972: 181). In 

September o f  1869, a small group of Canadian ofticials headed by William McDougall 

(Lieutenant-Govemor-Designate for the North-West Temtory and Rupert's Land) 

departed for the North-West Territories to assume control once the changeover was 

complete (Horrall, 1972: 181 ; Ray, 1996: 198). As part of McDougall's scheme to exert 

sovereignty and control over the west, many speculated that McDougall intended to use 

Macdonald's plan to establish a federal mounted police force (Homill, 1977: 181). in 

fact, in the plans which McDougall took with him, there was a copy of Macdonald's plan 

For a federal mounted police force (Horrall, 1972: 1 8 1 ). But, McDougall never had the 

chance to carry out Macdonald's instructions because tensions flared up with the 

inhabitants residing in the Red River region (Horrall, 1972: 18 1). 

The M&is of the Red River settlement were enraged by the federal govemment's 

arrogance in regard to the issue of land and the rights of Métis people (Brown, 19739). 

The federal govemment kept the Métis in the dark and treated them as mere wards of the 

state during the land transfer (Le., the transfer of Rupert's Land to the Dominion) 

5 Rupert's Land (namul in honour of Prince Rupert) was al1 the lands which drained into the 
Hudson Sbait and was chartered to the Hudson's Bay Company for exclusive ûaâing prîvileges and 
colonïzation in 1670 (Brown, l W : 8  1). In today's tenns, Rupert's Land consisted of northern Quebec and 



(Horrall, 1972: 1 8 1 ). Rumors flourished that McDougall's gmup came prepared to set up 

a rnilitary force in the west and, as a conseqirence, Métis nghts (Le., education, language, 

and land rights) would won be unprotected (Horrall, 1972: 1 8 1 ; Wallace, l997:6). 

Immediately, the Red River Métis declared a provisional govenunent and took up amis 

under the leadership of Louis Riel who then demanded self-government rights for the 

westem temtory (Brown, 1973:9). Once Riel seized control of the North-West, 

Macdonald postponed his plans for the establishment of a federal mounted police force 

and swifily put together a force of 1,200 men from the British Imperia1 A m y  and two 

Canadian rifle battalions in order to calm tensions in the Red River region (Cruise and 

GriRiths, 1997:3 1 ; Horrall, 1972: 1 8 1 )." 

Although the cnsis in the Red River region continued throughout the wvinter of 

1869-70, Macdonald sat dom again to rnake plans for a mounted police force (Honali, 

1972: 1 8 1 ). Macdonald appointed a new Commissioner, Captain D.R. Carneron, of the 

Royal Artillery (Brown, 1973:11). Instead of sending more ormies into the North-West 

Temtories, Macdonald instnicted Cameron that the new federal mounted police force 

would be a small multiracial (i.e., Euro-Canadian, Métis, and Natives) contingent of men 

(similar to the version of policing used by the British in hdia) designed to hold the 

western frontier until settlement could be esiablished (Brown, 1973 : 1 1 ; Macleod, 

1976b:7). The new federal police force was to be modelled der a para-military calvary 

force which could cany out a traditional policing function and could also be called into 

Ontario; the entire land mass of Mm-toba; most of Saskatchewan; the southan part of Alberta; and a mal1 
gonion of the North-West Temtoria (Brown, 1 W7:8 1). 

For a thomugh discussion of t h  Red River Reùeflion, sce Arthur J. Ray's book 1 Have L i v 4  
Here Since the Worid B- pp. 195-203- 



military service (Brown, 1973:3). Although they would be armed and trained as calvary, 

the main focus for the federal police force was to prevent crime and disorder without 

having to resort to military intewention (Macleod, l976b:4). 

In order to fulfill Macdonald's requirements, the method of policing needed to 

gain effective control of the North-West Tem-tories also had to be based on a cheap and 

effective law enforcement model (Macleod, 1976b:Q. Macleod States that Macdonald's 

model for a federal mounted police force was to focus upon the Canadian ideal of peace, 

order, and good government and the British nom and ideal to be neutral and objective 

(1976b:g). Overall, there were two models of policing to choose from: the London 

Metropditan (Met) model and the Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC) model. 

At the time, current policing methods in Eastern Canada were already fashioned 

according to the London Met model. The London Met model was used extensively in 

Great Britain as a blueprint for organizing policing in rural, municipal, and regional 

communities (Canada, 1996a:89). The main organimtional concept was to make the 

police an integral part of the community they served (Canada, 1996a:89). As a 

consequence, constables were posed at a mid-point between the community and the 

Crown's law because authorization came fiom below by the c ~ m m ~ t y ,  who made 

constables "agents of their peers," and from above by the law, which "made <hem officers 

of the law" (Guth, 19945). As a result of sewîng two authonties, the police organization 

was characterized by "a simple, decentralized management and control structure and a 

reactive, discretionary and informa1 policing style which emphasize[d] order 



maintenance" (Canada, 1996a:89). 

On the other hand, the Royal Irish Constabulaty mode1 was fonned against the 

backdrop of social and civil unrest "which was a cornmon feature of nineteenth century 

Ireland" (Horrall, 1972: 1 82)? Under the MC model, the police organization did not 

focus upon the community or a civilian base but was designed as a hierarchical militaiy 

unit which was subject to military discipline and accountable to a central authority (Le., 

the Crown authorities) (Guth, 1994: 18; Horrall, 1972:182).8 As a result, police 

constables perfomed specialized roles which were "based on rule-govemed 

responsibilities and obedience to superion in the police hierarchy" (Canada, 1996a:90). 

The RIC model of policing also complemented criminal justice issues and goals of 

prosecution, deterrence, and punishment by incorporating a crime control role which 

focused upon detecting offences, arresting individuals, and laying charges (Depew, 

1986:91). Overall, the RIC model provided police organizations with a "dual character, 

which combined the military capabilities of an m e d  force with the judicial functions of 

peace officea" (Homll, 1974: 15). 

When Macdonald examined the London Met model, curent examples of it in 

Canada and the United States proved to be less than satisfactory for a federal police force 

(Canada, 19%a:90). Eastern Canadian police institutions (eg, the Dominion Police 

Force) were oflen rudimentary and more accustomed to policing older and well 

7 By 1870, the RIC model was used extensively throughout the British Empire, particularly India 
(Macleod, l976:8). 
a The RIC model was more similar to continental Ewopean policing than to the British tradition 
(Macleod, 1976b:4). In continental Europe, policing dcrived h m  R o m  legai tradition as a separate 



established communities; furthemiore, the United States was suffering numerous 

complications with policing based on the London Met model (i.e., in local American 

communities, the police were usually used by the local political machine to c ~ n y  out 

tasks other than those appointed by their oftice) (Forcese, 1992: 17; Macleod, 1976a: 102). 

On the other han& the RM= model could easily facilitate "the colonization, 'pacification' 

and administration of Aboriginal populations'' (Canada, 1996a:gO). When the Dominion 

considered the National Policy objective, a centralized Canadian federal police force 

fûshioned aAer the RIC model rallied a geat deal of support (Macleod, 1976a: 102). 

Plans for the establishment of the new federal police force were revealed by 

Order-in-Council on 6 April, 1 870 (Brown, 1973 : 1 1 ). Macdonald's main objective was 

to send the newly formed federal police force to the Red River region (to replace the 

Canadian Militia) (Honall, 1972383). But, by the end of April, aller negotiating Riel's 

demands for a provisional govemment, Parliament agreed to admit the Red River region 

into the Dominion as the province of Manitoba (Horrall, 1972: 1 83). 

Due to the Red River Rebellion and the signing of the Manitoba Act in 1870, 

Macdonald's plan for a federal police force experienced a significant setback (Brown, 

1973:ll). When Manitoba gained provincial status, the provisions of the British North 

Amerka Act (BNA Act] left the administration of justice and law enforcement within 

provincial authority (Macleod, 1976b:9).9 If Macdonald fomed a federal police force, it 

institution (Greek polis) and also as an adminisüative component (Latin polilia) associateci with other 
branches o f  govanment (Maclad, lW6b:4). 
9 Under S. 92(14) o f  the BNA A% the proviacial governments have exclusive authority over the 
administration of justice in the province, which includes policing (Rccsor, L992:24O). A province has the 



could only operate in Manitoba in a restncted fshion; whereas, the Canadian Militia 

wvould have extensive authority (Macleod, 1976b:9). Since the Canadian Militia was seen 

as the only effective way for the federal government to protect and stabalize seulement in 

the new province, Macdonald once again shelved his plans for the establishment of a 

federal mounted police force (Horrall, 1 972: 1 83; Macleod, 1 976b39). 

Mounti~g Polllcd Pressure 

Between 1870 and 1873, unrest continued in Manitoba, and political pressure to 

form a fedwal police force intensified (Brown, 1973: 1 1; Macleod, 1976b:g). Wamings 

and reports flourished that Canadian National Policy initiatives would never succeed 

unless a federal mounted police force was sent into the western frontier to establish 

control (Brown, 1973: 12). British Columbia was threatening to break away from the 

Dominion unless Macdonald breathed some life back into the dying transcontinental 

railwy projrçt (Cruise and Grimths, 1997:34). The Hudson's Bay Company jas also 

beginning to bnng a great deal of political pressure upon the Canadian govemment 

(through powerful connections in the Colonial Secretary's office in Britain) because it 

feared that American fiee traders in the North-West Territories endangered its trading 

monopoly and the lives of its employees (Honall, 1972:188). Moreover, many 

govemment officiais began to make the cal1 for a stronger military force because they 

- - -- - - - - 

exdusive right to hm its own police services, to instnict municipalities within its provincial jurisdiction to 
l o m  police senices, and a h  to hire a f e d d  police m-ce (e.g, RCMP) to perform a policing function in 
the province (Reesor, 1992:240), Today. wben the RCMP are h i d  as a provincial or municipal policing 
service, thcy opmte under provincial authority, but the province does not have authority over the 
organUmion, discipline, or management of the RCMP (since these three estegories fdl undr the Roval 
Canadian Mounted Police Act thus, fiilling under fcdd jurisdiction) (Rcesor, 1992:240). 



feared that the Métis of Manitoba would make alliances with Native tribes in the western 

temtories and would initiate a war against the Dominion in order to preserve their way of 

life (Brown, 1973: 1 1-2). For exarnple, Administrator McKeagney of Govemment House 

at Fort Gary wrote to Macdonald on 1 May, 1873: 

1 fa1 justified in saying that the presenee of a military force in the North West i s  
absolutely nmessary. Not only shall we fail to attract immigration to the North 
West, unless the due protection of immigrants is thus ensured, but settlers now 
residing on the fiontien of Manitoba, will through fear of Indian hostilities be 
induced to leave the Province (Brown, 1973: 12). 

Lieutenant-Govemor Alexander Morris of Manitoba and the North-West Territories 

(1 872-77) also wamed Macdonald in January of 1873, that: 

the most important metter of the future is the pnxrvation of order in the North 
West and little as Canada may like it she has to stable her elrphant. In short the 
Dominion will have to maintain both a military and police force for years to 
corne (Horrall, 1 972: 193; Wallace, 1997: 15). 

Macdonald believed that many of the reports were exaggerated, but he decided to 

calm political pressure by cautiously gaining legislative authority to form a federal 

mounted police force (Honall, 1972: 189). Macdonald's bill to create a mounted police 

force passed unopposed in Parliament and received Royal Assent on 23 May, 1873 

(Horrall, 1972: 190). The Act of 1873, Statutes of Canada, 1873, 36 Vic., c. 35, did not 

create the North-West Mounted Police, but it simply enabled the federal govemment to 

organize it by Order-in-Council when it was felt appropriate (Horrall, 1 W2:N \).Io Since 

the Canadian govenunent had committed the Canadian Militia to another year of service 

10 The Act of 1873, which outlined the creation of  a fedml police force and the Administration of 
Justice in the North-West Tenitories, was mt officially labellad the North-West Mounted Police Act 
(Horrall, 1972:190). The term North-West Mountd Police was adopted later dun'ng the winter of 1874 
(Horrail, 1972:190). The Wh-West Mounted Police were r e f d  to by Parliament as the 'Mounted 
Police' or the 'The Police Force for the North-West Territones,' and the public oAen refmed to them as the 
'Manitoba Mountcd Police,' the 'Dominion Mounted Police,' or as the 'Mwntd Police' (Horrall, 
1972:190), The Act was oficially labelled the Norih-West Mounted Police AQ when it was amended in 
1879,42 Vic., c. 36. 



at Fort Gary and the govenunent's financial resources were senousl y strained, 

Macdonald was detenined to wait until the Militia could be reduced in the spring of 

1874 before the North-West Mounted Police would be put into seMce (Horrall, 

1972: 19 1 ). 

The Act 011873 

Macdonald's Act of 1873 for the formation of the NWMP reflected the Royal 

Irish Constabulary mode1 proposed three yean earlier. But as a result of the Red River 

Rebellion (1869-70), special provisions were not made in the statute for Métis or Natives 

to be hired on as constables; their rebellious actions at Red River led the govemment to 

belirve that they were not faithfui servants of the Crown (Brown, 1973: 13; Macleod, 

1976b:9). In conjunction with the formation of the NWMP, Macdonald decided that a 

continueci military presence wvould be needed in Manitoba because the Manitoba 

Provincial Police (consisting of six constables) were inelticient and were " . . . mainly 

recruited from the class who ma[d]e up the roughs" (Macleod, 1976b:13; 19-20). 

Furthemore, with a military presence close to the western fiontier, Macdonald believed 

that the Mounted Police would be able to disperse in small numbers (instead of 

concentrating their force in particular areas) and perform a true policing function 

(Macleod, 1976: 13-4). 

The newly formed NWMP was to be made a semi-rnilitary body which would be 

directly accountabte to the federal govemrnent (Brown, 1973 : 1 3). Thus, provincial, 

territorial, and municipal govemments were not able to exert any control over the NWMP 



(Brown, 1973: 1 3). Aware that British tradition strongly supported local govemment 

control of law enforcement and that policing under the BNA Act was in the hands of the 

provincial govemrnents, Macdonald stated that the establishment of a federal police force 

was only a temporary measure until sufficient colonkation and senlement were able to 

establis h "Canadian owneahi p beyond any doubt" (Macleod, 1 W6a: 103; Macleod, 

1976b:6). ' ' 

As a result, the federal statute of 1873 gave constables extensive powen over the 

administration of justice in the North-West Territories (Brown, 1973: 17). Provisions in 

the statute allowed constables of the force to fil1 positions of skiffs, bailiffs, customs 

officiais, mailmen, magistrates, and justices of the peace (Brown, 1973: 17; Horrall, 

1972: 19 1 ; Macleod, l976:5). Conseqwntly, "there were many instances in the fint few 

years where the same police officers could arrest, prosecute, judge and jail an accused 

and . . . t here was no appeal procedure" (Brown, 1973 : 1 7-8). " 

The Cypress Hilh  Massacre 

Short l y after Macdonald's Order-in-Council was passed, reports flourished (in 

early June of 1873) that a band of Assiniboine (approximately 200 in number) in the 

Cypress Hills area had been massacred by thirteen mernbers of the Spitzee Cavalry and 

some Amencan whiskey traders corn Fort Benton, Montana (Cruise and Grifliths, 

" Since the succeu of  colonidon and settlement was a bbnati~nsl conam," Macdonald wrs @en 
legislativt authority to mate Ud ptoviâe the NWMP with exclusive powccs for the 'peace, orâu and g d  
!overnmentn acwdng to S. 91 of the BNA A a  (Reesor, 1992204-206; British Columbia, 1994:7). 

Mer many public out& of  injustia. the p d œ  of constables &ng many rola in the justice 
process gnddly stopped (Bmwn, 1973:18). Furthennorq althou@ the NWMP enjoyed excessive 
powas, Macleod states that they rarely abuseâ them; in fact, he argues t h t  they used their authority well 
and wisely (1 976b:S)- 



1997:35; Horrall, 1972:192; Homll. 1974:16).13 The Cypress Hills Massacre provoked 

mass hysteria and reaction throughout the young Dominion because it increased the risk 

of arrned conflict with Native tribes (Horrall, 1972: 192). 

Conscious of rising tensions and panic caused by the Cypress Hills Massacre, 

Macdonald hastened preparations for a federal mounted police force and officially 

constituted them by Order-in-Council on 30 August, 1 873 (Hornll, 1974: 18). But 

Macdonald maintained his original agenda to wait until the spring of 1874 before 

dispatching the NWMP to the North-West Temitories (Horrall, 1974: 18). Although 

popular fears of war were rising, Macdonald did not consider the Cypress Hills Massacre 

serious enough to send a federal police force; furthemore, he firmly believed that Native 

tribes were less likely to go to war d u h g  the upcoming winter rnonths (Horrall, 

1972: 194; Honall, 1974: 1 8). 

Aware of Macdonald's intentions, Lieutenant-Govemor Moms pleaded 

repeatedly by telegram and letter for the Macdonald to send a federal mounted police 

force to the North-West Temtones (Horrall, 1974: 1 8). Although his many pleas fell on 

deaf ears, Moms made a final desperate attempt to cal1 for a federal pdice force on 20 

September, 1873, "What have you done as to Police Force. Their absence may lead to 

-- -- - - - 

13 The sixty member Spitzee (a mangled version of the Blackfwt word 1-pif-si which meant high) 
Cavalry were detested and feared by both Native tnks and European settlers because thcy were an 
organized group of bandits who thought they were the law in the Amerian West on a crusade to defend 
settien h m  murdemus Naîivc aiks md lying tndm (Cruis and Grifiths, 1997:192). The Spitzee 
Cavalry were d a d  by more by Native poples because theii organization was mortly made up of 
wolfcn (Cniise and GriRiths, 1997:192). At the time, wolfm hunted wolws by poisoning -ses of 
dead mimals with strychnine which, in e f f i  wodd kill a gmt  nimber of  hungry wolves, but would also 
unnecessatily take the lives of Native dogr anâ game such u prairie dom coyotes, and birds ( C N ~  and 
Griffiths, 1997: 190-1). 



grave disaster" (Brown, 1997:350; Horrall, 1972: 195). Macdonald did not take Morris' 

persistent recommendations and wamings seciously, but he decided to speed up 

preparations for the establishment of a federal police force because he feared political 

reprisal if Moms was right (Horrall, 1972: 195). 

The Establtshnrenî of the NWMP 

On 25 September, 1873, nine commissioned officers (who were later referred to 

as 'The Nine" by the NWMP) and a temporary commissioner, Lieutenant-Colonel W. 

Osboume-Smith, were appointed by Order-inCouncil to the NWMP (Cruise and 

Gri fiths, 1997: 1 04; Horrall, 1 972: 1 95). l4 AAer their appointment, the nine officers were 

rushed off to Upper and Lower Canada to find new recruits (Cruise and Griffiths, 

1997:35). Within a month, a hastily recruited and ill-equipped force of 150 men left for 

Lower Fort Gary (Cniise and Grifiths, 1997:3 5-6; Homill, 1972: 195-6). 

On 18 October, 1873, Macdonald appointed George Arthur French, a lieutenant- 

colonel in the Canadian Militia stationed at Kingston, Ontario, as commissioner of the 

NWMP (Cniise and GriRiths, 1997:30). French was specifically instmcted by 

Macdonald to promote the NWMP as a civil force and not a rnilitary one (Cruise and 

Grifiths, 1997:40). It was essential to promote the NWMP as a civil force because many 

of the Native m i s  and EurolCanadian settlers on the western frontier had corne to bath 

t4 Osbowne-Smith was appointed as temponry commissionor of the NWMP because Cameron haâ 
become impatient with Macdonald's ddays and accepted the position to command the Boundary 
Commission survey corps (Cruise and Grif i tb  1997:3S). 



the heavy-handed tactics of American soldien and calvary (Cruise and Griffiths, 

1997140). l5 

AAer his appointment, French headed for Ottawa to muster up as much political 

support as he could get for the NWMP. Upon his arrival, French found that Macdonald 

was trying to defend his office from bribery allegations brought about by the Pacific 

Scanda1 (Cruise and Grifiths, 1997:28). Macdonald, Cartier, and Langevin were accused 

of accepting $365,000 in bribes for Macdonald's re-election in 1872 from the Montréal 

financier and Canada Pacific Railway Company president, Sir Hugh Allan, in retum for 

the federal govemment contract to build the transcontinental railway (Brown, 1997:335; 

Cruise and Grifiths, 1997:28).16 In the face of overwhelming evidence supporting his 

guilt, Macdonald resigned on 5 November, 1873, and the Leader of the Opposition, 

Alexander Mackenzie, was called upon by the Govemor General to form a new 

govemment (Brown, 1997:337). Since Ottawa was alternately bwzing with confusion 

and dismay over the govemment crisis, French found that any help available was already 

ahausted (Cruise and Griflïths, 1997:28). 

On 1 December, 1873, Commissioner French, who was disgusted and annoyed by 

the political nonsense, left Ottawa for Lower Fort Gary to whip his new force into shap 

(Cruise and Griffiths, 1997:36). U p n  his arrivai, French quickly realized that 150 men 

would not be enough to police a tenitory the size of continental Europe (Cruise and 

" Even thwgh French was instnicted to mike the NWMP a civil force, the majorhy of the original 
top oflicers of the NWMP had former military caners (Brown, 1973: 14). Out of  the 300 men recniited for 
the MKMP,  174 had previous military experience (Le., 87 had served in the Canadian Militia, 41 in the 
Regular Savice, 32 in the Canadian Mllay, and 1 4 in the Royai Irish ConrUkiluy) (Brown, 1973 : 14). 



Griflïths, 1997:41). Immediately, he filed a request with Ottawa to bring the force up to 

the full strength (i.e., 300 constables) pennitted under the NWMP Act (Cruise and 

French was surprised to find that the newly elected prime minister, Alexander 

Mackenzie, was very supportive of his request (Cruise and Griftiths, 1997:42). 

Mackenzie's ease in granting French's request stemmed from his personal ambition to rid 

Canada of evil spirits (Le., liquor); moreover, he increasingly became concerned about 

the mounting political pressure from the United States to deal with whiskey traders and 

warring Native tribes taking refuge in Canada (Horrall, 1972: 198; Horrall, 1974: 19). 

Although the United States doubted the ability of a mounted police force as cornpared to 

a military force, Mackenzie realized that the NWMP was a vital cornponent in preserving 

the Dominion's sovereignty and her relations with the western Native tribes (Honall, 

1972198). In order to assure Amencan skepticism, the Govemor General, Lord 

Dufferin, informed the British ambassador in Washington that the NWMP: 

apedition will be commanded by Col. French, an artilleiy officer, and though 
nominally policemen the men will be âressed in scarlct unifonn, and possess al1 
the characteristics of a miiitary for= (Hodl, 1972: 199). 

The Great Mawh 

In February, 1874, French departed for Toronto to begin recruiting 200 more men 

for the NWMP (Cruise and Grifiths, 1997:42)." On 6 June, 1874, the second contingent 

The $365,000 Macdonald, Cartier. and Langevin received would be equivalent to approximately 
$4.4 million in today's terms (Brown, 1997335)- 
l7 French m i t e d  50 more r d t s  tban the & pmvided for kuuse the extra men were naded 30 
make up for the anticipated desertions, medical discharges and dismissals" fkom the first contingent sent CO 

Manitoba (Cruise and Grifithq 1997:42). 



of fresh recruits lefl by train from Toronto on a 2,100 kilometer joumey to Fargo, North 

Dakota [Cruise and Grifiths, 1997:78-9). After their arrival at Fargo, they departed for 

Fort Dufferin where they met with the fint contingent fiom Fort Gary (Cruise and 

Griffths, 1997: 108). From there, Colonel French and 274 men began their 1,450 

kilometer trek, called the Great March, to Fort Whoop Up (Cruise and Griffiths, 

1997:108; 206). 

On the 18' of September, the NWMP arrived in the Sweet Grass Hills (Horrall, 

1974:24). From here, French and Assistant Comrnissioner James Macleod left for Fort 

Benton, Montana, to p t  provisions and instructions from Ottawa (Horrall, l974:24). 

Upon their arrival at Fort Benton, French received a telegram from Ottawa telling him to 

return at once to his new headquarters at Fort Pelly (Horrall, 197424). French left 

instructions with Macleod to take 150 men and continue the march to Fort Whoop-Up to 

subdue the whiskey traders and set up an outpost while French and his remaining trwps 

retumed to Fort Pelly (Homll, 197424). 

When Macleod and his men amved at Fort WhoopUp, they immediately took 

control of the abandoned fort (Homll, 197424). AAer Fort WhoopUp was secured, 

Macleod set up an outpost called Fort Macleod on the banks of the Old Man's River, 

which is roughly 45 kilometers h m  Fort WhoopUp (Cniise and Gn'ffiths, 1997:407). 

Afler the construction of Fort Macleod was complete, the NWMP began the onerous task 

of setting up other NWMP outposts and suppressing the whiskey trade (Jennings, 

19745 8). 



Concfusion 

With the presence of the NWMP on the western fiontier, Canada had a legitimate 

daim over the North-West Tem'tories, and the NWMP could make way for the National 

Policy and settlement (Horrall, 1974:25). But before settlement could flourish and the 

transcontinental railway piiss through, the NWMP needed to take care of one more 

potential threat to the National Policy: the vast Native and Métis population residing on 

the westem frontier (Macleod, 1 W6a: 102). Luckily for the N WMP, the formidable 

Native population saw the "redcoats" as fnends instead of enemies (Wallace, 1997: 1 12). 

In support, Macleod states that the Blackfoot Confederacy had taken heavy losses from 

the outbreak of smallpox in 1869, and the whiskey trade had effectively impoverished 

and demoralized their people (Macleod, 1976b:24). With the above in mind and aware of 

extermination efforts taking place south of the border, Chief Crowfoot of the Blackfoot 

Confederacy saw cooperation with the NWMP as the only possibility for the survival of 

his people (Macleod, l976b:N). 

Overall, as a vital component and instrument of Canadian National Policy, the 

NWMP was formed primarily to "penetrate Indian temtory, stamp out the nefarious 

liquor trafic and bring Iaw to a lawless land" (Cruise and Griffths, 1997:4). As the 

years passed, the NWMP was never disbanded once settlement became finnly 

entrenched Instead, the MHMP maintained its role as a direct military a m  of the federal 

goverment which instilled law and order on the national Ievel and represented "the 

govemment in the face of political threat" (Forcese, 1992: 19). Likewise, the Native and 



Métis population maintaineâ their status as a political k a t  for many years to corne, and 

in the process, walked a long "dark and desperate" path as payment for their survival 

(Cruise and Gn'fiths, l997AO9; Macleod, lW6a: 102). 



ii. Becoming an Institution of Systemic Discrimination 

Once a sense of respect for law and order was implanted in the population on the 

Canadian western frontier, the North-West Mounted Police (NWMP) began introducing 

Eastern Canadian culture and economy (or, a small scale) (Macleod, 1976b:21-2). 

During their quest to intmduce Canadianism, the NWMP also began preparing the vast 

Native population for the many changes which lay ahead (Macleod, 1976b21-2). In 

essence, the NWMP was the Canadian government's attempt at rnaking the transition for 

Aboriginal peoples more humane (Longstreth, 197456). Unfortunately, since it was the 

authontarian instrument of the govemment, the NWMP also gained the role of becoming 

a finely iuned institution of the wont type of discrimination: systemic iiiscrinrinution. 

Systemic Discdmwnation 

Systemic discrimination occurs when intentional or unintentional discrimination 

by "a specific act, policy, or structural factor [institution]" leads to unfavourable 

conditions for individuals of distinct groups (Pasmeny, 1992:411). The Report of the 

Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Cornmittee states that systemic discrimination is a: 

social, political and economic system that pcrpetuates traditiondly 'accepte& 
inequities. Even when everyone is tmted equall some groups still end up with 
fewer benefits than othecs (Pasmeny, l992:4 1 1). ,y. 

Linden states that systemic discrimination evolved from two factors: cultural differences 

and political initiatives (1 992: 1 14). 

'' Since systemic discrimination has oRen ban placed unintentionally within the foundation of 
xnid and justice systems Pasmeny states that it has ken vcry harâ to eradicate (1992:4 11). 



Cirlrural Dl fferences 

The first factor, culturu1 dfferences, stems fiom different cultural traits (strong 

ties or attachrnents to certain morals or traâitions) which an individual or group will try to 

preserve at great length (Linden, 19%: 1 14). Iris Marion Young states that bbcultural 

differences include phenomena of laquage, speaking style or dialect, body cornportment, 

gesture, social practices, values, group specific socialization, and so on" (Young, 

1990:132). Even though many cultures share similar cultural traits, behavioural 

interpretation of t hese traits may be différent within both social groups, thus, eventuall y 

causing the dominant culture of the two to force assimilation upon the other (Linden, 

1996: 1 14). 

For clarity, one such area where cultural traits might be misinterpreted is social 

practices (Pasmeny, 1992:4 10). For example, when the social practices of Euro- 

Canadian and Native cultures am considered, bamen have a tendency to fonn (Pasmeny, 

1992410). Bamen are formed because cultural traits clash with the rules imposed by 

the dominant (Euro-Canadian) culture, thus, leaving the Native individual feeling 

defenceless and vulnerable (Pasrneny, 1 W2:4 10). 

For instance, the "Ethic of Non-Interfierence," wvhich has been generally practiced 

within traditionai Native communities for biousands of years, is interpreted much 

differentiy in Euro-Canadian communities (Ross, 1992: 12). l9 The prînciple of Non- 

19 Dr. Clare Bmnt states that there are four major ethics and four suppkmentary ethics of behaviour 
in traditional Native communities which ni11 exkt to a main extent in m d e m  âay Fini Nations 
communities (Hamiiton and Sinclair, 1991a:31). The four major ethics or rules of behaviour are "non- 
interfèrence, rmn-compcritiveness, emotional d n t ,  and rhring"; the fan supplementary ethics are "a 



Interference "essentially means that an indian will never intcrfere in any way with the 

ri ghts, privileges and activi ties of another person" (Ross, 1992: 12). For example, within 

Native society, the Ethic of Non-interference also extends to Native chndren. AIthough 

Euro-Canadian law states that it is an offence not to do so, a Native child can traditionally 

choose whether or not they wish to attend schwl at around the age of six (Hamilton and 

Sinclair, 1991a:31). Furthemore, the child may choose if they wish to do their 

homework, when they will get their assignments done, or even if they wish to see a 

physician (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 la:3 1). Overal 1, "native parents will be reluctant to 

force the child into doing anything he [or she] does not choose to do" (Hamilton and 

Sinclair, 199 1 a:3 1 ). 

In the Euro-Conadian sense, Euro-Canadians are ofien split between two ideals. 

Traditionall y, Euro-Canadians also believe that they should not interfere in the affairs of 

another penon because that person has the right to make their owvn choices and mistakes 

(Ross, 1992:12). But when a close relative (Le., sister, brother, or child) or fnend is 

concemed, Euro-Canadians generally feel obliged to interfere and to give advice freely, 

"whether it is welcomed or notn (Hamilton and Sinclair, Wla:3 1; Ross, 1992: 12). In 

the matter of Eurocanadian children, they are generally told by their parents "what to 

do, when to do it and what will happen if they do not do it" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 

199 1a:3 1 ). Overall, Euro-Canadian "chilâren are expected to confonn, rather than to 

concept o f  time, the expression of  gratitude and appmval, protocols, and the teachiing and rearing of 
children" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991a:33). It is important to note that the four major ethics and four 
supplementary ethics are generalhtions about the Native culture and do hold weight with dl Native 
communities. 



experiment, and to learn by rote, rather than by innovation" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 

199 la:3 1). 

Within Native society, confionting a person about their personal affairs, no matter 

what the relation or how inesponsible the person's actions or behaviour may seem, is 

Forbidden and disrespectful (Ross, 1992:12-3). To quote Dr. Clare Brant in Rupert 

Ross's book, Dancing with a Ghost: Ex~lorina Indian Reality 

Li+ are vvry tuath to confiant people. We ore w r y  100th to g iw  advice IO anyone 
flhe pemon is nul ~pec@v//) askingfir aclvice. 7b interfiire or aven conmont 
un their behm~iour U. considered rude. (en~phusis 4cWecr) (1 992: 1 3). 

When advice is given, it often takes the forni of a story or legend which provides a 

situation with many different options (Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991a:32). The advice 

provided is hidden within the context of the story or legend, and the person listening "is 

free to understand it as he or she wants to, and to act or to not act on that advice 

accordingly" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1a:32). 

Overall, there are pneral cultural differences between the EuteCanadian and 

Native culture, which have led to misperceptions, conflict, and bamea between the two 

cultures. Since the Euro-Canadian (dominant) culture has viewed and still views its own 

cultural traits as the nom, disadvantaged groups (Native peoples in this context) often 

fall prey to dominant noms and misinterpretations. Thus, Native peoples cultural 

differences were often seen (and are still seen) by Euro-Canadians as an essential area for 

change (LaRocque, 1990:77). 

Historically, Euro-Canadians views and perceptions have evolved along the 



guidelines of eufocentrism. Since euroceneism dictates that Europeans are culturally and 

politically superior to al1 other peoples by rights of Manifest Destiny and Hamlite 

rationalization, Europeans considered themselves to have the superior cight to bring 

colonization and Chn'stianity to the infidel-held lands of North America (Adams, 

1995:26; Williams, 1990: 17 I ) .~ '  European colonization and conquest of North America 

were considered a gif€ to the Native tribes because the 'savages' "would be brought from 

falsehood to tmth, from darkness to light, from superstitious idolatry to sincere 

Christianity," and €rom chaos to law and order (Williams, 1990: 17 1). Since Europeans 

saw themselves as possessing superior knowledge and attributes, they considered it their 

obligation "to shoulder the burden of guiding those less fortunate" (Adams, 1WS:S). 

According to Europeans, it would be inational for the Native people of North Arnerica to 

refuse their "White idenl" (Williams, 1990: 172). 

During Canada's infancy, the Fathers of Confederation hoped to make the new 

Dominion of Canada into a utopian society where capitalism would flourish and al1 of its 

lands would be conquered and seîtled by peaceful means. To succeed, the Canadian state 

realized that it needed to bring the masses together under one set of beliefs and values 

which would serve the interests of the common good (i.e., the ruling class notion of 

colonialism) (Adams, IWS:38). In order to create one set of beliefs and values, Canada 

developed a colonial ideology which could easily indoctrinate the nation's common sense 

or natural order of things (i.e., one that could be easily accepted and intemalid into 

" The Protestant &CS of  Manifa  Dariny w a e  baseâ on the wwk of Sir Thomis Smith's (1 513- 
77) theoty that Whites were destined by God to d e  the world (Frideres, 1988:23; Williams, W9O: 14 1-2). 
Hamite Rationalization is taken in the Biblicai sense chat Ham's son Canaan and al1 his descendents were 
destined by God to bc curseâ with dark skin anâ to be sub-eirt (i-e., shves) to Whites for dl etemity 



Canadian beliefs and values) (Adams, 1995:38). From the founâations of eurocentrism, 

the Canadian state chose the ideology of Canadianism. Canadianism was based on the 

conviction that Canadian society was more orderly and law-abiding than others. To 

quote Macleod: 

The society they envisaged was to be orderly and hietarchical; not a lawless 
frontier democracy but a place where powerful institutions and a responsible and 
paternalistic upper class would ensure tme liberty and justice (lW6a: 1 10). 

According to its ethnocentric and ptriarchal roots, the Canadian pvemment 

rationalized that the large population of Native peoples within its boundaries wvould not 

be able to participate in its National Policy dream (Adams, 1995:93). In order to 

participate in nineteenth-century wealth and prospenty and enjoy Euro-Canadian liberty 

and justice (Le., Euro-Canadian customs, patterns, values, etc.), the Native population 

needed to first climb the evolutionary ladder (Adams, 1995:94; Carier, 1993: 194; 21 2; 

LaRocque, 1990:85-6)." The govemment justified its opinions by using an evolutionary 

argument which stated that cultures needed to progress: 

through prescribed stages tiom savagery through barbmisrn to civilization. 
These stages could not be skippeâ, nor could a race or culture be expected to 
proges at an accelerated rate. The tndians were perceived to be many stages 
removed fiom the nineteenth-century civilidon, and while they could take the 
next step forwarâ, they could not miss the steps in between (Carter, l993:212-3). 

Thus, the federal govemment rationalized that removing Native people fiom a stage of 

barbarism into a stage of civilization with al1 its technological advantage and knowledge 

would be unnatuml because Native people had not reached evolutionary maturity to 

compete in a Eurdanadian social, poiiticai. or economic environment (Carter, 

1993:213). 

- -- -. 

(Frideres, 1 988:23; Genesis 9:24-27). ' The government and much of the Euro-Canadian population considered Natives' laziness to k the 



On the other han& Native people saw no need to step through an evolutionary 

ladder before they were able to participate in Canada's National Policy dream. In fact, 

the Native population was very capable and willing to participate. But, although "Native 

people[s] were not wedded to their p s t ,  nor were they blind to the future," they were not 

open to throwing away their cultural institutions and assimilating into the "White ideal" 

of Canadianism (LaRocque, 1990:77; Ray, l996:Z 12). 

Politiccri [nit i ~ i v e s  

Overall, polificul initiu1ive.v have piayed a far more intricate rolr in the 

power/powverless relationship betweeen Native and Euro-Canadian peoples than cultural 

di firences could ever have accomplished (LaRocque, l99O:79). Pol itical initiatives, 

such as colonization, imposed cultural suppression by vanous political institutions 

(religion, rducation, economics, policing, laws, policies [e.g., National Policy], etc.) 

(LaRocque, 1 99O:79; Linden, 1 996: 1 1 5). These political institutions, which were 

designed specifically to preserve the dominant population's power, focused on 

g uaranteeing (b y checks and balances) a power/powerless (social, legal, and econom ic) 

relationship between Euro-Canadian and Native cultures (LaRocque, 1990:79; Linden, 

19%: 1 15). 

Throughout Canadian history, amctunil symptoms of systemic discrimination 

towards Native peoples emerged. Structural symptoms can be best explained as the 

social and economic inequality and dependence which Aboriginal people oflen endure in 

- - 

cause of their failure to compete (Macleod, 1976b30)- 



Canada (Linden, 1996:114). Much of this structural deprivation is based upon the 

colonial exploitation of Native peoples by the dominant culture and has been represented 

by Canadian laws which were based on the preservation of the dominant population's 

power and economic structures (eg., the Indian Act) (Linden, lW6: 1 15). In effect, many 

of the dominant population's institutions, enforced laws, and assimilationist policies have 

resulted in the "socio-structural and socio-political subordination" of the Native culture 

and have lefl the Native population socially, legally, and economically powerless 

(Pûsmeny, 19924134). When political institutions are seen as a product of the 

dominant population's socioeconomic power over the underclass, one can see that, in 

Canada, the police were able to evolve as one of the most potverfil instruments of the 

Euro-Canadian political, social, and economic environment because they were (and still 

are) able to enforce Euro-Canadian values and ideals ont0 Native peoples through 

'"equal' applications of the law" (Linden, 1996: 1 1 5; Pasmeny, l992:4 1 1 -2). 

One of the most influential instruments by which the state imposed its political 

agenda upon Native peoples (Le., National Policy, colonization, etc.) was the 

NWMP/RCMP (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 M W ) .  Macleod stiites that the NWMP 

became very influential because it had tïrm convictions as to what Canadianism (Le., the 

"White ideaï') \vas al1 about (l976a: 105). As for NWMP's constables, Macleod argues 

that they never doubted their interpretation of Canadianism, nor their detemination to 

impose it in their day-to-day activities (1 976a: 105). Their missionory zeal to instill 

Canadianism stemmed from the fact that many of the personnel hited by the NWMP were 



Canadian-bom (Macleod, 1976a:105).* On the other hanci, the many bwaucrats, 

teachen, and missionaries, who were largely made up of immigrants, otten carried 

traditions and biases fiom the old country whicb could interfere with their interpretation 

of Canadianism (Macleod, 1 W6a: 105). Thus, the background and roots of the NWMP's 

personnel ensured that they would be heard with a great deal of respect by settlen and 

would possess solid notions as to what Canadianism was al1 about (Macleod, 1976a: 105). 

Re N WMP and I ~ d i ~ n  Aaairs: Tlrree Stages of Amimilatrlon 

While instilling Canadianism in the North-West temtory, the NWMP mostly 

came into contact with Aboriginal and Métis people (Brown, 1973: 18). When they dealt 

with the Native population, the NWMP operated within the contines of Indian Affain 

policy (Macleod, 1976b:27). In his book, The NWMP and Law Enforcement. 1873- 

1905, Macleod States that Indian Affairs policy set out three basic stages for assimilating 

the Aboriginal population: the treaty-makinp process, encouragement to throw away 

cultural traditions, and integration into Eum-Canadian society (1976b27). During these 

three stages of assimilation, the NWMP played a major role in the first stage, a complete 

role in the second stage, and only a partial role in the third stage (Macleod, 1976b27). 

The Fimt Stuge 

In the first stage, the NWMP became intimately involved in the treaty-making 

process for Aboriginal lands (Macleod, 1976b-27). Although the Dominion believed that 

Although lililliy raits aotc tbDt thc N1WMP consisted moinly of British-boni offieers, Madeod 
-es thaî betwcen 1873 and 1905, 80 pet cent of the &cers wero Canadian-born (1976: 105). On the 
other hiand, the non-commissioned ranks rangeâ fiom 31 per cent British-bom in 1888 to 61 per cent in 
1895, t hereafier, significantf y dropping off(MacIcod, 197th: 105). 



Rupert's Land belonged to them by rights of exploration and discovery, increasing 

pressures from the Colonial ORice stressed that Native peoples residing on the western 

fiontier had ownership rights (Wallace, 1997:15)? Title to Native lands was vested in 

the Crown, but the right for Aboriginal peoples ta h e l y  use the land was viewed as: 

. . . an encumbrance on that tide which had to be exthguished before the Crown 
could alienate the land to private owners. Extuiguishmmt required 
compensation, which might take the fonn of land reserves, money payments, 
educational or medical services, etc. (Wallace, 1997: 15-6). 

In order to gain control of Aboriginal lands, the Canadian govemment decided to 

negotiate treaty agreements with Aboriginal peoples which would extinguish Aboriginal 

title (Wallace, 1997: Io). 

During the 18703, Native peoples were quite aware of the drarnatic changes 

taking place on the western frontier and became concemed about their hiture well-being 

(Ray, 1996206). When the Euro-Canadian state offered treaty agreements, most Native 

peoples willingly participated in an effort to gain concessions (e.g., education, training, 

etc.) against the economic hardships to corne (Ray, 1996206). More importantly, many 

Native tribes entered treaty agreements in order to preserve their valued traditions and 

pol itical power (Ray, l996:206)." 

From 1871 until 1930, the Canadian government signed eleven treaties with 

Native tribes in the North-West Temtories (Macleod, 1976b27). But, before 

negotiations could proceeâ between the Lieutenant-Govemor of the North-West 

For a more thorough historical ~ccount of English setdement and 1-1 donking discoune, 
consult Robert A WiUiams book The American Indiun in Leeiil Western Thou 1 5 1-286). ' It is important to note th t  Native tdes askd for treaty agreementseg before the govemment 
was willing to grant thcm @ay, 1996:211). 



Temtories and Native tribes, a relationship of mutual trust needed to be p i n 4  (Macleod, 

1976b:27). Once again, the government sought the expertise of the NWMP in making 

treaty preparations (Macleod, 1976b27). Of the eleven separate treaties signed, Treaty 

Number Six (1876) with the Assiniboines, Chippewyans, and Crees of the northem 

prairies and Treaty Number Seven (1 877) with the Bloods, Peigans, Sarcees, and Stonies 

of the southwestem prairies directly involved the participation of the NWMP (Macleod. 

l976b:27). 

During Treaty Number Six (1876), mutual trust was previously gained by 

missionaries and Hudson's Bay Company officiais, and the role of the NWMP was 

reduced to providing escorts for officirls, taking care of provisions for treaty payments, 

and discouraging Euro-Canadian traders from relieving Native people of their newly 

acquired wealth (Macleod, 1976b:27-8; Morse, 199 1 a:x l i). On the other hand. during 

Treaty Number Seven (1 877), previous relationships of mutual trust were minimal with 

tribes in the southwestem prairie region (i.e., the Blackfoot Confederacy), and the 

NWMP was designated the task by the govemment to make first and formal contact 

(Macleod, 1976b:28; Morse, 1991a:xli). After three yean of contact, the NWMP 

established a trusting relationship and spent a considerable amount of time prewng the 

BlackfÔot for treaty negotiations (Macleod, l976b:28)? In September 1877, the close 

relationship fomed between the Blaclâoot Confederacy and the NWMP paved the way 

for the signing of Treaty Number Seven; in fact, relations were so good that the Blackfoot 

- - 

Much of the eufass of gaining mutuai trust with the Blackfoot Confderacy can k attributcd to 
Jerry Potts' (a Blacffoot Métis whiskey and horse trader) tutoring, and Assistant Commissioner (Major) 
James Macleod's respectfiil attitude and diplomatic skills (Ctuise and Griffit hs, l9%:408). 



insisted that annual treaty payments be distributed by the NWMP instead of Indian 

Affaia (Macleod, 1 976b:Z 8). 

The Second Stage 

Once treaties wvee signed with Aboriginal peoples, the second stage was initiated. 

During the second stage, the NWMP was allocated the role of encouraging Native bibes 

to settle on reservations and trying to persuade them to give up their hunting lifestyle 

(Macleod, 1976b27). Reservations were strongly supported by social reformen and 

missionaries because they became havens where Native people could be Christianized 

and could begin an agn'cultural lifestyle (Ray, 1996: 153). As with the French in New 

France before them, Euro-Canadians arso chose to place reserves far away from Euro- 

Canadian senlements so that Native development and advancement would not affect the 

Euro-Canadian market cconomy; moreover, the wont aspects of both cultures would not 

be able to influence the other (Ray, 1996: 1 53).26 The Canadian govemment hoped that 

reservations would serve as temporary "cultural waystations" where the Native individual 

would choose to escape the imposed apartheid type conditions (Le., overcrowding Iack 

of proper facilities, starvation, etc.) by assimilating into Euro-Canadian society (Adams, 

1995: 1 97; Ray, 1996: 1 92). 

. 

26 The first m t i o n  syaem in North America, the Sillery rescrve, was established by the lesuits 
near Quebec CÏ in 1637 (Ray, 1996:63). With the placement of the Sillery rrserve beside a Frcnch 
RnlrnKnt, it was presumCd that the Algonquin ud Montagnuis huniers piaced thac would k guided on 
fming methods by local fmers and would k spiritually watched over by the local clergy (Ray, 
199663). Even though Sillery met with very little succas, the clergy and colonial authorities concluded 
that resemtions should be isolated fu fiom French ratkments because both gmups passecl on the worst 
traits of their culture to the other (Ray, 19%:63). 



With settlement encroaching rapidly upon the western fiontier, the NWMP was 

also designatecl the role of preventing conflicts which might ensue between Euro- 

Canadian settlen and Native peoples (Macleod, 1976aA03). Since the NWMP was a 

small force, it ofien treaded a thin Iine when trying to maintain peace between the two 

groups (Macleod, 1976a:103). According to the treaties, Native peoples were not 

cornpelled to stay on the reserves and had the fieedom to hunt on any lands whether 

owned or leased by Euro-Canadian settlers (Macleod, 1976b:28). Furthemore, Native 

peoples undentood that the treaties were agreements between both Euro-Canadians and 

Native peoples to share the land, not to own it individually (Brown, 1997:353). 

The NWMP clearly informed settlers that Aboriginal people had first priority 

because treaties with Native triôes gave them exclusive hunting Rghts, and there was no 

legal justification for ordering them away from settlernents or farms (Macleod, 

1976a: 103). When Native people were found hunting on ranchen and famen lands, the 

NWMP would explnin to the farmer or rancher that the treaties allowed Native people to 

hunt there (Macleod, 1976b29). At the same time, a small contingent of constables was 

dispatched to escort Native hunters back to their reservations (Macleod, 1976b29). 

Native huntea ofien respected and cornplieci with the wishes of the NWMP;~' in retum, 

the NWMP warded off squatters on Aboriginal lands and tried to prevent alcohol from 

reaching Native communities (Macleod, 1976a: 103-4; Macleod, 1976b:29;32).'* 

* Macleod states t h  Native hunters very rarely broke the Iaw by hunting fanchers a l e  (mn  in 
timro o f  starvation) mostiy ôecause the NWMP kept r watcffil eye on !hem (1976b:29). 
28 Within history, Macleod argua that Aboriginai people were one of the few cultures who did not 
invent some sort of aleoholic bmrage (1 976b:X). As a consequena. the &écts of alcohol pold to Native 



On the other hand, the great inflw of settlers o k n  resulted in Native peoples 

king treated as mere obstacles which needed to be brushed aside in their quest for wealth 

and colonization (Ray, 1996: 194). Many of the annexationists saw western Canada as a 

vast area to be exploited for its natural resourccs and a considerable opportunity for 

expanding trade and commerce (Ray, 1996: 194). The memoirs of a NWMP constable Sir 

Cecil Denny (later appointed Indian commissioner at Fort Walsh) gave an astounding 

account of Euro-Canadian settlen' attitudes towards Native people (Snow, 197M 1). 

Snow states that: 

The white settIer coming into the country to raise cattle or f m  cared little what 
becme of the poor Indian. If a cow was killed or r horse stolen, the lndians 
were to blame. Their land was looked upon with covetous eyes and they were 
regarded as a nuisance and expense. The right of the native red man was not for 
a moment considered or acknowledgeâ, though more from ignorance than actud 
hard-heartedness. He was an infenor k i n g  to the Iordly white man and doomed 
to pas before advancing civilization (197751). 

Unlike Amencan methods of extermination, which were supported by Indian 

Affain agents and govemment officiais, the NWMP took a more paternalistic or 

protective role (e.g., preventing contact with whiskey traders, etc.) towards Native 

peoples (Forcese, 1992:20; Macleod, 1976k28). Although some constables of the 

NWMP expressed sympathies for the plight of Native people and tried to enforce 

govemment policy in as humane marner as possible, they still knew that they served the 

interests of the govemment; moreover, they knew that if they were "too sofi on [the] 

Indians," they wuld jeopardize their careea in the NWMP (Brown, 1973: 19). Some 

constables did sympathize with Native people, but very few of them objected to the ideal 

that the NWMP was a "civilia'ng force" whose main objective was to "tame the wild 

tnibes by traders were ohm d e ~ a t i n g  because the Native culture had no cuhural devices in place to derl 
with it (Macleod, lW6b:32). 



indian tribes;" Mermore, many of them viewed the Native population in a paternalistic 

fashion as the "white man's burden" (Brown, 1973:19). There were also some memben 

of the NWMP who saw the Native population in a racist fashion and supported the 

Amencan slogan that "the only good Indian is a dead Indian," but none of the NWMP 

prtook in massacres and racial genocide of the Native population, which was the nom 

in the United States (Brown, 1 973 : 19). 

Generally, the N W M P  opted for a method of persuasion instead of enforcement 

when dealing with Native peoples (Macleod, 1976b:?8). Macleod states that the NWMP 

often relied on basic tactics of "fimmess, fair dealing, and compassion for the plight" of 

Native peoples which were often "suppiemented where necessary by bluff and 

histrionics" when âissipating conflicts between Natives and settlen ( 1 W6a: 103). The 

considerable amount of success the NWMP had in resolving conflicts with Aboriginal 

peoples can be mostly attributed to the fact that Native peoples "placed trust in the police 

as the only wvhites in whom they hod any confidence" (Wallace, 1997246). The 

Wesleyan Methodist Reverend George McDougall wrote "that if the good Lord had not 

predisposed the red man to look upon the troops as friends, very few of them would have 

gone bac k to tell of their adventures in the North West" (Wallace, 1997: 1 1 2).29 

In the course of penuading Native people to remain on reservations, the MNMP 

oflen found themselves in more confrontations with indian Anairs agents and 

govemment oficials than with Aboriginal peoples (Macleod, 1976b:28). Some of the 

w In 1862, Revcrend George McDougalI, hU wifc rd fve childmi were the fim permanent Eum- 
Canadian fmily able to settle in Bhckfoot territory (Cmk and Griffnhs, 1997:165). 



NWMP's best accornplishrnents in maintaining peace and dealing with Native people 

were their fiequent triumphs over other govemrnent departments' detemination and 

nefarious methods to civilize Native peoples (Macleod, 1976a:103). Foctunately, the 

Department of Indian Affairs oflen supported the decisions of the NWMP because if 

pressure was exerted on the large Native population present in the prairies, the Canadian 

govemment might have found itself in an expensive military conflict with a still 

formidable rnilitary force (Macleod, 1976b29). 

The Thrd Stuge 

Finally, in the third stage, the North-West was beginning to rxperience 

widespread settlement and industry, and consequently, the Native way of life (the buffalo 

hunt, etc.) began to disappear and starvation began to set in (Wallace, 1997246). At the 

sme  time, the NWMP became a vital instrument and institution of assimilation as it was 

ordwed by the Federal govemment to peacrfully encourage and enforce National Policy 

initiatives designed to integrate Native peoples into the Euro-Canadian economy and 

society (Macleod, 1976b:27). As a result, those good relations which existed between 

Native peoples and the Mounted Police deteriorated at a sipificant rate as the NWMP 

''were required to enforce unpopular measures" (Wallace, 1997:246). 

By 1879, Eum-Canadian settlement and Native suffering began to reach 

unprecedented rates (Wallace, 1997246). As a consequence, Indian Affairs begm to 

take a more militant approach to civilizing Native t n i  (due to public pressure), and 

Native leaders (e.g., Big Bear) began working towards Aboriginal autonorny (Snow, 



197751). Aware of  the problems ansing within Native comrnunities, Edgar Dewdney 

[who then was Indian commissioner for the North-West Territories and Manitoba (1 879- 

1888)l worked to divide Native peoples by differentiating the distribution of rations to 

Native communities (Wallace, 1997:247). Furthemore, Dewdney pushed parliament 

towards an amendment to the Indian Act which would provide for the arrest of any 

Native individual found on a reservation that was not their own or where permission to be 

off their own nserve was not approved by the indian Agent (Wallace, 1997:247). 

The NWMP l a s  "caught in the middle" (Wallace, l997:247). The NWMP was 

ordered to enforce inhumane assimilationist policies and support incompetent and 

nlentless pvenunent officiais (Wallace, 1997:247). At the same time, the Native 

population was slowly king decimated by disease, alcoholism, and starvation. As a 

result, tensions steadily rose to the point that the initial respect and trust which had been 

so carefully forged between Native peoples and the NWMP was lost and eventually 

nplaced wvith open defiancr (Brown, 197320). 

In 1883, the threat of violence became more apparent aAer Mdtis and senler 

petitions (sent during the late 1870's and the early 1880's) to obtain title and to ward off 

tlrther intrusions by land speculaton and immigrants into the Saskatchewan River valley 

came to a stalemate (Ray, 1996:217). In a petition to Sir John A. Macdonald, three Cree 

chie fs, Bobtail, Ennineskin, and Samson wrote: 

if attention is not to ou. case now we shail conclude that the treaty made 
with us six yeam ago was a meaaingiess matter of fonn and that the white man 
has doomed us to annihilation little by linle (Wailace, 1997247). 



At the time, the NWMP was quite aware of the potentially volatile situation; in facf it 

had wamed the govemment on several occasions that open conflict would won result 

from the increasing tension caused by the federd govemment's deaf ear to Native 

grievances (Brown, 1973:21). The governrnent's failure to take beed of the NWMP's 

wmings set the stage for the North-West Rebellion of 1885 (Brown, 1997:354). 

As P last ditch effort, the Enplish-speaking Métis of Saskatchewan called upon 

Louis Riel to corne up from Montana and help rectifL their grievances with Ottawa 

(Brown, 1997:353). Unable to ignore his roots and since he had just completed his five 

year banishment from Canada (for the Red River Rebellion), Riel accepted (Brown, 

1997:353). Upon his amval, Riel made one final petition to Ottawa (Brown, 1997:353). 

As in the past, the government ignored Riel's request and continued to take actions which 

were in violation of the law and, rspecially, the treaties neptiated with Native peoples 

(Brown, 1997:354; Wallace, 1997248). 

On 19 March, 1885, Riel and his anned followers seized a church in Batoche and 

general stores on both sides of the South Saskatchewan River, declared a provisional 

govemment; and demanded the sunwider of Fort Carlton (Brown, 1997:354; Wallace, 

1998163). Later, Riel sent anned guards to prevent the NWMP from entering the area 

and to block all the supply lines into Fort Carleton and Prince Albert (Wallace, 1998:63). 



Once reports of the incident reached Ottawa, Sir John A. Macdonald was enraged 

and refused to deal with Riel's "anned blackmail" a second time (Brown, 1997:354). 

Macdonald was quite aware that the western Frontier, 

was not as irolated as it had been in 1870. Ottawa had built roads, steamship 
facicilities, and railways needed to promote immigratio~ establish a viable 
agicultural economy, and protect their investments (Ray, l9%:2 19). 

Aware of Otttawa's ability and might, Macdonald and Dewdney saw the perfect 

opportunity, despite the tremendous cost, to use force to suppress Métis and Native 

autonomy struggles once and for al1 (Ray, 1996:220).~O 

Immediately, the NWMP nearly doubled in arength ovemight (from 557 to 1000) 

(Morton, 1998: 13; Wallace, l998:59). In reply to the increase, Riel stated: 

Our people have repeatedly sought r&ss fiom the Govemment of Canada, and 
every apped has been answereâ by an increase in the police force. Rut what is 
the police force? Nothing but a rnyth, and before one month it will be wipeâ out 
of existence (Wallace. 1998:63). 

As Riel's blockade continued, supplies and ammunition at F m  Carleton began to run low 

and the risk of defeat became more apparent for the lUWMP and the Militia (Wallace, 

1998:63). On 26 March, 1885. the NWMP sent a small contingent of men (18 in 

number) to obtain supplies and ammunition from one of the seized general stores 

(Stobart, Eden & Co. trading pst )  at Duck Lake (Wallace, 1998:63;72; McLeoâ, 

1993:222). Before the small contingent reached Duck Lake, they were quickly forced to 

flee from a group of Métis defenden. Later in the sune day, the NWMP regrouped and 

sent a much larger contingent to deal with the rebels at Duck Lake (Wallace, 1998:72)? 

" Ray states that it m l d  have mot the fedefal govemment a "few hundred thouwd dollrn" to 
address Métis grievances instead of the ' 5 5  to $20 million that it art" to suppress the Rebellion 
(lW6:2 18). " The contingent consiaed of '[f'JiRy-five policemen. 43 Prince Albert Volunteen. 20 sleighs and 



Upon their arrival, the NWMP contingent was quickly outnumbered by a large force of 

Métis defendea and found itself in a vulnerable position with no cover (Wallace, 

1998:74). As a result, the first shots of the Riel Rebellion were fired between the two 

parties (Ray, 1996219). The Métis defendea were victonous and three NWMP 

constables and nine volunteen lost their lives (Ray, W 6 : 2  19; Wallace, 1998:76). On the 

opposite end of the spectrum, four Métis defendea and one Native warrior were killed 

(McLeod, 1993223). 

The NWMP was enrapd at the disrespect the Native and Métis de fenden showed 

towrrds its authority. Furthemore, the govemment and the NWMP viewed Native and 

Métis participation in the Rebellion as a defiance of law and order and as an open refusal 

to graciously accept the "White ideal" of Canadianism. In response, the federal 

govemment quickly raised an anny and had it on route within eleven days, Canadian 

fedenl troops amved in Qu'Appelle to help the NWMP suppress the Rebellion, and by 

12 May. 1885. Riel and his followers suffered a crushing defeat at Batoche (Brown, 

1 1 ; Brown, 1997:354; Ray, 1 996:2 19). 

Punishment 

Once Riel and his supporters sunendered, the NWMP was instrumental in 

rpprehending and later administenng punishment upon Native and Métis rebels (Brown, 

197321). Magistrates sentenced 30 Natives and 18 Métis to prison ternis; furihemore, 

they sentenced Louis Riel and eight Natives to death by hanging (Brown, 1 W3:î 1 ; Ray. 

1996220-1). Riel was hanged following his trial in Regina, but the eight other men were 

- - 

wagons and one seven-pounder gun" (McLeod. 1993222). 



executed publicly in the Mounted Police stockade in North Battleford (Brown, 1973:21). 

Moreover, "the govemment 'encouraged' Indians from nearby reserves to witness the 

execution 'as it was held that such a tragic spectacle would be an emphatic detenent 

against a repetition of such offences"' (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1 a593). 

When the smoke and blood of the North-West Rebellion subsided and the rebel 

Native and Métis leaders were dealt with, the Euro-Canadian public reacted with near 

hysteria and sought revenge and 'protection' from al1 Aboriginal peoples (Snow, 

197750). In response, the military and, for the most part, the NWMP punished any 

Native or Métis persons who were suspected of participating in the Rebellion (Brown, 

197312). The NWMP and the militaiy bumed and looted Native and Métis homes, 

confiscated their property (e.g., horses, weapons, tools, etc.), and withheld treaty 

payments to suspected Native band councils (Brown, 197322). Moreover, the MKMP 

began the process of restricting Natives to their respective resewes (prisons) and 

imposing what many would argue was an apartheid-type system upon them (Adams, 

1995: 197; Brown, 197322). 

Howard Adams argues that the government's military campaigns were the most 

efficient and effective means of gaining social and political control because: 

e.xtreme violence useâ by colonizas - that is, a particularly vicious attack on a 
comrnwty, a massacre, an exccution, the imprisonment of lcaders or the torture 
of a few people - serves to pacify large regions for long periods of t h e  . . . 
( l995:202). 

Overall, the North-West Rebellion paved the way for policing to become an insensitive 

and inhumane oppressor towards Native peopks (LaRocque, 1990:88). The new police 



culture which arose did not need a large consortium of police constables to maintain 

"cornpliance and loyalty" because the military ciunpaign and the violent aftermath 

eliminated much of Native peoples' willirigness to resist in the future (Adams, 1995:202). 

In future encounten between the NWMP and Aboriginal peoples, Adams states that 

violence rather than persuasion became the nom If Aboriginal peoples failed to heed to 

the "White ideal" (Adams, l995:202). 

The Response of tlte Go wemment 

In further retaliation, the govemrnent used the Rebellion as an excuse to step up 

its efforts at turning the "Red Indian" into a "White European" (LaRocque, l996:8O; Ray, 

1996222). Ray argues that in an effort to destroy the economic, political, and social 

independence of Native peoples, the govemment took stricter measures to control Native 

movements, outlaw Native cultural institutions, and re-educate Native children 

(1996222). The policies implemented by the Department of Indian Affain and federal 

govemment politicians "'at this time omounted to a plan for cultual gnocide" 

(LaRocque, 1 WO:8O; Ray, lW6:222). 

In order to implement their assimilation policies, the govemrnent provided 

additional funding for a large number of new constables to be recruited into the NWMP 

in 1 885 (Wallace, 1998: 19 1 ). In the Spring of 1886, the new recruits were dispatched to 

"Indian country" to replace military personnel (Wallace, 1998:191).~~ In the years to 

follow, the new NWMP recruits and those who followed were chosen to undertake a long 

Dewdney suggested t h  the NWMP should replace soldiers on the Plains because the NWMP 
were more accustomeci to Native peoples; whereas, the military might provoke fûnh- hostilities (Wallace 



mission (for close to a century) to enforce the govement's rejuvenated assimilationkt 

policies and to ghenoize the Native culture at "the peripheries of the economy" (Macleod, 

1 W6a: 104; Ray, 1996~243). 

Conîrolling the Movements of Naive Peoples 

In an attempt to control the movements of al1 First Nations groups, Indian m a i n  

introduced the pass system in 1886 (Ray, 1996:233; Snow, 1977:52).~~ Under the pass 

system, anyone wishing to leave the reserve had to get permission from the local 

agicultural instructor and the Indirn agent who would then issue a pass (Ray, 1996933). 

Any Native penon considered to be troublesome or a menace wûs quickly denied a pass, 

and the NWMP constantly patrolled the borden of reserves looking for Natives who were 

absent (Ray, 1996233). If anyone was caught by the NWMP outside their reserve 

without a pas,  they could be charged as rebels or as king hostile (Ray, 199623 1). Once 

in court, treaty Natives were ordered back to their reserves, and non-treaty Natives were 

asked to choose betwveen settling with a nearby band of their choice or spending a 

considerable amount of time in jail (Snow, 1977:53)." 

Out lnuing Ni t  ive Culturd Pructices and fnst it ut ions 

Indian Anairs also attempted to use the pass system in its efforts to control and 

el iminate Native cultural pract ices and institutions, most notabl y the potlatc hes and sun 

(thirst) dances (Ray, l996:U 1). Native peoples in the Pacitiç Cmtal region used feasts 

1998:191). 
" The pass system was onginally introduced by Major-General Frederick Middleton as a temporary 
masure to prevent the spread of the Nonh-West Rebellion of 1885 (Ray, 199623 1). 
Y When the memory ofthe Nonh-West Rebellion of 1885 subsideci, Arthur Ray States that the p a s  



or potlatches to "deal with any matters of general interest" (Ray, 1996:27). In some 

instances, potlatches were used to restore peace and harmony after acts of violence 

occurred within the community or between cornmunities, but on the most part, potlatches 

"were held for pure enjoyment" and celebrate important events in peoples lives (Ray, 

The sun (thirst) dance, which was practiced by Native peoples in the Plains 

region, also attempted to renew bonds or maintain ties between other satellite 

communities, relatives, and friends that took part (Ray, 1996:32).'~ 

Participants fonned a circular camp with an opening facing the rising sun and 
erected a ceremonid pole and lodge ai the centre. During the exciting three-day 
feast, the celebrants danceâ and consurned great quantities of meat, particularly 
buffalo bosses and tongues (Ray, 19%:32). 

Usually, one penon, aided by their relatives, hosted the ceremony and distributed gifts to 

those who attended (Ray, 1996:33). 

On the tint evening following the sun-dance, chiefs gave speeches summing up 

the ûccomplishments of the past year and offered advice to the community (Stobie, 

1986:30). On the second day, the highlight of the sundance, "making a brave," was 

performed (Ray, 1996133). Young men, who came of age, would fulfill vows to undergo 

sel f-itûiicted: 

. . . painfil trials as offcMp to the spirits and prmf of theu own bravery. The 
men tethered themselves to the centre pole of the camp with Iines attached to 
wooden skewcrs impuîed under the s h  of th& pectoral muscles. They then 

system kll into diaise duhg the 1890's. but Howard Adams states chat the p a s  synem was well into use 
uniil the I9SO's (Aâams, 1995: 173; Ray, 19%:233). 
3s Eumpans oRen labellexi the nin-dances as thint dances ôecause the Young men were not allowed 
to dnnk water while taking part in the dance (Ray, 19%:33). 



danced around the pole until the skewets tore loose. O h  the dancas also 
fastend buffalo skulls or horses to theu backs with skewers and mpes and 
dragged or led thern around until they ripped Gree (Ray, 19%:33). 

Later that evening came a general meeting about policies for the common good of the 

community or communities (Stobie, 1986:30). On the final day of the ceremony "'carne 

the war dance of the tired warriors" where M o r s  and braves would tell of their valiant 

banles and deeds (Stobie, 1986:3O- 1). 

In Canada's west, the move to ban cultural institutions and practices b a s  well 

under wvay long before the Riel Rebellion of 1885 (Ray, 1996:222). Concem over the 

potlatch came mainly from missionaries because potlatches were considered as a 

reinforcement of traditional beliefs and values that undermined efforts to Chnstianize and 

assimilate Native peoples (Ray, 1996:223). Furthemore, missionaries and Indian agents 

could not understand why Native people would bring themselves to the brink of financial 

bankniptcy to acquire tremendous rnatenal wealth and then redistribute it among othea 

(Ray, l996:3Z). 

In order to gain political support, missionaries and Indian agents tried to draw the 

attention of political officiais to any "'aspects of feasts that seemed the most contradictory 

to the customs and values of their o m  society" (Ray, 1996:223). In 1879, afler receiving 

a letter from Dr LW. Powell (indian superintendent for British Colwnbia) addressing his 

womes about the 'evils' of Native cultural ceremonies (i.e., the potlatch), Prime Minister 

Macdonald brought the issue up in the House of Commons (Ray, 1996:224). Fear and 

speculation somd In response, Macdonald stated that even though rnany Natives were 

seen as propeily assimilating into the EurolCanadïan culture and were working hard in 



Canadian industries, he stressed that Euro-Canadians must remember that Native people 

"are not white men, and civilized, and must be strictly watched . . . They are very 

suspicious and easily aroused; the white population is sparse and the Indians feel yet they 

are lords of the country . . ." (Ray, 19%:225). 

When tensions were flaring up in the west, the potlatch was first forbidden by an 

Order-in-Council in 1 883 (Ray, 1996226). In 1 884, the Order-in-Council forbidding 

potlatches was written into the Indian Act, S.C. 1876, c. 18, under S. 3 "making it a 

misdemeanour for anyone to encourage or participate in the potlatch" (Ray, 1996226). 

Violation of S. 3 was punishable by two months (minimum) to six months (maximum) 

imprisonment (Ray, l996:226). 

The ban on potlatches also included a ban on the Sun (thint) dances (Ray, 

1996230). Fears about sun-dances escalated after the legendary superintendent of the 

NWMP, Sam Steele, attended one in 1889 (Ray, 1996230). In Steele's report back to 

headquarters in Ottawa, he wrote that the sundance a vital threat to colonization of 

the test (Ray, l996:BO). Steele stated: 

[o]ld warriors take this occasion of relating their exper'ence of fomer days 
counting their scalps and giving the number of horses they were succeuful in 
stealing. This has a pemicious effet on the young men; it makes them unsded 
and anxious to etnulate the deeds of their forefathers (Ray, 19%:230). 

Indian main shared the same concems. in particular, otricials at indian main were 

a h  womed that Plains Natives were neglecting economic and fming duties during the 

six weelcs of the surnmer that the sundance was takiag place (Ray, 19%:230). 



As a result, section 3 of the Indian Act, R.S.C. 1886, c. 43, was amended in 1895 

as S. 114 (Ray, 1996:227). Section 114 banned "any Indian festival, dance, or other 

ceremony of which the giving away or paying or giving back money, goods or articles of 

any sort forms a part, or is a feanire, whether such a gift of money, goods or articles takes 

place before, at, or afler the celebration" (Ray, 1996:227). In the 1895 amendment to the 

Indian Act, supro, section 114 also made the participation or the attempt to encourage 

potlatches or sun-dances an indictable offence (Ray, 1996:233). 

In order to successfully implement the ban on potlatches and sundances, the 

NWMP was ordered to be present at al1 cultural ceremonies and festivals to discourage 

anyone from taking pan in illegal Rtuals (Ray, 1996233). Despite the efforts of the 

govemment (Le., Indian Atfairs) to ban potlatches and sun-âances, Native peoples 

continued to hold their ceremonies in secret (Ray, 1996:235). The NWMP did conduct 

raids and seize ritual paraphemalia, but its constables rarely took action against 

potlatches and sun-dances unless there was alcohol or the open distribution of gifts 

(Dickason, l992:327; Ray, l996:33S). 

Re-education of Aborigind Children 

When the govenunent chose to intensiQ its efforts at re-educating Aboriginal 

children, the NWMP was chosen to play a vital role in enforcing one of the worst 

assimilationist policies Native peoples endured (Ray, 1996:235). As expresseci in treaty 

negotiations, Native peoples wished to have access to educational oppoctunities, bbbut 

stipulateci that in the matter of schools there should be no interference with their religious 



beliefs" (Ray, 1996:236). Native peoples understood that educational rights meant a 

partneahip between Native peoples and the govemment; whereby. the government 

promised to pnserve Aboriginal "life, values, and Indian Govemment authonty" 

(Dickason, 1992333). But the govemment had différent plans. 

In 1879, Indian Affairs tumed to the missionanes to provide schooling to Native 

children (Ray. 1996:236-7). Missionacies were seen as the best choice for schooling 

Native children because "they were best suited to root out 'simple Indian mythology"' 

end could provide education nt a very low cost (Ray. 1996237). Missionanes operated 

both day schools and residential schools, but residential schools became the most 

favoured system in the latter pan of the 1880's because attendance on reservations was 

low and, moreover, Aboriginal chilken "were removed from the influence of the fathen, 

mothea, and elden" (Jaine, 199 1 :U; Ray, 1996:237).~~ In 1894, amendments to the 

Indian Act, S.C. 1 894, allowed "the govemor-intouncil to make whatever regulations on 

the school question he thought necessary and empowering him to commit children to the 

boarding and industrial schools founded by the govemment" (Tobias, 1983:48). 

Although residential schools gained some support from Aboriginal parents in the 

begiming, many became opposed to them during the 1900's (Ray, 1996:241). 

Aboriginal parents grew uncornfortable with losing their children for several years (Ray, 

199624241). In fact, Native childm were often encouraged by missionaries and Indian 

Affaia agents not to Msit their parents because it was believed that the parents would 

36 At their pimack Canadian residentiai schools for Native childm numbered sixty in al1 
(Dickason, 1 992:334). 



expose the children to "undesirable influences" (Ray, 1996% 1). Furthemore, parents 

began to heu and see evidence of abuse, suffering, and health problems (Le., increased 

rates of tuberculosis and fatal diseases) that their children were experiencing at midential 

schools (Ray, 1996:24 1 ). Most of all, Abonginal parents became very discontented with 

the fact that missionaries were teaching their children that everything about the Native 

culture was "bad and evil" (Jaine, 199 1 :44; Ray, 1996:241). 

Eventually, Aboriginal parents began petitioning Ottawa to improve the hanh 

conditions that Aboriginal children were experiencing, and at the same tirne, mrny 

refused to send their children away to residential schools (Ray, 1996241). In order to 

deter the parents efforts, the federal govemment revised the Indian Act, S.C. 1920, in 

1920 (Ray, 1996:242). Since previous revisions were thought not to be strong enough, 

the 1920 amendment provided the supenntendent-general with the ability to use the 

police (i.e., the RCMP) to search for truant pupils and to issue fines that would cornpel al1 

Aboriginal children between the ages of seven and fifieen to attend school (Ray, 

1996:242-3; Tobias, 198350). As a result, the RCMP played a vital role in forcing 

Aboriginal children to attend and forcibly retumed runaways to residential schools which 

caused the demoralization, abuse, and deaths of so many. 

In recent years, the reality of residential schools has corne to light as many 

Aboriginal penons have stepped fonivard to tell of the hunger, culture shock, sexual 

abuse, torture, and other crimes they expenenced (Ray, 1996:238). Many of the victims 

who lived through the "honor" have sufEered h m  hirtber abuse placed upon them by 



alcoholism, poverty, and the lack of any sense of selfesteern (Jaine, 1991:43).37 

The E w s  of Punishment 

The government's assimilatio~st policies were the source of "disorientation, 

grief, Fear, and internalized rage [which] grew [and have grown] among [Native 

peoples]" (LaRocque, 1990:80). Many may ask why Aboriginal peoples did not resist 

assimilation and genocidal efforts, but the will to resist was largely eradicated by the 

police. By the use of terror and violence, state authorities (both the military and police) 

were able to instill a profound "mindset" or social conscious of feu and obedience to the 

"White ideal" and White authority upon Aboriginal peoples (Drakulic, 1993:xvii; 

LaRocque, 1990:77). According to Adams, "obedience to colonial authority and police 

was embedded in our social conscious. It needed only one red-coat Mountie to control 

hundreds of colonized Metis" (1 995: 199). 

Much of my argument here has ken developed From Slavenka Dnkulic's book, 

How We Survived Cornmunism and Even Lauehed, where she writes about the influence 

of communism in Eastern Europe. Drakulic states that many people in Eastern Europe 

grew up king taught that the state was a very powerful force in influencing everyday 

lives (1993:xv). Furthemore, Drakulic states that the whole notion of communism does 

not fade away with the formation of new govemments or economic and social changes 

because it is a state of mind/mindset which is imbedded in every person's pemnality 

(1993:xvii). A person's mindset or b4consciousmss is one's knowledge of what he or she 

37 Continued political pressure fiom Native groups did eventually force the closure of residential 
sc)IOOIs, with the last king closed in 1988 (Ray, 19%:242). 



is thinking, feeling, or doing" and affects every moment of that person's life (Adams, 

1995:37). Furthemore, a person's min& consists of their expenences and defines 

reality for them (Adams, 199937). When a person's muidset bas been modded by the 

state, proposed change or resistance to the existing system happens at a much slower pace 

(Drakulic, 1993:xvii). In lighi of Drakulic's notion that the communist govemrnent and 

its state authorities established an effective mindset for the control and domination of its 

Eastern bloc population, 1 argue that the Canadian governent and its agents have done 

the same thing with Fint Nations communities. 

LaRocque states that Native people's mindsets were constantly conditioned and 

moulded by Euro-Canadian institutions (e.g., schools and policing) to believe that White 

people (French, English, Ukrainians, Middle Eastern, etc.) were the ooh-gu-mow-wu& 

[the goveming ones (Cree)]. Any positive aspects of the Native culture were destroyed 

by institutions (e.g, residential schwls policing, etc.) because they might serve as a 

source of power and confidence which could challenge the authority of the state (Adams, 

1995: 12 1 ). Euro-Canadian institutions instilled a profound mindset which reinforced the 

notion that any wrongs done to Native peoples by the ooh-gu-mow-wuk were to be 

answered with phrases such as keyum, keyam [let it be (Cree)] because things could be 

wone ( 1 WO:82). Fear was instilled in every Aboriginal person not to resist because any 

resistance would only encourage the police to use violence against them (LaRocque, 

1990:82). Since institutions constantly conditioned each generation '90 fear and obey 

ooh-gu-mow-wuk and to keyam," racism and injustice were able to rip Native 

communities apert and break the spirit of those who were willing to take a stand 



(LaRocque, 1 WO:84). In support, the 

Manitoba states: 

Remrt of the Abonaina1 Justice hciuirv of 

[a]borigioal people view the police as repnsentatives of a culture which is vastly 
diferent nom theu own. Theu encounters with police are h e d  by a histoiy of 
culturai oppression and eawiomic dominaiion, during which use of Abonginal 
languages, govemmentS laws and customs are punished by laws dcveloped by 
the siune legal structures police now represent (Hamilton and Sinclair, 
1991a:S%), 

For the past 150 years, the Canadian state has exercised absolute nile over the 

Native population, and policing has played a significant and instrumental role in 

guaranteeing that rule (Adams, 1995:200). As a powerful manifestation of dominant 

Euro-Canadian "institutions, customs and laws," the NWhW/RCMP was: 

. . . a crucial part of a conscious scheme by which powerful econornic and 
political interests destmyed the econorny and way of life of mtire peopls and 
wrested a vast temtory from its inhabitants fur a pittance (Brown, 197323; 
Gnffiths, 1994: ID). 

Furthemore, this newly formed police culture of "repression and terror" played a major 

role in colonizing the Native population of Canada, and any who opposed were quickly 

met with violence and bnitality (Adams, 1995: 198). As observed by Eldridge Cleaver: 

Which laws gct enforcd depends on who is in power . . . . The police do on the 
domestic level what the amed forces do on the international level: protect the 
way o f  life for those in power (Pfohl, 1985:334). 



Cbapter LI 

Tryiag to Mead Old Wounds 

Over the p s t  three decades, the govemment and the policing seMces of Canada 

have come to rccognize the tremendous amount of pain and suffering that they have 

inflicted upon Aboriginal peoples. While tryi*ng to amend the wrong of the p s t ,  they 

have made considerable efforts towards bettering relations with and providing service 

delivery to First Nations communities. In their efforts, the government and the policing 

services have reported a great deal of success in their affirmative action programs (e.g., 

Band Constables and Tribal Policing) (Harding, 1994:347-8). On the other hanci, in the 

Aboriginal context, Canada's state police services (Le., RCMP, OPP, and SQ) have 

become such an entrenched visible symbol of "government failures, misunderstandings, 

and broken promises" (Griffiths, 1994: 12 1-3). As a consequence, community and 

political leaders within First Nations communities still question whether the Canadian 

pvemment and its policing services can accommodate their healing and self- 

determination efforts. 

i. The Evolution of Native Policing Programs 

Getîing Organized 

Mer both the First and the Second World Wars, Native comrnunities began to 

experience a "change of attituden and started to question the "White ideai" mindset 

(Dickason, 1992:328). During the First World War, many Abonginal men (totalling 



4,000 in number) sewed overseas in the Canadian Expeditionary Force (Ray, 1996:3 17). 

While overseas, Abonginal servicemen found that they were well treated and were able 

to speak with other Aboriginal men fiom various tribes across Canada (Ray, 19%:3 17). 

When Aboriginal veterans retumed home fiom their service in Europe, their wartime 

experiences changed the way that they viewed the inequities and restrictions placed upon 

their peoples (Dickason, 1992:328-9). At the same time, Abonginal peoples realized that 

they needed to organize collectively in order to be heard by the Euro-Canadian 

population and its govemment (Ray, 19963 17). 

In 1918, Frederick Ogilvie Loft established the League of Indians of Canada to 

promote Abonginal rights (Ray, 1996:3 17). But, Loft and the league came "at a perilous 

time for political radicals" (Ray, 1996:3 19). In the afiennath of the Winnipeg General 

Strike of 1919 and the Bolshevik revolution in Russia, Parliament made an amendment to 

the Criminal Code which b a ~ e d  any group meeting which could be labelled seditious 

(Ray, 1 W6:3 19). Afier Parliament's arncndment, the RCMP, missionaries, and Indian 

Affain agents kept a watchful eye on Loft and the league. The league survived, but the 

RCMP and lndian Affain eventually forced Loft to withdraw from the public sphere.' 

Mer L o r s  withdrawal, the govenunent again stepped up its efforts at 

enfranchising and assimilating Native peoples. i-iowever, the federal govemment 

experienced limited succcss. Interest in Native matters dropped aAer the New York stock 

market crashed in October of 1929 (Brown, 1997:442; Tobias, 198351). The Canadian 

1 For mon infornuton on Loft ud th Lagw of Indians, sec Arthur J. Ray's book 1 Have Lived 
Here Sincc the World pp. 3 1 5-3 19. 



economy began to spiral uncontrollably downwards and drought beset the Canadian 

prairies. As a result, Canada experienced a decade of "deprivation, unemployment, and 

human despair" known as the Great Depression (19294939) (Brown, 1997:444; 454). 

As for Native peoples, the Depression yean left them in a state of "marginal existence" 

(Ray, 1996:262). Eventually, saivation (for non-Aboriginal Canadians) from the Great 

Depression amved as Europe renewed its thirst for war in 1939 (Brown, 1997:454). 

From 1933 until 1945, policy regarding relations between the goverunent and 

Native peoples experienced "a state of flux" and was not revisited until the post-war 

years (Tobias, 198351). Following the Second World War, public interest in Native 

affairs grew at unprecedented rates. This interest was largely anributed to the 

ovenvhelming contribution Aboriginal peoples once again made to the Canada's war 

effort (6,000 Aboriginal men setved between 1940-45) (Tobias, 19835 1 ). The time was 

ripe for Native peoples to make a move. The world's thirst for confiict and destruction 

was exhausted, and the western powers' populations began promoting democracy and 

equality for al1 and "a retum to more congenial pursuits" (Tindail, 1988: 1235). 

Upon their amval home, Native veterans found an audience who supported their 

refusal to be treated as second-class citizens (Diekason, 1992:328). immediately, Native 

veterans organizations, citizen associations, and church groups fonned and began 

petitioning Parliament for equal rights and a royal commission investigation into the 

administration of Aboriginal affain and the condition of Native peoples residing on 

reserves (Dicicason, 1992:329; Tobias, 198351). A royal commission was never fomed, 



but a Joint Senate and House of Commons Committee was established in 1946 to hold 

hearings on the Indian Act (Dickason, 1992:329). The Committee held heanngs for hvo 

years before they made a number of recommendations for future Native policy and a new 

lndian Act (Tobias, 198352). A new lndian Act, S C .  1951, c. 29, reflecting the 

cornmittee's recommenâations was passeci in 195 1 (Dickason, l992:329). Although 

many of the revisions made in 1951 were merely cosmetic and the govemment still 

focused upon transfonning Native peoples "from the statu of wards to that of full 

citizenship" (Le., assimilation), Dickason argues that the revised Indian Act. 1951, 

"heralded the dawn of a new era" (1992:329). 

Under the new Indian Act, supru, the powen of the minister for Indian Affain 

"'were reduced to a supervisory role' but +th veto pwer" (Tobias, 198352). Bands 

gained authority over the "management of surrendered and reserve lands, band funds, and 

the administration of by-laws" (Dickason, 1992:329). Although bands did not acquire 

control over funding until 1958, authority over funding (as long as the spending of funds 

provided was in the general interest of the comrnunity) provided Native peoples with the 

opportunity to advance their claims by financing their own lawsuits (Dickason, 1992:329- 

3 1). 

Following the 1951 amendment of the Indian Act, "Red Power" emerged during 

the 1960's (Adams, 1995:75). The Arnerican civil cights movement in the United States 

sent a message to disadvantaged groups throughout the world to mobilize and act against 

inequality and dispossession (Tindall, 1988: 1370-1 ). As African-Americans cried for 
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"Back Powei', Native peoples began to cry for "Red Power" (Adams, 1995:75; Tindall, 

1988: 1372). During the "Red Powef' movement, Aboriginal peoples experienced a great 

deal self-awareness as they brought forward claims of injustice, discrimination, and 

oppression by the Canadian state and its authorities (Dickasun, 1992:331). During the 

late 1960's and eady 1970's. Aboriginal peoples' protests against assimilation and 

"White" ethnocentric ideology saw the repeal of many restrictions (e.g., the Potlatch and 

sundance) and a step forward in the long battle for self-detennination and self- 

govemment (Dickason, 1992:33 1 ; Dyck, 1992: 12). 

Mult~culturaIIsm 

In response to Native peoples' disapproval of White ethnocentric ideology and a 

gradua1 change in Euro-Canadian perceptions, the govemment began to change its views 

during the 1970's (LaRocque, 1990:84-5; 87). When the govemment made steps to 

change its views, govemment institutions reacted by introducing a number of new 

initiatives in an attempt to accommodate Native interests; however, many institutional 

efforts were/are often "uncoordinated" and "haphazard" (Nielsen, 1 994:447). For the 

most part, Nielsen argues that institutional efforts were "reactive" because "govemments 

only act on Native issues when forced to and then have 'invariably done so in White 

interests'" (1994:447). As a result, Eurdanadian or "White interests" flourished and 

continue to flowish because state institutions and policy are oflen linked to a 

multiculturalism discoune (Jackson, 1993:181). 

Iris Marion Young states in her ariicle, -'Polity and Group Difference: A Critique 



of the Ideal of Universal Citizenship," that modem concepts of multiculturalism o k n  

promote the general will and avoid reference to "the particularities [race, gender, group 

differences, or ethnic background] of individual and group histories, needs, and 

situations" in order to ensure equal treatment and recognition of al1 persons (Harding, 

1994:346; Young, 1990:129). Although today there is the social and le@ consensus that 

al1 penons should be treated equally, sorne individuals and groups still find themselves 

king treated as second-class citizens. These group inequalities still rernain because 

multiculturalisrn eventually creates a pradox where a "natural racial [biological] 

difference" is promoted (Jackson, 1993: 18 1 ). 

Although the law is generally blind to biological differences, society is not. 

Society still makes assumptions about disadvantaged groups "in everyday interactions, 

images, and decision-making" (Young, 1990: 130). This promotion of a natural racial 

difference soon labels cultural differences as deviance or as a weakness in relation to the 

dominant nom which, in turn, feeds discrimination and racism (Jackson, 1993: 1 8 1 ; 

Young, l990:130). Thus, when the goveming elite, state institutions, and the public 

depend on dominant noms as the basis for legal decisions and policy making, equal 

treatment reinforces and justifies "WC lusions, avoidances, paternalisrn, and authoritarian 

treatment" (LaRocque, lWO:87; Young, 1990: 13 1 ). 

Instead of assimilating into the dominant nom, many Aboriginal groups asserted 

pnde and positive reinforcement of their own culture by calling for self-government. At 

the same time, Aboriginal people5 began to question "whether justice always means that 



law and policy should enforce equal treatment for al1 groups" (Young, 1990: 1 15). As a 

result, Aboriginal groups brought a series of mounting pressures on federal, provincial 

and territorial govemments to address the "inequities in the administration of justice to 

Aboriginal people and to explore ways to devolve the delivery of justice to Aboriginal 

bands and communities" (Grifiths, 1994: 12 1 ). 

Since Aboriginal self-government and justice were widel y unpopular with the 

Eurocanadian population and the politics of the 1960's and 70's, it is not surprising that 

the govemment's first steps at Aboriginal policing oflen contradicted differential 

treatment and focused more upon multicultural and/or neocolonial views (Harding, 

1994:345; 347). Overall, instead of acknowledging Aboriginal peoples' right to self- 

government and justice, the federal govemment decided to accommodate Aboriginal 

peoples interests with indigenization of state police services (Harding, 1994:347). 

Indigenization is the pmcess whereby non-Aboriginal programs (i.e., criminal 

justice system) are repopulated with Aboriginal peoples "in hope that it will in some way 

render this system more effective and more relevant" to Aboriginal peoples (Dickson- 

Gilmore, 1997147). For the most part, indigenization of policing was favoured by the 

federal govemment as a method of nducing Native over-representation in the criminal 

justice system (üepew, 1986:27). The rationale was based on the premise that over- 

representation is largely caused by crosscultural differences between Euro-Canadian 

police constables and Native p p i e s  (Depew, 1986:27). 



in relation to policing, the Manitoba Justice inquiry states that indigenization 

supports the rights of disadvantaged groups, but more importantly there a number of 

other reasons for adopting indigenization into policy (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1 a:6O 1). 

To quote the Manitoba Justice [yuirv: 

- Aboriginal people wil have more confidence that the police force is 
interested in thern. - Aboriginal youth will see such officers as excellent role modcls. 

O The genaal population will benefit From seeing Aboriginal people in 
positions of responsibility. protecting the public peace. 

O Aboriginal police offcers will be able to assist other oficers in a better 
understanding of Abonginal culture and behaviour. - If an Abonginal person is being arrested and needs family or community 
support of some kind, an Abonginal officer will likely have a better idca 
of where that support might be available. The same will be mie of 
recommending services for victims of crime. - Within the force, thne will be officers who speak Aboriginal languages. - Abonginal officas wül be able to do prevmtive policing more 
effectively among Aboriginal community members. - Because Abonginal otliccrs will have a Mer understanding of 
Aboriginal culture, they will be better able to determine whether a 
situation they encounter requires an arrest or cm be ~ l e d  in an 
alternative way. 

O When making an mese Aboriginal police will be better able to make 
certain that Aboriginal people understand their rights and what is 
happening. 

- Aboriginal police ofticen will be better able io assist chose wishing to 
give statements in ensuring that their mie intent is reflecteâ (Hamilton 
and Sinclair, 199 1 a:60 1-2). 

It is presumed by many that maintaining Euro-Canadian police constables in 

Aboriginal policing would do little to aiieviate bias, prejudice, and Native mincisets in 

Fint Nations communities. It is finnly believed that since Euro-Canadian police 

constables are largely products of Euro-Canadian society, they ofien carry the biases and 

prejudices of that society (Depew, 1986127). In support, L'Heureux-Dube and 

McLauchlin JJ. state in R v. S. (RD.), [1997J 3 S.C.R. 504, that: 

[d]eep klow coasci*ousncss are the other forces, the liLa and the dislikes, the 
pcedilcctions and the pnjuâiccs, the cornplex of instincts and emotions and habits 



and convictions, which make the [person].* 

Therefore, crosscultural differences between Euro-Canadian and Native peoples may 

cause bias and prejudice on the par& of the Euro-Canadian police oficer, thus, causing 

more arrests and wider representation of Native peoples in the criminal justice system 

(Depew, 198627). 

Although some beiieved that indigenization of policing was a step towards self- 

govemment, Harding States that indigenization of policing gained overwhelming support 

from the government because it was seen as an effective method of social control and 

multicultural assimilation for Aboriginal communities (Harding, 1994:347). In his 

article, "Policing and Aboriginal Justice," Harding quoies a 1966 United States review of 

Native police oficer programs by William Hagan (1994:347). 

It provided that they shouid be employed also for the purposes of civilkation of 
the lndians which eventually was to inspire some of the moa interesting, if 
debatable, duties of the Indian police (Harding, 1994:347). 

Comparable to the United States, Dion Stout argues that dunng the 1960's and 70's the 

federal government also became aware that violence might enipt in Fint Nations 

communities because of high levels of unemployment, poverty, and racism (Dion Stout, 

1993:71). In reaction, the Canadian govemment laid the founâations for a petty 

bourgeoisie class which couid monitor, control, and manipulate social conditions of 

Aboriginal peoples (refer to pages 109-1 13) (Dion Stout, 1993:71). As a result, Howard 

Adams argues that the Canadian federal govemment strongly supporteci indigenization of 

policing because the education and training of a few can serve to paciQ (Le., revolt) 

many (1995: 167) 

2 Cited fiom Benjamin N. Cardon> in The Naîure o f  the Judkial Rooas (1921) a! p. 167. 



Refonde Nudve P o l k i ~  

Over the past 30 yem, a number of Aboriginal policing initiatives have taken 

shape; unfottunately, a good many of hem have reflected the interests behind 

multiculturalism and neocolonialism (Harding, 19941347). In its 1967 report, Indians and 

the Law, Corrections Canada made the proposal to improve policing seMces in 

Aboriginal communities by incorporating the use of more Native band constables 

(Canada, 1996a:83). Immediately after the Corrections Canada report was released, the 

Department of lndian Affairs and Northem Development (DIAND) reacted by seeking 

Treasury Board approval to refine the band constable system (Canada, 1990~7). 

DIAND'S retinement of the band constable system was published on 28 Aprii, 1969, as 

Circular 34 (Canada, 1990:7). As a result, the use of band constables in First Nations 

communities from 6 1 in 1968 to 1 10 in 1971 (Canada, 1990:7). On 24 September, 1971, 

DiANû further defined Circular 34 through Circular 55, which stated that the objective 

of the band constable system was to support senior police officers in Native comrnunities 

and by no means was to replace them (Canada, 1990:7; Canada, 1996a:84). 

The 1973 Task Fom Repon 

In 1973, a new report by DIAND, the Rewrt of the Task Force: Develoment of 

Alternative Methods for Policing on Reserves, was published (Canada, 1 99O:î). The 

Task Force report ewmined different ways and means of provîding bettec policing 

seMces to First Nations communities A number of policy altematives were pmvided to 

Native communities. The list of alternatives was divideâ into three areas wbich were 



further subdivided into a number of options "in tenns of the institution that would be the 

principal authority for policing functions" (Depew, 198637). Within each area, the 

institution would decide the basic nature of the police service to be provided (Depew, 

1986:37). Area 1 was based on the Circular 55 band constable model which was under 

the authority of the Band Council; Area 2 was based upon the municipal policing model 

where authority was vested in the municipality; and Area 3 [cornmonly known as Options 

3(a) and 3(b)] was an evolutionary program which transferred control fiom non-Native 

control to Native control over an extended period o f  time (Canada, 1990:7; Depew, 

1986:37-9). Under Area 3, Option 3(a) was for autonomous Native police services; 

whereas, Option 3(b) was for Native band constable programs (Harding, 1994:347). 

Depew details and lists the available options as follows: 

Area 1 : Band Council Policing 
(a) Civil by-law enforcement constable; 
(b) Supemume~ary Special Constable enforcing by-laws and 

federal and provincial laws with respect to minor 
offences; and 

(c) Supemumnary Special Constable with authority to 
edorce al1 federal and provincial laws. 

Area 2: Municipal Policing 
(a) Purchase of police seMces from existing forces; 
(b) the Band is considered, for purposes of policing, as s 

municipality; and 
(c) the use of existing police savices. 

Area 3: Provincial Policing 
(a) A separate lndian police force; and 
(b) an indian branch or contingent of an arimng poiice 

force of which it would be and integral part (1986:38). 

While the Task Force was deciding between Options 3(a) and 3(b), the Task 

Force's survey of Natives and nomNatives concluded that Option 3(b) was the prefened 

method and should be made available to First Nations communities wishing to start 

independent police seMces (Canade, 19%a:84; Depew, 1986:38). Provincial 



governments and police s e ~ c e s  also strongly advocated Option 3(b), but Depew states 

that "it is questionable whether the survey reflected tmly representative community 

preferences among Natives" (1986:38). The effects of the survey were felt later when 

First Nations communities in New Brunswick and Saskatchewan advocated Option 3(a) 

and were flatly rejected because First Nations communities were considered not to have 

enough experience with policing their own communities (Harding, 1994~347). Instead of 

approving Option 3(a), DIAND obtained approval for an experimental Native band 

constable program and began negotiations with the Solicitor General and the 

provinces/temtories for a cost-sharing agreement whereby Native band constables codd 

be used within the various policing services of the provinces and territories (Canada, 

19960:84). 

In a review of the 1973 Task Force Report, lndian Affairs did put emphasis on 

bnnging policing closer to Abonginal communities, but it still reduced Aboriginal 

peoples' problems to those of a minority group (Harding, 1994:347). Ironically, both 

Options 3(a) and 3(b) classified Native peoples as minorities within a multicultural and 

neocolonial view by focusing on the indigenization of policing and structuring non- 

Native controlled (i.e., band constable) programs within the current criminal justice 

system (Canada, 1990:7; Harding, 1994:347). Furthemore, the report lacked any "clear 

and coherent policy under which they [could bel opetated and hâeû" (Canada, 1990:7). 

The RCMP Sp~cial ConstaMe plobt.lll 

Once the Task Force prognm got undenuay, many band constable progroms 



which followed were designed merely to replace criminal justice staff with Native people 

(i.e., indigenization) in order to promote social control instead of self-determination in 

First Nations communities (Harding, 1994:347; Pasmeny, 1992:4 17). For example, one 

Native band constable prognun designed under Option 3(b) was the Royal Canadian 

Mounted Police (RCMP ) Native S pecial Constable progam (Pasmeny, 1 992:4 1 6). 

When the RCMP Native Special Constable program was developed the RCMP and the 

band selected a member of the community which the RCMP was serving and provided 

them with police training and peace ofticer status (Pasrneny, 1992:416). The overall 

hope of the RCMP was to establish better relations with First Nations communities and to 

reduce crime rates, but the RCMP met with M e  success for several reasons: 

the Special Constable program's training period was shorter than the 

regular training perioâ, Special Constables were unable to be promoted 

within the RCMP, and the pay was significantly less than a regular 

member, which ensured a lower status in the RCMP ; 

when Special Constables were sent back to Native communities, they 

ofien became isolated from the community because they had to enforce 

laws on their own fnends and family; 

many of the Special Constable memben were confused as to their role 

within the RCMP, not kwwing whether to follow RCMP training or to 

follow the ways of their communities; 

there was little cornrnunity involvement in developing the program; 

more importantiy, many Aboriginal inteilectuals were highly critical of the 

3 The Ontario Provincial Police and the Sûreté du Québec also developed Native band constable 
prograns similar to the RCMP M v e  Speciai Constable Program (GriBths, 1994: 128)- 



Native Special Constable pognun because its complement of Native band 

constables was made up mainly from the more afluent socio-economic 

and educated class within the "band population, not the traditional or poor 

families and it is mostly the latter groups of lndigenous peoples who are 

in conflict the law" (GriRiths and Verdun-Jones, 1994:647; Harding 

1994:347; Pasmeny, 1992:4 16-7). 

Finally, "in 1990, official recognition of the problems inherent in Option 3(b) resulted in 

elimination of the program," and the RCMP acknowledged that the Native Special 

Constable program was very unsuccessfÙl because of its limited career path, low rate of 

pay, and lower status (Pasmeny, 1 W2:4 16). 

In addition to band constables provided by Circular 55 and Option 3(b), a small 

number of other policing anangemenu (i.e., tripartite agreements) evolved under Option 

3(a) in the later half of the 1970's and were classified as tribal police servicesNative 

contmlled prograrns which operated "pursuant to a variety of fedenil and provincial 

agreements, Indian Act band by-laws, and provincial legislation" (Canada, 1996a:84).~ 

Initial1 y, tripartite agreements for Native controlled programs were conducted between 

DIAND, the provincial govemment, and First Nation community involved; furthennote, 

DiAND assumed full financial responsibility (Canada, 19%a:84; Depew, 198657). 

Some programs which evolved were 'lthe Dakota Ojibway Tribal Council (DOTC) in 

4 It is important to note that the term Native controlled programs does not mean autonomous police 
services, but simply refm to the sepmion of an indigenized police service "reoponsible for the policing of 
native communities, fiom federai, provincial or municipal police forces in matters of police administration 
ad O ~ O S ,  poticy stntegies ud progrom pianning, ud management issues" @cpew* 198655). 



Manitoba, the Amerindian Police Force in Queôec, the Louis Bull Police Force in 

Alberta, the Aboriginal Peace Keeper Force in British Columbia, and the 

MohawklKahnawake Peace Keeper Force" in Québec" (Harding, 1994:349).' Within the 

above tribal policing programs, tribal police constables ofien sewed a number of social 

justice functions whether peace officer, conflict resolver, or community s e ~ k e  provider 

(Harding, 1994:349). 

For example, the Amerindian Police Force was fint estabiished in 1978 to 

provide policing seMces to 23 Québec First Nations communities (Canada, 1996a:84). 

The Amerindian Police Force was independent from the Band Council in its policies, 

decision making operation, and management (Depew, 198656; Pasmeny, 1 W2:4 18). A 

20 week training program for its oRicea (simiiar to that provided for Québec police 

constables at the Institut de police du Québec) was provided by an autonomous Native 

training centre largely staffed by Native instructors (Depew, 198656). Aiso, the 

Amerindian Police Force enjoyed full jurisdiction on the reserves and was able to enforce 

band by-laws, provincial laws, and federal laws (Pasmeny, 1992:418). But in practice, 

the Amerindian Police Force only concentrated on the enforcement of a few written band 

by-laws and the highway code; intervention in farnily disputes and violence; and 

investigation of theft and mischief (i.e., damage or destruction of property) (Depew, 

l986:S7; Pasmeny, l992:4 18). Since the Cnminai Code was difticult to enforce in most 

situations, serious crimes were investigated by the Sûreté du Québec (Depew, 198657). 

' ~ l t h o u ~ h  Harding nata  that the Kahnawake Pacekecpn were fomied according to a tripmite 
agreement, ibc Kahnawrkt Pmcckcepas wuc initirlly "appointcd ud rokly on Mohawk 



The 1990 T& Foree Report 

Until the mid-80's. Native constables were the preferred method of policing by 

the government, but First Nations communities incrwisingly placed more emphasis on 

developing autonomous tribal policing programs (Harding, 1994:345). Native calls for 

autonomy in policing and justice derived fiom a number of facton: First Nations 

communities were experiencing rapid increases in crime; current policing services were 

consistently king questioned in light of self-government proposals king conducted at 

the time [e.g., The Roval Commission on the Donald Marshall. Sr.. Prosecution 11989); 

and Report of the AboriHnal Justice lnquirv of Manitoba (1991 11; the costs of policing 

First Nations communities were escalating; and govemment policy for policing First 

Nations communities was considered haphazard and uncoordinated (Canada, 1990: 1). 

The federal government also experienced a growing concem over the same factors, but it 

became more concemed that increased calls for autonomous police services might also 

reflect the role of social class in First Nations communities, which was experienced in the 

(RCMP) Native Special Constable Program (see pages 1 1 1-1 14) (Harding, 1994:349). 

In response, the Federal Interdepartmental Task Force was established in 1986 to 

conduct a review which stated the federal government's position on First Nations (Le., 

onieserve) policing pol icy (Canada, 1 990: 1 ). The Task Force's report, Indian Policinq 

Policv Review (19902 rccognized that Native policing rights included a b r d  range of 

policing powers to enforce al i laws (Le., federal, provincial, and band by-laws) (British 

Columbia, 1994:9). The 199û Ta& Force report also indicatd that First Nations 

communities should have full input and involvement in deciding how they shouid be 

ernpowerment" (Mandamin, 1993 :284). 



policed; equality in access and levels of policing services comparable to those provided 

to brader Canadian society; and "must be allowed to genenite innovative models of 

policing that are appropriate to their circumstances" (Murphy and Clairmont, 19969). 

Finally, the Task Force report stressed that al1 First Nations policing initiatives 

must be achieved within the confines of the cunent Canadian justice system and, at the 

same time, be independent from band govemance authorities (Murphy and Clairmont, 

1996:9). According to S. 88 of tndian Act (which only applies to status Indians), S. 35 of 

the Constitution Act. 1982 (which applies to all Abonginal peoples), and the division of 

powea [i.e., S. 92 (14) which places policing under provincial authority] in the 

Constitution Act. 1867, the report concluded that First Nations policing included a wider 

range of legislative authority than previous policing arrangements an4 thus, should be 

inclwled within the framework of the Canadian justice system (British Columbia, 

l994:6- 10; Murphy and Claimont, 1 996:9)! Since the federal, provincial/temtorial, and 

Native govemrnents each had a legitimate role in policing First Nations cornrnunities, the 

Task Force also concluded that any revised federal policy dealing with First Nations 

policing should be phased in by the process of tripartite agreements behveen the federal 

govermen& the province/temtory, and First Nations authonties (Canada, l99O:2 1 ). 

m e r  the Task Force's report was released, the= were mixed reactions (British 

Columbia, 1994:9). Aboriginal communities accused the Task Force of king motivated 

more by financial concerns thon human rights issues (British Columbia, 1994:9). On the 

6 For more information on the legal farmfarmtïcations of Aboriginal policing consult the British 
Columbia Commission of Inquiry, Closinn The Gap: Policing and the Comunity, Vol. U, pp. 3-9; and the 



other han& the federal govemrnent saw the Task Force Report as an important step 

fonvard in Aboriginal policing. 

First Nations Policing Pdlcp 

AAer the Task Force's report, Indian Policine. Policv Review (19901, a number of 

Commissions and Inquiries followed: the 1991 Law Refonn Commission report [which 

reiterated much of the points in the 1990 Task Force Report]; the 1991 Alberta Task 

Force on the Criminal Justice System [which was also similar, but placed emphasis on 

community-based policing]; the Osnaburgh-Windigo Report [also supported the 1990 

Inquiry, but emphasized more community control mainly in response to alcohol abuse 

and family violence]; the 1991 Blood lnquiry [which is critical of RCMP policy for 

policing Native peoples]; an4 the 199 1 Manitoba Justice Inquiry [which calls for 

sweeping changes in policing Aboriginal peoples (Le., more autonomy) but stays 

consistent with the 1990 Task Force Report] (Murphy and Clairmont, 1996:9-10). In 

response to the above Commissions and Inquiries and the acceptance by the governrnent 

of the 1990 Task Force Report, the federal govemment announced another policing 

initiative in June, 1991, called First Nations Policine Policv (FNPP), which was to be 

placed under the authority of the Solicitor General of Canada (where it is today 

administered by the Aboriginal Policing Directorate) (Research Directorate, 1993:30).? 

In the spring of 1996, FNPP underwent a number of mino changes (Canada, 

Task Force Report, indian Policina Policy Review, pp. 9-1 1 (British Columbia, l994:6-9). 
7 Aboriginal policing was oficially tianded over h m  the DIAND to the Solicitor General on 1 
Apd, 1992 (Raarch Difcctorate, 199330). As a cohxquenee o f  the ncw Fini Nations Policing Policy. 
the Ontario First Nations policing pmgram under the supervision of the Ontario Provincial Police was also 



1996b:l). Cunently, FNPP attempts to acknowledge cultural and historical ciifferences 

and the diverse policing needs of First Nations communities (Murphy and Clairmont, 

1996:4). FNPP also tries to ensure that Native peoples are provided with equitable 

policing se~*ces  (equal to those provided to comrnunities in the region with similar 

conditions) consistent with provincial standards (Murphy and Claimont, 1996:4)* 

Under FNPP, the key to providing equitable policing services to First Nations 

communities is to increase the number of Fint Nations police oficea and create more 

Native control ledlautonomous pl icing services in First Nations cornmunities (Murphy 

and Claimont, 1 996A). Furthemore, FNPP aims to design representative commissions, 

police boards, and advisory bodies which "should ensure police independence from 

partisan and inappropriate pol itical influences" (Canada, 1 996b:S). 

As noted above, FNPP also has the goal of improving policing for First Nations 

communities and other non-treaty Aboriginal communities on Crown or Inuit lands 

through the establishment of tripartite agreements with the provincial or territorial 

govenunents, the federal govenunent (Le., Solicitor General), and the First Nations 

community or comrnunities involved (Research Directorate, 1993:30). The tripartite 

agreements are designed to provide a larger role for First Nations commum*ties in 

selecting policing models more responsive to their community and cultural needs: 

. . . and may incluh such elements as purpose, legal and constitutionai 
guaranices, mandate of police SM-ce, police govemance authority, management 
of the police -ce, staf6ng and training, supplies and equipoent, finance and 
administration, terni of agreement, and provisions br the amendment or 

- ---- 

handeci over to Native control by a tripartite agreement in 1992 (ûrinithq 1994: 129). 
8 The otd 1992 definition of equitable policing services, which stated that Fm Nations communities 
should be providai with equil policing savices "to those pmvideû in non-First Nations cornmunities," was 
dropped in the Spring o f  1996 and replaccd with "communitits with similar conditioiis" (Canada, 1992:2; 
Canada, 1996: 1). 



termination of the agreement (R-ch Directorate, 1993:30). 

Furthemore, FNPP provides more money to First Nations policing prognuns 

whereas the federal govemment contributes 52 p r  cent o f  the cost towards Aboriginal 

policing initiatives; the provincial or tenitonal govemment is expected to provide 48 per 

cent of the cost; and any contribution by First Nations communities is discussed during 

negotiations (Research Directorate, 1993:30). The amount of funding provided to First 

Nations communities is based on crime ratedcrime prevent ion activities, geographical 

tenitory, and population (Canada, l9%b:7). Under First Nations Policing Pol icy, the 

foilowing First Nations policing approaches [which are a reiteration of Options 3(a) and 

3(b) in the Rewn of the Task Force: Development of Alternative Methods for Policinq 

on Reserves in 1973; see page 631 are available for federal funding (Mandamin, 

3. 

Option I 

First Nations Adminisiered Police Service: organizeâ on a banci, tribal 
regional, or provincial basis including arrangements providing for one 
First Nation to contract for the policing services of another. 
Special Contingent of First Nations Onicers: within an existing police 
s e ~ k e ,  including: 
a. First Nations offices employed within a provincial or municipal 

police service with dedicated responsibilities to serve a First 
Nation community. 

b. A group of First Nations police officers employed duough a 
contractual mangement to provide a policing semice to a First 
Nation comarunity. 

Developmental Policing Arrangement: designeci to smooth the transition 
fiom one type of policing amngement to another (Cana&, 1996b:6). 

Today, under Option 1 (known as stand alone police se~ces) ,  the administration 

of Native policing programs (Le., band constables or t r i i  police services) is negotiated 

under tripartite agreements (Canada, 19%a:û4). A First Nations community may chwse 

policing services to be provided by either band constables or a tribal poiicing s e ~ c e  



during negotiation of tripartite agreements (British Columbia, 1994:19). If chosen during 

negotiations, band constables, who are fully accountable to the band council, are 

employed and appointai by the band under S. 81 of Indian Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 1-5 

(British Columbia, 1994: l9).' But, unlike regular peace officers, band constables are 

restricted to enforcing ody band by-laws (British Columbia, 1994: 19). 

If band constables are not the preferred method chosen during negotiations, First 

Nations communities may also choose to establish a tribal police service which would be 

employed by and accountable to the community (British Columbia, 1994: 19). Unlike 

band constables, tribal police olticea gain full peace oficer status, powen, and 

jurisdiction under the various provincial Police Acts. but jurisdictional authority rnay be 

restricted by a protocol negotiated between senior police ofticials or commission 

representatives of Aboriginal pl ice services and the RCMP, OPP, or SQ dunng tripartite 

agreement negotiations (Canada, 1 996a:84; Mandamin, 1 W3:Z 83). 

Relations between First Nations police sewices and the RCMP, OPP, or SQ are 

usually set out in a protocol which describes the responsibilities that concem each police 

sewice in maintaining peace and order in the region (Mandamin, 1993:283). Within the 

agreements, there is usually acknowledgernent of the RCMP, OPP, or SQ's experience in 

law enforcement and Aboriginal police seMces understanding of traditional and cultural 

values of the comrnunity (Mandamin, 1 993 :283). Furt hemore, the protocols assign 

specific investigative and geographic responsibilities which "provide for emergency 

9 Section 8I(I)(c) of the Indian A& srpm, altes that a band ~ u n d  may m&e by-laws for "the 
observance of law and order," 



response rneasures, exchange of information and mutual assistancey' (e.g., investigation of 

senous Criminal Code offences are usually investigated by the RCMP, OPP, or SQ) 

(Mandamin, 1 993 :283). 

An example of such a tribal policing arrangement can be found in the current 

Amerindian Police Force in Quebec. The Amerindian Police Force now services 14 of 

38 reservations in Québec and provides full peacekeeping services to those Native 

communities (Canada, 1996a:M). But, in accordance with a renewed tripartite agreement 

and revisions to sections 80 and 83 of the Québec Police Act, R.S.Q. c-Pl3 (2 Febniary, 

1995), Amerindian police oficers are swom in as regular peace officers with a status 

similar to that of regular municipal police services in Québec (Canada, 1 W6a:85; Du&, 

1 995 : 8-9). The tripartite agreement between the federal Solicitor General, Quebec, and 

the Amerindian Band Council stipulates that the Sûreté du Québec must cooperate with 

Native communities and police services by providing: 

1. expertise and technicrl support needed to adrninister funds designated for 

policing; 

2. policing manuals and policies to Band Councils; and, 

3. operational support to maintain effèctive plice seMces (DUE- 1995:9- 

1 O). 

Option 2 

Currently, the RCMP has complemented Option 2 by developing community 

adMsory groups (Le., a national Aboriginal Advisory Cornmittee of Aboriginal elders) to 



increase police contact and accountability, setting up satellite detachments in First 

Nations communities, establishing an Aboriginal Policing Branch at "E' Division 

Headquarters, and monover, creating the First Nations Community Policing SeNice 

(FNCPS) and Aboriginal Constable Development Program (ACDP) programs (British 

Columbia, 1994: 12; 15; Griffith, 1994: 130). The FNCPS provides a contingent of fully- 

trained RCMP regular members of Aboriginal ancestry who possess full peace oflicer 

status and powers of authority under the (RCMP) FNCPS program (British Columbia, 

lW4: 12). The FNCPS offers policing services to First Nations communities based on 

"the principles and objectives of the First Nations Policine Policv, including: service 

levels equivalent to those of non-First Nations communities; compatibility and sensitivity 

to Fint Nations culture and beliefs; flexibility to accommodate local variations in 

policing needs; and a framework which allows for transition to an independent First 

Nations-administered police senice where this is desired by the c~mrnunit~."'~ 

The FNCPS is govemed by two seprate agreements: a Community Tripartite 

Agreement according to First Nations Policing Policy, and a Framework Agreement 

between the federal govemment and the provincelterritory outlining managerial and 

funding anangements for RCMP services. The levels of badine service to be provided 

to First Nations communities are also developed in accordance with standards outlined in 

FNPP: population, crime rates, and any special needs of the community. Furthennore, 

responsibility for recruitrnent, training, supervision, and appointrnents rest solely with the 

RCMP. 

'O Infomution regarding the WCPS is quoted fiom: Royal Canadian Mounted Police Public Anain 
Directorete for Aboriginal tuid Community Policing Dirrctonte, RCMP First Nations Commun& poli ci^ 



To further increose Aboriginal police constable riecruitment, the RCMP developed 

another Native band constable program called the Aboriginal Constable Development 

Program (ACDP) in 1990 (Griffiths and Verdun-Jones, 1994:647) The ACDP is 

designed mainly to encourage and prepare Aboriginal people for a friture constable role 

in the RCMP (Griffiths and Verdun-Jones, 1994:647). Within the pmgram, Aboriginal 

individuals who do not meet the entrance requirements for iecruitment into the RCMP 

are placed on a two year wvork and study p e n d  where they are provided wîth courses to 

upgrade their cducational abilities and are given job training and kwidance by regular 

members of the RCMP (Griffiths and Verdun-Jones, 1994547). If and when the 

program is successfully completed, the Abonginal individual is offered recruitment 

training in Regina (Griftiths and Verdun-Jones, 1994547). 

Currently, the federal govemment has signed 1 1 1 policing agreements with First 

Nations communities and provinces involving 296 out of approximately 600 First 

Nations communities (Mehta, 1993:5)." Of the 1 1 1 agreements, 52 are self-administered 

police services, and 59 are RCMP First Nations Communii Policing seMces; and there 

is one province-wide m'partite agreement for saskatchewan.lz Furthemore, there are 

over 800 Aboriginal police officers and band constables (afliliated with Stand Alone, 

RCMP, OPP, SQ, or Band Constable police services) s e ~ n g  First Nations communities 

(Muphy and Claimont, 19%:1). 

Service. <htt p : S w v ~  rmp-ccaps. codccaps. htmx No date. " The Honounble Andy Scott. "Notes for a Statment b the Honourabk Solicitor General of 
Canada to the Assembly of Fiist Nations 1 $ Annud Gcneral Assembly." 
chttp :'?'~vww. scc. :.c. c~cflionie. htni>, 23 lune, 1998, at 7. 



Coricliision 

As seen above, Native policing programs have evolved significantly over the past 

twenty years because Native peoples have found a greater need to "assert ownership of 

problems in their communities and reserves" (Grittiths and Verdun-Jones, 1 994:652). 

Many of the Native policing programs developed have formed better relations and have 

complemented the interests and needs of Fint Nations communities (Pasmeny, 

l992:4 1 7). More im portantly, Native policing programs have been given more 

independence fiom Euro-Canadian domination and control (Harding, 1994:349). As a 

result, the federal govemment has show a great deal of phde in its efforts to pass over 

control of  Native policing to First Nations communities, but it is important to note that - 

much of the move towards gaining control over Native policing can be associated with 

the "political, cultural, and community revitaliuition" efforts of Native peoples 

(Griffiths, 1994: 12 1 ). 



ii. Equality or Inequality? 

Many critics would argue that the govemment and the policing seMces of Canada 

have made significant progress over the past thirty years in adapting Euro-Canadian 

policing to Fint Nations' concems and justice issues. First Nations Policing Policy 

(FNPP) programs have begun to tum away from the professional/reactive crime control 

mode1 of policing (for a definition, refer to pages 125-126) and tried to better relations 

with First Nations communities by ensuring their participation (Pasmeny, l992:4 1 5). 

Moreover, FNPP progams have tned to provide Native communities with a sense of self- 

control (Pasmeny, 1 15). 

Although M P P  programs have encouraged better proactive relations and 

involvement with the community, some still criticize them as king insufficient because 

they maintain a link to outside government controls which produce inequality (Pasmeny, 

1992:) 18). In essence, many have argued that FNPP programs have only tried to create a 

false sense of security for Native peoples and have fallen far short of gîving Native 

people complete control over their communities and adequate resources to develop a tnie 

self-policing function (Pasmeny, 1992:415). As mentioned earlier in this chapter, 

pl icing pol icy and initiatives introduced by the federal govemment to accommodate 

Native policing efforts have ofien tried to create a false sense of secutity because they 

reflect multicultural views. As a consequence, Harding argues that multiculturalism 

reduces Native peoples status to that of a minority, and igmms the problems of self- 

determination which are "peculiar to wlonized people$' (1994:346). In support, Iris 



M o n  Young states that many areas of social policy have a tendency to make equal 

treatment unjust because they either deny cultural differences or they make them a 

liability (Young, 1990:132). Within law and policy, there are a number of areas that 

address cultural differences, such as bbaftimative action; comparable worth; and 

bilingual, bicdtural education and senice" (Young, 1990: 1 32). Within the scope of this 

pper, affirmative action programs will be the central issue. 

Indigett ization 

Although they are designed to promote equality, Young argues that aftirmative 

action programs actually violate the "principle of equal aeatrnent because they are race or 

gender-conscious in setting criteria for . . . admissions, jobs, or promotions" (Young, 

1990:133). Within the scope of Aboriginal policing, cwrent Aboriginal policing policy 

and programs (Band Constables, First Nations Policing Policy, etc.) make cultural 

differences a liability by stressing indigenization. For instance, FNPP emphasizes that 

First Nations police constables must have Aboriginal ancestry unless the First Nation 

cornmunity specifies that it wishes non-Aboriginal staff (Canada, 1996h7). 

Although placing an Aboriginal police ofiçer into a First Nations community is 

often seen as an ideal shifb, Depw states that substituting a non-Aboriginal police officer 

for an Aboriginal officer within c m n t  ". . . police structures has little impact on policing 

problems . . ." (Canada, 199k91). It is h i a y  unlikely that an Aboriginal person can 

work within a criminal justice system which is highly bureaucratie and adversarial "and 

not be, to a certain extent, cmpted by that system" @ickson4ilmore, 1997:47). 



Hamilton and Sinclair state that, "research bas shown that police officers fiom minority 

groups who are trained and supeMsed in a traditional manne? may act in the same way as 

white police ofticers" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1a:W). This is not surprising because 

the majority of police otricers fiom Aboriginal or minonty groups "experience the same 

job socialization as their white peea. Overall, indigenization of policing is very iimited 

in impact unless there are significant structural changes to the organizational mode1 of 

pol icing (Canada, 1 996a:gO). 

Dam*nant Intetpretadons und Quolflcation Standards 

Within affirmative action programs, Young also clvims that there is a tendency to 

provide compensation either to cultural groups who have been discriminated against or 

excluded in the past or to groups who still suffer the effects currently (1990:133). 

Although benefits and compensation are provided by aftinnative action probams, there 

is still the threat that the dominant society's interpretation and qualification standards will 

be placed upon them (1990:133). For example, FNPP stresses equality in policing 

services for Native peoples to those presently enjoyed in other communities [in essence, 

meaning other First Nations communities (refer to p. 71)] in the region which have 

similar social and economic conditions (British Col urnbia, 1994: 1 1 ). Although FNPP 

emphasizes equal treatment, some may argue 'that equality means unifonnity, and others 

argue that uniformity in the face of different needs is not equality, but oppression" 

(British Columbia, 1994:ll). 



Under FNPP, policing services to First Nations communities must recognize and 

"respect [Native] culture and beliefs," but this recognition can be limited by provincial 

policing standards and qualifications which may be unsuitable to ceitain First Nations 

communities (e.g., recniitment standards and training may be inappropriate to some First 

Nations communities) (British Columbia, 1994:ll). Ontario First Nations Police 

Commissioner (Wally McKay) stated at the round table meeting for A Report on 

Aboriginal People and Criminal Justice Canada: Bridaing the Cultural Divide that al1 

Fint Nations constables have the goal of ensuring social harmony and regdation 

according to traditional Aboriginal methods in First Nations communities, but: 

. . . they are doorneci to hstration. It is not. as it tums out, realistic for them to 
expect to be able to make that kind o f  contribution . . . . That is because they 
function still within another society's ~ystem. They have been indigenized . . . . 
The job of these recruits becornes subject to two sepamte authorities representing 
two diffaent world Mews, not to mention ciifferaices in specific laws? 
rel~tionships~ goals and expectations. Has it not been said in times o f  old that no- 
one crui serve two mastcn? (Cana& 19%~86-7).13 

For example, in 1992, the Dakota-Ojibway Tribal Police found itself caught in the 

middle of band initiatives and federal/provincial policy when the Roseau River lndian 

Reserve in Manitoba was trying to establish pmbling on their reserve despite 

government opposition (Griffiths, 1994: 1 32). In January, 1993, the Dakota-Ojibway 

Tribal Police was evicted fiom Roseau River by the bond council afier it assisted the 

RCMP in a raid on the reserve in which gambling equipment was seized (Griffiths, 

1994:132). Later the DOTC membea were ieplaced by memben of the Young Warrior 

Society (Grifliths, 1 994: 1 32). 

At this round table meeting some of the mon expeaienced Aboriginal police constables in Canada 
gave tbeir viws on the limitations of Nnhcr devdoping Native policing ravices within an intcgntcd 
justice systern (Canada, 1996a:RS). 



Jur&dicttonul Authoriry 

Although FNPP recognizes that "pol&ce officen sefflng First Nations 

communities should have the same responsibilities and authorities as other police officen 

in Canada," tripartite agreements may still place limits upon the jurisdictional authority 

of First Nations police officers (Canada, 1996a:86; Canada, 1996b:4). For example, the 

Dakota-Ojibway Tribal Council (WTC) program was established in 1978 and is an 

almost independently Native controlled policing service which serves eight communities 

within Manitoba and consists of 25 constables (Pasmeny, 199241 7). W'rC constables 

have peace officer status and are able to enforce all legislative and state laws, "but their 

jurisdiction is lirnited" under the tripartite agreement with the DOTC, province of 

Manitoba, and the feded goverment (Canada, 1996a:86). According to the tripartite 

agreement, the DOTC is able to share its investigative responsibilities with the RCMP 

when minor CRminal Code offences are concemed, but "major offences are tumed over 

to the RCMP in accordance with written protocol" (Canada, 1996a:86). 

As a consequence, restrictions on jurisdictional authority under îripartite 

agreements may leave Fint Nations police ofticers helpless to react to crucial situations 

or serious incidents in their commmities. For example, the recent case (28 March, 1998) 

of a pregnant Native woman, Connie Jacobs, and her nine-year-old son, who were shot to 

death by a Royal Canadian Mounted Police constable on the Tsuu T'ina reserve in 

Alberta, has show how Native band and tribai policing prograrns are lefi helpless when 

social problems and major offences arise ni the community (Durkan, 1998:7). 



When a social worker and tribal police constable came to remove Connie Jacobs' 

six children ftom her home, Connie Jacobs threatened them with a rifle (Dutkan, 1998:7). 

Irnmediatdy, the tribal police officer called for the assistance of the RCMP because 

jurisdictional authority under tripartite agreements States that the RCMP must deal with 

major offences [e-g., thteat of bodily harm with a deadly weapon under S. 267(1) of the 

Cnminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-461 (Canada, 1996a:86; Ottawa Citizen, 1998:M). 

When the RCMP amved, there was a four hour stand-off which was foilowed by the 

death of Connie Jacobs and her son Ty (Ottawa Citizen, 1998:A3). Overall, the T'suu 

Tina tribal police constable was left helpless in a serious time of need, and was forced to 

cal1 upon outside intervention. 

F'unding 

First Nations Policing Programs also suffer from financial limitations because 

qualification standards, such as demographic charactenstics, the geographical temtory, 

and crime rateslcrime prevention activities determine the number of constables and 

support staff, and the arnount of equipment, which will be supponed by feâeral and 

provincial funding (Canada, 1996b:7). At the Royal Commission round table on justice, 

Chief McKay stated that one of the major problems is the "pilot project mentality" in 

govemment funding for the DOTC police force (Canada, 19%a:86). Under this pilot 

project mentality, funding provided only on a yearly b i s  has severely limited any future 

long-tenn planning or strategies in the DOTC police force (Canada, 1996r86). For 

example, lack of long-term funding has remlted in lower salaries and lower training 

standards which have caused a high attrition rate of highly qualifieci DOTC police 



constables into other police services (e.g., RCMP) and placed First Nations police 

services into a subsidiary or secondary position to regular police seMces (Canada, 

1996a:86; 88). Commissioner Wally McKay also stated that First Nations constables are 

constantly pressured to enforce the Western adversarial mode1 (i.e., crime control modei) 

in their communities instead of traditional Aboriginal methods (Canada, 1 996a:88). 

Seeking crime and making arrests is often promoted because "police funding agencies 

rely on crime and enforcement statistics" (Canada, 1996a:88). 

First Nations communities have emphasized the importance of Aboriginal self- 

government in policing arrangements (Canada. l996a:92). Wall y McKay States that for 

policing to be relevant to First Nations communities it: 

. . . necessiuily implies legitirnizing and ress~cturing the justice systern as a 
whole within the revitalization of self-government, our inherent and never 
extinguished right, that is currently in progress . . . . Jurisdiction is rhu central 
CRLV u/se/f-goirrnnirnt. The fint essential and irnmediate pnority is that we 
must have jurisdictional hmework agreements in place and i would Iike to 
qualify that . . . we are not talting about delegated responsibilities. It is a federd 
responsibility, a provincial rcsponsibility and a First Nations raponsibility 
(Canad% 19%a:92). 

The importance of linking Aboriginal self-government and Aboriginal policing 

together is emphasized in Fiat Nations Policine Policy. FNPP's objectives aim at 

supporthg "First Nations in acquiring the tools to become self-sufficient and set' 

goveming t hrough the establishment of structures for the management, administration 

and accomtability of First Nations police seMces"; fiirtherrnore, it aims at ensuring 

"police independence fiom partisan and inappropriate political influence" (Canada, 



1996b:2-3). l4 Although FNPP promotes Aboriginal self-government and First Nations 

independence in policing, "it has sometimes been difficult to achieve balance between 

police forces' accountability to elected politicians and their capacity to conduct day-to- 

day operations free fiom political interference in a non-Abonginal context" (Canada, 

1996a:93). Ensuring independence from parti'san and inappropriate political influence 

could very well be in contradiction with traditional Aboriginal policing "practices in 

which community leadership is directly involved in the peacekeeping process" (Canada, 

I996a:93). 

Equal Treutmettt vs Ser/detemÙ~tion 

Overall, Young states that affirmative action or indigenization only addresses 

Native policing problems accorâing to dominant interpretations and replations instead of 

according to the cultural differences of the specific cultural group ( 1990: 133). 

Furthetmore, in a group differentiated Society, neumil standards and interpretation of 

affirmative action programs are impossible because Native cultural experiences and the 

dominant Euro-Canadian culture are unable to develop a common measure. 

When considering First Nations policing, the Native peoples of Canada should be 

able to preserve their own culture and traditions. Sinœ Native peoples represent a 

significant population within Canada, they should not be subject to cultural assimilation 

when conside ring full social participation (i.e., through sel f-policing ) because 

assimilation calls for Aboriginal people to ~ j e c t  al1 notions of cultural and self-identity. 

" Before FNPP was revised in 1996. FNPP of 1992 s ~ e d  iht it aimeâ "to wppon and enmurage 
evolving seiFgovernment in First Nations communities" ond to ensure that Fi. Nations police m * c c s  



Overall, Aboriginal peoples should be able to @cipate in the public sphere without 

having to shed "their distinct identities or suffer . . . disadvantage because of hem" 

(Young, 1990:134). The answer to providing the ability for al1 groups to participate in 

the public sphere is not based upon providing compensation to groups until they 

assimilate into the dominant nom but focuses on how the institutions can change their 

rules and standards in order to accommodate direrent groups (Young, 1990: 134). 

Although some may suggest that special rights will leave rwm for oppression and 

stigma in regard to Aboriginal groups, Young States that there is a need for "self- 

organization and representation" of Native people ( 1990: 134). Thus, if Native peoples 

are able to discuss which policies and methods will better help their way of life and are 

given access to certain public maihanisms (e.g., self-government and self-jmlicing), then 

"policies that attend to difference are less likely to be used against them than for them" 

(Young, I W O :  1 34-5). Furthexmore, if Native peoples are provided with '7he 

institutionalized right to veto policy proposais that directly affect them," the danger of 

further discrimination would be reduced (Young, 1990: 135). 

Conclusion 

In an attempt to reroncile the pst ,  many Native policing initiatives undertaken 

over the last thirty years have only provided a false sense of security for Native peoples 

(Pasmeny, 1992:423-4). As a result, critics have accused past Native policing programs 

of being guilty of "indigenizing" the problem in ordet to gain social control, and many 

today still question whether cunent policing alternatives provïded by FNFP might be 

were "independent of the First Nation or band govemance authorityn (Canada, 1992:2). 



guilty of the same thing (Gnffiths, 1994:129). Today, First Nations policing seMces, 

which are implemented with govermental support, are limited in their efforts because 

there is still the lack of "luster, administmtive will and funding" from the federal and 

provincial govemments that are essential in making these programs a success (Pasmeny, 

1992:4 18). As a consequence, ENPP N'll subjects Aboriginal peoples to the will of the 

dominant Euro-Canadian population and still denies "social ne&, development, culture, 

or the rïght to sel fdetem ination" (Pasmeny, 1 992:424). 



Cbapter Ill 

Walking Two Separate Paths 

Today, it is inconceivable to believe that Native peoples should embrace Eure 

Canadian concepts and rnodels of policing. Much of the misconception regarding the 

impiementation and definition of policing has stemmed fiom many ethnological 

differences (Le., racial differences) between Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian peoples. 

Tcaditionally, Abonginal and Euro-Canadian peoples have a great deal of differences in 

the way they perceive the police and institutionalize policing (Depew, 199325 1 ). 

Within all traditional human societies, there has been some form of social control, 

whether achieved by individuals, noms, customs. or laws, which has ensured confonnity 

(Forcese, 1997: 1 ). Within simpler and smal ler traditional societies, "more hornogenous 

socialization and relatively slight role specialization and lifestyle options minimized 

deviance or non-confomiity" (Forcese, 1992: 1 ). When an individual broke moral 

traditions, the community, clans, families, or other individuals simply reacted in self 

defence (Forcese, 1 992: 1 ). 

As societies grew more complex and increased in population size, maintaining 

social control and confonnity became more complex, and the role of the community in 

maintaining law and order diminished. When traditional methods of maintaining social 

conml and confonnity diminished in European societies (rnainly in teference here to 

Great Bntain), policing evolved into an institution of occupational specialization where 

certain individuals (i-e., police constables) were selected to act on behalf of the 



community (Forcese, 1992:l). These individuals or constables eventually became subject 

to two authorities: the community and the executive authority (initially the landlords of 

feudal lands and later the Crown) (Guth, 19945). As mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, the 

community made constables "agents of their peea," and the law "made them offcm of 

the law"; thus, constables beaune positioned at a mid-point between the community and 

the Crown's law (Guth, 19945). 

ARer its beginnings in Europe, the institutionalization of policing followed in the 

wake of colonization and becarne the nom for edorcing social control, confomity, and 

order in many of today's westem nations (Depew, 1986:90). In the Canadian context, 

policing followed in the path of Great Britain's London Met and Royal Irish 

Constabulary (RIC) models (see pages 7-8) (Guth, 1994:4). Later, the institution of 

policing became a symbol of Canada's devotion to law and order and an intricate part of 

her heritage. 

But today's westem view of policing has ken  criticized as the eurocentic 

tradition of social control and falling fbr short of correlating with other cultural groups' 

traditional methods of confomity and regulation. These criticisms are highly relevant to 

Aboriginal peoples because they did not experience the urban environment %th the 

sarne intensity or conviction" as Eudanadians; also, Aboriginal peoples had 

"developed their own cultural approaches to social regulation and control" (Dcpew, 

1986:90). Thus, it has become apparent that the Aboriginal culture conceptualiaxi and 

institutionalized the police and policing fa  diffeiently frwi the EuroCanadian culture 



(Depew, 1986:90). At the same time, it has becorne overwhelmingly apparent that 

traditional Aboriginal concepts of social control have situationally and culnirally-specific 

definitions of social ngulation and order which "should not be predefined within 

existing" Euro-Canadian models (Depew, 1986190; Depew, l993:X 1-2). 

Although traditional methods of social control in Aboriginal societies were fat 

ciiffirent than Euro-Canadian traditional methods, Depew also emphasizes that it should 

not be assumed that traditional foms of Aboriginal social control would apply to today's 

modem Aboriginal communities ( 1986: 100). In contemporary Aboriginal cornmunities, 

a number of environmental factors have affected traditional Abonginal concepts and 

methods of policing which have, in turn, made social control in these communities 

increasingly problematic (Depew, 1993:251). This does not mean that Aboriginal 

policing policy should ignore traditional methods of social control in Aboriginal 

communities, but in concert with traditional concepts, "cultural l y distinct [Abonginal] 

approaches to policing must be developed in view of changes in local circumstances that 

will greatly influence what is desirable, possible and probable in [Aboriginal] policing 

arrangements" (Depewv, 1986: 100). 

i. Traditional Euro-Canadirn and Aboriginal Models of Polking 

Traditiottal Eum-Canudia~) Pdiring 

In traditional Eurolcanadian society, DeLloyd J. Guth States in his article, 'The 

Traditional Common-Law Constable, 1235-1 829: From Bracton to the Fieldings to 

Canada,n that the British magistrate-constable mode! became the nom (1 994: 17). Under 



the magistrate-constable model, special constables gahed a predominantly d a n  identity 

"based on comrnunity, crown, courts, and a civilian characte?' (Guth, 1994:8). in this 

manner, special constables did not have a distinguishable unifonn or symbol and were 

unamed; furthemore, they held their office in the courts and were subject to the 

magistrate's authority (Guth, l994:8; Forcese, 1992: 1 5). The magistrates controlled the 

criminal proceeciings and appointed and delegated powers of anest to special constables. 

In turn, special constables served the magistrates by their powen of anest and the 

collection of information. If setious matters or circumstances erupted within the 

community or while a special constable was carrying out their duties, the militia would 

be called in to resolve the situation (Forcese, 1992: 15). 

In England, Sir Robert Peel's Metropolitan Police Improvement Bill, 10 George 

IV, x. 44, brought an end to the magistratetonstable model in 1829 (Guth, 1994~17). 

Peel's London Metropolitan (Met) rnodel established a more permanent, pid 

professional policing sem'ce. Accountability was vested in the "'cabinet-level, political, 

executive authority at the central Home Otlice," which appointed police commissionen 

as an intermediate control (Guth, 1994: 17). The London Met mode1 also stressed that 

constables should be civilian agents of the community, but the community aspect of the 

London Met model quickly eroded with "open and outside recdtment" (Guth, 1994: 17). 

Furthemore, similar in tradition to the magistrate-constable model, the authority of 

London Met constables was still vested within the Crown's common law. 



The Effecr of the London Metropoltun Mode1 on canadian Pdicing 

The British colonies did not adopt the London Metroplitan model until much 

later. In Canada, the magistrate-constable model remained the nom until the mid-1830's 

when a few police services embraced the Lo.ndon Met model (Guth, 1994: 17). In 1835, 

Toronto hired one High Constable and three full-time constables, and a reserve of 

fourteen special constables (Guth, 1994: 1 7; Forcese, 1992: 16). ' Some Canadian cities, 

such as Québec City (1838) and Montréal (18431, followed soon afler (Forcese, 1992:16). 

Other Canadian cities did not t'ollow suit until much later. 

By 1859, when the provinces required that al1 their cities and toms have a chief 

constable and at least one constable, London Met style police forces staned to emerge 

[e.g., Victoria (1 862). Winnipeg (1 874), Calgary (1 885), and Vancouver (1 886)) (Guth, 

1994:18; Forcese, 199216). In 1868, Canada also formed the Dominion Police Force 

which was designed to act on a national level, subject to govemment control, and 

organized according to the London Met model (Brown, 1973:3; Forcese, 1992: 16). After 

it was established, the Dominion Police Force saw service only in Upper and Lower 

Canada and the Atlantic provinces ( Forcese, 1992:16).' By the tum of the century 

(19ûû), most Canadian cities had adapteâ the London Met model to their needs: 

. . . or at least its conunon-law spirit, to their separate needs. This 'Mue' tradition 
was common law in several senses, but originally because its constable woiked 
directly for the magismate and was integrai to that ~ouxt-based, juâge-made Iaw 
that is common law (Guth, 1994:4). 

1 The Toronto Metroplitan Police SeMce daims that this force was established in 1834, and there 
were initially one High Constable, fhe fiIl-time comtables, and 14 spcciai constables (courtcsy of the 
Tomnto Metropditan Police Service Human Resoutces Department). 
2 The Dominion Police Force joined nnks with the (Royal) North West Maumed Police in 1920, to 
fonn the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (Forcese, 1992:20). 



The Effect of the Royal Irish C o ~ b u f u r y  Model on canadian Pdicing 

During the 1840's Sir Robert Peel developed the military model of policing, the 

Royal Irish Constabulaiy (RIC), which resembled the French gendarmerie (Guth, 

1994: 17). With the establishment of the North-West Mounted Police (NWMP) in 1873, 

Guth states that Euro-Canadian policing in Canada experienced two sepatate traditions: 

the London Met model and the RiC mode1 (1994:4). Although the London Met model o f  

policing was used extensively in various eastem Euro-Canadian regions, municipalities, 

and rural communities, the WC model was the foundation for Canada's state police 

forces (the NWMWRCMP, the OPP [1864] and the SQ [1870]) (Canada, 1996a:89; 

Forcese, 199221 ;23). As a result, the RIC mode1 displaced the police constable's role 

fkom a municipal cornmunity authority to that of a central state authority which enforced 

laws. Although eastem Euro-Canadian communities were still able to enjoy a long 

history of plicing under the London Met model, the RIC mode1 was used extensively 

ihroughout the Canada's western frontier. More importantly, the RIC model became the 

method of choice for policing Aboriginal peoples and First Nations communities (for a 

thorough discussion, reter to Chapter 1) (Canada, 1996a:89-90). 

Overall, the formation of policing in Canada (in both the London Met and RIC 

context) was consistent with the wider criminal justice system, which focussed upon 

prosecution, detenence, and punishrnent (Depew, I986:9 1). As a consequence, policing 

eventually shifted towards a crime control model where die police @ned the role of 

detecting offences, anesting offenden, and laying charges (Depew, 1986:91). 

Furthennom, policing institutions increasingly became organized in a military fashion 



(by implanting a hierarchical rank and file structure) which allowed firm control of a 

police constable's behaviour, actions, and ability to pass on information (Depew, 

1986:91). When police organizations became centered around a crime control model, the 

level of service provided became consistent with the needs and requirements of the 

criminal justice system (e.g., investigation, adversarial roles, rapid response, control of 

management, and intemalized discipline) (Depew, l986:g 1 ). 

Trodtimal Ahdginal Social ControWolicing 

Long before the European colonizers reached North Amerka, Aboriginal peoples 

had traditional methods of social control in place. In Canada, Aboriginal peoples, 

"including the nomadic huntet-gathen of the eastem woodlands, geat plains, arctic and 

sub-arctic, and the more sedentary village-dwellen of the Pacific Northwest Coast and 

lowland Ontario," generally saw themselves in relation to the larger community with 

whom they interacted (Depewv, 1986:94). Informal and formai interaction, which 

involved "social, political, economic and religious considerations," were able gave 

"structure and meaning to events and activities of daily life" which, in effect, maintained 

confotmity and social control (Depew, 1993253; Depew, 1986:94). This is not to Say 

that Aboriginal communities were a picturesque harmony. In fact, Ray States that crime, 

disorder, and warfare were not uncornmon to Aboriginal peoples ( l996:22). 

But, unlike traditionai European methods of policing, Aboriginal peoples chose 

not to maintain order and cohesion by the use of a centralizeâ police agency. Instead, 

Aboriginal peoples onen sanctioned bfeeches of social morals and noms by various 



mial relationships. Depew states in his working paper, Native Policinp, in Canada: A 

Review of Current Issues that these social relationships fonned the basis for a number of 

reciprocal restraints which were based upon conoeptuuVsymboiic systems and various 

aspects of traditional socid organ i~ iom which existed in Fiat Nations communities 

( 1986:95). 

Poricing by the Meam of ConceptuaVSymboIic Systems 

Depew states that activity and interaction in traditional Aboriginal comrnunities 

has otten been associated with " a  system ofcategories, values and beliefs that involve[d] 

an important symbolic dimension and which enable[d] people to interpret their behaviour 

and the behaviour of othen" (1 986:95). Thus, systems of thought and understanding in 

traditional Aboriginal communities reflected a more religious or "holistic" approach 

(Depew, 1986:95). Every activity in Aboriginal comrnunities had its own tom of 

reference, but it was also undentood and "integrated with other key aspects of the 

culture" (Depew, 1986:95). Therefore, any violations of customs outlined in the overall 

conceptual/symbolic system oAen reflected as breeches of moral issues not only on the 

community level but also on the spiritual level. In order to stabilize peace and hamony 

in the community, such breeches of customs and social order were comrnonly dealt with 

on the spiritual level, but if spiritual intervention failed, Aboriginal "social organization 

provided scope for individual and group intervention" (Depew, 1986:95). 



PoUcrng by the Meam o/Socal O~lgodzatio~ 

Generally, Abonginal communities were small in size with varying population 

numbers, patterns of setîlement, and ecological conditions (Depew, 1986:954). Within 

these srna11 scale communities, consistent interaction with other members or relatives 

helped individuals fonn a sense of shared cultural values and noms which were defined 

in political, social, and economic relationships (Depew, 1986:96; Ray, 1996:25). Unlike 

Euro-Canadian tradition, these noms and values were not codified into laws or enforced 

by a policing agency, rather customary laws were frequently restated in moral and 

spiritual teachings which were modified in public contexts and with public consent 

(Depew, 1986:96; Mercredi and Turpel, 1994: 163). According to social situations and 

influences, discretion was used extensively by the community in interpreting and 

enforcing customary laws (Depew, l986:96). 

However, those Aboriginal cultures who did choose to establish enforcement (Le., 

police) apncies or "associations of adult male wam'on, popularly known as 'warrior 

societies,"' only used them for the purpose of enforcing rules and maintaining social 

control during certain ceremonial activities or buffalo hunts (Depew, 1986:96). During 

such occasions, wamon were chosen to guard/police vulnerable tribal memkrs and 

communities against attack fiom neighbouring tribes. Furthemore, wanioa were chosen 

to maintain order in the community or to enforce hunting noms during buffalo h u m .  If 

members of the cornmunity chose not to heed the noms and mords of the community, 

wam'ors were empowered to enforce punishmmt. For example, Ray states that within 

traditional Plains Native comrnunities, wamots "could seize a defiant person's property 



and impose physical punishment; however, this was rarely necessaryy' (1996:29). 

Overall, police agencies were not the nom for policing on a continuous basis in Fint 

Nations communities. Instead, structures and models of kinship and marriage provided a 

continuous basis for policing. 

Kinship und Murriuge 

Since none of the inhabitants in rnost traditional Native societies possessed any 

legal coercive authority, kinship and peer pressure were otten preferred as a method of 

enforcing social control, compliance, and loyalty. Ray states that many Aboriginal 

comrnunities were organized into one of two types of societies (199625). The fint 

represented a clan or large kinship ~ o u p  with a common mythical ancestor, and the 

second type "emphasized small groups of closely related families" (Ray, 199625). The 

Iroquois Confederacy/League of Houdenosaunee (initially known as the "Five Nations" 

which consisted of the Cayuga, Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, and Seneca and later to 

becorne the "Six Nations" which saw the addition of the Tuscarora) in the southem part 

of Ontario and Québec, and northern New York state and the Pacific Coastal Native 

tribes organized themselves into clans which were represented by totems (Ray, 

1996:6;25;58). For example, the Huron (the Hochelagans, Huron, Neutral, Petun, and 

Stadaconans who were also Iroquian-speakers) organized themselves into eight clans - 
Bear, Beaver, Deer, Hawk, Porcupine, Snake, Turtle, and Wolf - and the Tsimshian on 

the Pacific Coast organized themselves into four clans - Eagle, Fireweeâ, Raven, and 

Wolf (Ray, 1996:6;25). On the other han& Aboriginal peoples within the Subarctic and 

Arctic oqanized themselves into smail groupings 'bcomposed of a few closely related 



hunters and their wives, children, parents, and grandparents" insteaâ of clans (Ray, 

l996:27). 

Generally, Aboriginal communities consisted of family or extended family/clans 

which were held together by cooperative ties which bound individuals to the grwp by 

mutual expectations and respect. Since the memben of Abonginal communities were 

highly committed to the social group, they were subject to the authority and reprintand of 

the group in matten of deviance and misbehaviour. For instance, when traditional Native 

cornmunity members broke moral laws and caused social disruption, disapproval was felt 

by the offenden from thrir family, clan, friends, ancilor other members of the community 

(Depew, 1993:2S3). 

When memben committed a deviant act or disrupted the social fabric of the 

community, their actions were oflen seen by other membea as "a misbehaviour which 

require[d] teaching or an il lness which require[d] heal ing" (Ross, 1996:5). Generall y, 

the community reacted to an individual's deviance and misconduct by refusing social and 

economic services to them. In mattea of serious deviance (e-g., rape or murder), the 

offender might be banished fiom the community, required to provide compensation or 

restitution, forced to endure physical punishment, or (very rarely) simply killed (Depew, 

1986:98). Overall, the severity of punishment offenders received usually depended upon 

the amount of distance in relationship or kinship between the offender and the victim 

(Depew, l986:96; Ray, i996:27). 



Although it may seem that the offender was able to get off lightly in some 

instances of deviance, escaping retribution easily was uncommon because of the varying 

degrees of allegiance that existed between clans and farnilies (Ray, 1996:3 1). The most 

common method of reinforcing allegiance to the wider community was by marriages. 

Depew States that "different types of marriage exchanges introduced variable levels of 

complexity, stability and continuity into inter-group relations" (Depew, 1986:97). In 

effect, mamages became a very poweiful detenent against crime because a spouse's 

actions within the relationship "often subjected both husband and wife to more inclusive 

and comprehensive levels of goup expectations and control" (Depew, 1986:97). 

Since an Aboriginal person's clan or farnily conimonly swore varying degrees of 

allegiance to other clans or families, individuals were often bound by mutual respect to 

the \vider community and failure to maintain that respect would not only affect the 

individual and the victim, but the community as a whole. For example, within the 

Mohawk justice system, the whole clan had to accept responsibility for an individual's 

deviance and was required to make reparations to the injured clan and the larger 

comrnunity (Dickson-Gilmore, 1997:52). Since Mohawk communities emphasized that 

the resolution of deviance or disputes had to be acceptable for both parties involveci, an 

individual's failure to provide fair compensation or reprieve to the victim or aggrieved 

relations could result in a "feuding cycle [or within] a group" (Dickson-Gilmore, 

199754; Ray, l996:3 1). 



Politics und Leudership 

Although the politics of the community were directly linked to kinship and 

maniage, political mechanisms and authority figures in the community could also play a 

role in social control when a series of environmental factors created an imbalance in 

cornmunity relationships (Depew, 1986:97). But, depending on how strong political 

institutions or organizations of policing were in Aboriginal communities, political 

intervention by authority figures varied in intensity and effectiveness. For example. 

within Plains Native tribes and tribes of the interior, chiefs and/or councils would provide 

a significant amount of involvement and decision making in policing matters. When 

individuals or goups were unable to reconciie disputes and al1 other possibilities had 

failed, political or community intervention would be considered necessary. As a result, 

Plain's chiefs (sometimes incorporating the coercive authority of police/wamor societies) 

would step fonvard and make a peace offering in order to reestablish harmony between 

the otyendrr and the victim/group (Ray, 1 9963 1 ). 

Unl ike 

Native tnbes 

Plains tribes and tribes of 

lived in more permanent 

the interior, the Iroquois and Pacific Coastal 

settlements (Depew, 1986:99). Since their 

settlements were more permanent in nature, Iroquois and Pacific Coastal tribes had strong 

social institutions (e.g., the clan) which enabled chiefs and councils to exert a larger 

amount of authority in maintaining social order and customary law. The intervention of 

community leaders in resolving serious offences or persistent deviant behaviour was 

considerd necessary in these communities because built up tensions in permanent village 



settlements could lead to destructive social ramifications (Depew, 1986:99; Dickson- 

Gilmore, 199753). 

Generally, if matten escalated to the point that they threatened the collectivity of 

the community, public meetings with al1 factions would be conducted until the rnatter 

was resolved by consensus, a majority vote, or (very rarely) violence (Depew, 1986:99). 

Sometimes, meetings did result in a stalemate because there was a lack of evidence or 

information which could be unavailable until a later date (Dickson-Gilmore, 199753). In 

such matten, a resolution was oflen set aside for a certain p e n d  of time until additional 

evidence or information could be brought forward (Dickson-Gilmore, 199753). 

On the other hand, the Inuit, Algonquian, and the Sub-Arctic Athapaskans (which 

consist of many different branches/tribes such as Beaver, Chipewyan, Dene, Gwich'in, 

lnland Tlingit, Slavey, etc.) were ofien associated with individual autonomy rather than 

wel l organized institutions and stable leadership (Depew, 1986:W; Dickason, l99~:366).~ 

Although stable institutional structures were not in place, strong leaders did exist, but 

their strong leadership was directed towards collective harmony rather than for penonal 

gain or political influence. As a result, community leaders were often seen as peen who 

deserved respect and admiration and who were appropriate members to consult in an 

individual's search for compiuuonship and advice. 

3 As a consequence, Depew States that cultural traits such as selfireliance, tolerance, and 
attentiveness bave ofien been attributcd to these Aborigid groups (1986:91). 



Although strong institutions and leadership were not firmly imbedded in their 

culture, the Inuit, Algonquian, and SubArctic Athapaskan did stress peaceful relations 

between individuais and sensitivity to community pressures. Overall, the northern 

climate, respect for individual autonomy, and the emphasis on personal discipline 

(individual achievements were based upon "reputation and respect gained within the 

community") were the main factors in rendering deviance and disputes uncommon in 

these communities (Depew, 1986:97; Dickson-Gilmore, 1 997:49). 

When misdemeanoa or deviance did occur, the matter was usually dealt with 

privateiy (Dickson-Gilmore, 1997:49). But, if the individuals were unable to resolve the 

issue themselves they may have chosen to consult with cornmunity leaders for guidance 

and mediation. If a community leader chose to intervene, they would atternpt to mediate 

the dispute. During the medintion process, Inuit, Algonquian, and Sub-Arctic 

Athapaskan leaders' influence oflen "depended on a combinntion ofshrewdness and self- 

contidrnce and derived from a vitality and assurance that sometimes reflected their 

mastery of something approaching the totality of traditional culture" (Depew, 1986:98). 

If these chrrismatic leaders were unable to resolve the dispute, the whole community 

would become involved (Dickson-Gilmore, 1997:49). AAer community consensus 

settled on a resolution, the offender would be forced to take appropriate measures and 

resolve the issue. In order to remedy the deviance or dispute, the offender would 

commonly be refused the benefits of community seMces, forced to pay restitution, or 

simply banished fiom the communïty (Depew, 1986:98; Dickson-Gilmore, 199750). 



Overall, traditional Aboriginal communities had a variety of social control 

methods which were entrenched in community life (Depew, 1986: 100). Depew states 

that: 

[Aboriginal] concepts of justice, expressed through the principles of restitution, 
compensation reconciliation and senerd reciprocity emphasized the 
maintenance and restoration of community harmony, peace, coliective traditions 
and customary niles (Depew, 1986: 100). 

Moreover, the adversarial concepts of? justice (Le., law and order) that are the basic 

foundotions of the Euro-Canadian criminal justice system were foreign to Aboriginal 



ii. Working Towards a Cultural DiffcnntiaI Mode1 of Policing 

With the imposition of Euro-Canadian values, laws, and assimilationist policies 

over the pst two centuries, it has been widely accepted that most concepts of traditional 

Aboriginal policing and justice were lost forever (or were lost fiom view) (LaPrairie, 

1995524; Mercredi and Tuipel, 1994:163). For those traditions which have not ken  

lost, many individuals and goups have stepped forward and emphasized their 

preservation (Mercredi and Turpel, 1994: 163). In the process, some Aboriginal peoples 

have sought to regain control over policing and justice, which appear to be 'the moral 

road to repudiation of previous govemrnent policies" (LaPrairie, 1995:525). Dunng their 

struggle for repudiation, some suggest that Abonginal peoples should simply retum to 

tradition, and othea suggest that the current Euro-Canadian justice system could 

sufficiently accommodate Aboriginal peoples needs. Both are wrong. Repudiation can 

neither be viewed as just simply retuming to tradition nor maintaining the current system 

of policing and justice (LaPrairie, 1995525). 

In relation to Fim Nations communities, Carol Lahairie states in her article, 

"Community justice or just communities? Aboriginal communities in search of justice," 

that "the complexities of [contemporary Aboriginal] communities must be 

accommodated and the search for justice must acknowledge and refleci these 

complexities" (1995525). The issues brought forward by LaPrairie emphasize that the 

search for justice needs to reflect upn a btoader understanding of Aboriginal 

communities d e r  than seeing them simply as havens for "ditional or contemporary 



values" (1995525). During the course of her paper, LaPrairie lists a number of 

environmental conditions, '%alue-confiict," "social and economic conditions," "social 

stratification," and the "impact of state laws," which shouid be considered if justice in 

contemporary Aboriginal comrnunities is to be more than a mere teflection of the current 

state system or an instrument "for maintaining local power arrangements" (1995526). 

The Conjlct of Social Values 

In the search for justice, LaPrairie states that any justice initiative must fint 

consider the conflict between Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian social values. The National 

Fonim on Health states that values "are deep, beneath-the-surface convictions that may or 

may not be consistent with attitudes and behavioun but that will, ultimately, drive them" 

(NFH, 1997a:3). The difference between values and similarly associated concepts such 

as attitudes, beliefs and opinions is often s h a ~ i ~ . ~  The most basic difference is that 

"values are features of' society and not specific to any object or situation[; whereas], 

attitudes are understood at the level of the individual and organized or oriented tomrd a 

particular object or situation" (NFH, 1997a:4). The National Forum on Health also 

States: 

[ajlthough values are relatively permanent features o f  the socidal landscape, 
individu& will appropriate values to form their attitudes to a given issue. The 
particular attitudinal combination varies through time and reflects an uneasy 
mixture of images, beliefs, interesio and values (1997x4). 

But, the particular attitudinal combination is important to refïect upon because it 

influences behaviour (e.g., support, opposition, and participation). Moreover, values are 

not shared by al1 the membea of the "group and attitudes are mediated to a certain extent 

4 The Nationai Forum on Health stata tht  "[a] Mief is any simple proposition, conscious or 



by strategic interests" (WH, 1997a:4). As a consequence, "an individual's attitudes are 

the product of a unique configuration of values and strategic intemts, anâ the relative 

prominence given to each" (NFH, 1997a:4). 

As for Aboriginal communities, change is occumng at many different levels, and 

its impact has altered Aboriginal communities at many different levels. As a result, 

individuals in the community have been bombarded by a plethora of interna1 and extemal 

values which force them to choose between two extremes or to simply cope within a gray 

area between the two. For example, mass communication (telephones, television, radio, 

cornputers, and video) provides evidence that modem life has reached the farthest and 

remotest Aboriginal comrnunities (LaPraine, 1995527). The impact of mass 

communication has ovenvhelmed Aboriginal communities with outside values which are 

unrelated to their social makeup and, in effect, have changed the wvay Aboriginal people 

interact socially with one another. 

In concert with mass communication, "'education and wage-labour have [also] 

altered the economic relationships within and between families" and genders (LaPrairie, 

1995527). For example, Aboriginal communities traditionally practiced the ethic of 

'%haring" (e.g, Potlatch and Sun-dance) which ensured that no one in the community 

"became ioo poor or too powetless" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991a:32-3). Today, 

pursuits of individuai prosperity have seepeâ into Aboriginal commwiities, and in effect, 

unconscious; i n f d  h m  what a pcrson says or does; wha#s an opinion is a verbal expression of some 
beliec attitude or valuen (1 997a:4). 



the ethic of community wide sharing has in some cases k e n  lost or generally been 

"restricted to the nuclear family" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1a:33; LaPrairie, 1995:527). 

Discussions in First Nations communities about local justice issues have ofien 

assumed there is a consensus in values and that traditional noms are widely accepted 

(LaPrairie, 1995527). Beliefs in value-consensus have minimized the impact of extemal 

forces and influences OF modemizntion and changes which have occuned in Aboriginal 

communities. Much of the change has occurred from mass communication, wage labour, 

and education have taken the place of traditional pursuits. Therefore, LaPrairie suggests 

that when designing and defining justice structures in Fint Nations communities, it i s  

important for new initiatives to acknowledge that these differences may cause "a struggle 

between competing interests" (1995528). But, if new initiatives are too narrowly 

defined and resttict themselves to the justice system, they may lose credibility and 

effectiveness in Aboriginal communities. 

Social arid Economic Factors 

The second environmental condition which needs to be addressed are the social 

and economic factors generally present in Aboriginal communities. First, the Abonginal 

population is gowing at a much faster pace than the non-Aboriginal population (NHF, 

1997b:4). Mehta reports that the birth rates in Aboriginal communities are cwrently 

three times that of non-Aboriginals, and the Aboriginal population is expected to increase 

to 6.5% of the ovedl Canadian population by the year 2010 (cunently, the Aboriginal 

population makes up only 3% of the overall Canadian population) (Mehta, 1993:13). As 



a consequence, the Aboriginal population on a whole bas become youthful with the 

average being 20 yean of age in cornparison to 30 yean of age for the non-Aboriginal 

population (Mehta, 1993: 1 5). 

Secondly, most contemponiry Aboriginal communities are characterized by low 

education levels, hi@ rates of unemployment, welfare dependency, geographic isolation, 

and lack of resources and opponunities (LaPrairie, 1995528-9). Education within 

Aboriginal communities has improved over the past two decades, but Aboriginal peoples 

today still suffer from a culturally biased education system which is taught in a second 

language (i.e., English or French) and according to Euro-Canadian standards (Hamilton 

and Sinclair, 1991a:94). Overall, Aboriginal peoples have been placed into an education 

system which is foreign to their culture and beliefs, (hus, causing alienation and 

confusion. As a result, Aboriginal peoples remain an under-educated population.5 

In Canada, the unemployment rate for Aboriginal peoples is four times higher 

than it is for non-Aboriginal Canadians (Hamilton and Sinclair, 1 99 1 a:92). Mary El len 

Turpel States that more than 70 percent of populations in some First Nations communities 

are unemployed (Mercredi and Turpel, 1993:141). At the sarne time, since many 

Aboriginal communities are pographically isolated in remote areas, Aboriginal peoples 

have not been able to find suficient employment and opportunities6 As a consequence 

of unemployment and lack of opportunities, Abonginal peoples have been pushed to the 

5 The Manitoba Justice lnauiry States that in 1986,32.2% of the Aboriginal population in Manitoba 
over the age of 15 has Icss thui a gnde Mne eduation level in comparhn to 18.2% of the total population 
of the province (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1a:W). 
6 In fàct, some Abon'gid communities are complaely cut off h m  othw Canadian communities; 



welfare ranks (Mercredi and Turpel, 1993: 141 ). 

Thirdly, as a result of Iow income levels, welfare dependency, geographic 

isolation, and "substandard living conditions," Aboriginal communities have also 

experienced higher rates of suicide, alcohol and solvent abuse, violence, and crime than 

experienced in non-Aboriginal communities (LaPrairie, lWS:529; WH, 1 997b:4). The 

"Canadian Institute for Child Health reports that between 1986 and 1990, the suicide rate 

for Indian chilcûen 10 to 19 years of age was more than five times the rate of non-Indian 

children" (WH, 1997b:6). As for alcohol and solvent abuse, the Law Reform 

Commission of Canada reported in The Native Offender and the Law (1974), that one of 

the main reasons that Aboriginal peoples are admittrd to provincial prisons is for 

offences related to alcohol abuse (Linden, 1996: 1 1 3). On the federal level, the Task 

Force on Aboriginal wo~les  in Federal Corrections reported that in a 1983-84 survey of 

federal Aboriginal inmates, "76% . . . experienced alcohol abuse in cornparison to 64.6% 

of non-Abonginal inmates" (Pasmeny, 1993 :4 13). In addition, Aboriginal communities 

have suffered from extremely high rates of violent crimes. Mary Hyde and Carol 

LaPraine state in the Manitoba Justice Inauiry that "a very high proportion of Aboriginal 

violent crimes [are] directed against family members - a minimum of 4 1.4% (Hamilton 

and Sinclair, 199 1 a:88). 

In concert with high rates of suicide, alcohol abuse, and violence, Aboriginal 

peoples have also becorne disproportionately represented within Canada's criminal 

for example, within British Columbi* 14% of Abonginal ennmunities "can only k reacbed by air, boat or 
snowmobile" (British Columbia, 199424). 



justice system. For example, Abonginal peoples makeup a significant proportion of 

today's penitentiary population (Le., 32%) and an overwhelming proportion of the 

provincial correctional services (Le., 40% in Manitoh and 60% in Saskatchewan) 

(Pasmeny, 1993:403). With a predominantly youthful population, Aboriginal peoples 

have become susceptible to crime because persons between the ages of 15 and 34 are 

more likely to corne into contact with the law (Mehta, 1993:16). As a consequence, 

Ovide Mercredi states that a sixteen year old Native treaty male has a 70 percent chance 

of becoming incarcerated within a provincial or federal prison by the age of twenty-five 

as compared to a nonoNative male who has a 9 percent chance (Mercredi and Turpel, 

1993:161).' 

LaPrairie states that the âisproportionate number of youth and children in 

Abonginal communities has also had an effect upon social and economic conditions 

(1995529). The impact of the youth culture has altered family and community 

relationships. Also, the youth culture has weakened ''traditional social control 

mechanisms and traditional economies" by replacing of "family or communities 

pressures for confomity" with peer pressure (LaPrairie, 1995529). 

Overall, the social despair in Aboriginal communities is unparaileled in wider 

Canadian society (LaPrairie, 1995529). Community justice systems have ken seen as 

part of the solution to the problems and despair which exist in Aboriginal communities. 

But, it is important to note that if the lack of infiastructure, equal oppomuiities and 

7 The Manitoba Justice Inqiry  states that in 1989-90 the crime rate on fe~erves was 15,053 offences 
per 1 00,000 persom in cornpuisan to 10,025 offences pcr 100,000 pcnons in non-Abonginal communities 



resources are ignored, then any initiatives in Aboriginal communities to remedy problems 

will fail. 

Soda1 Stmti/Ication 

In attempts at searching for justice, LaPrairie also states that there should be a 

strong emphasis on addressing social stratification in Aboriginal communities. The 

combination of legislation and lack of employment opportunities has led to social 

stratification in Aboriginal communities. Furthemore, over the p s t  few decades, 

traditional requirements for high status in Aboriginal communities have been almost 

completely replaced by educational requirements ( LaPrairie, 1 99SSO). 

One of the effects of the lndian Act on Native peoples is that "power and status 

are now gamered through resources located at the level of the eiected chief and council" 

(LaPrairie, 1995530). Under the lndian Act, the Band Council is fint accountable to the 

Department of Indian Affain and second to the people of the community (Mercredi and 

Turpel, 1994:84). Since funding for Aboriginal organizations cornes from the federal and 

provincial governments, Band Councils oAen feel obligated to follow the state's strict 

guidelines (Adams, 1995: 1 5 1 ). Thus, LaPrairie states that the Chief has become nothing 

more than a "liaison to regional, provincial and federal authorities" and a "conduit to 

various funding agencies" ( lWS:S3O). 

At the sarne time, indigenid managers and bureaucmts within Abonginal 

communities try to preserve their power and material benefits by adhering to the wishes 

(Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991a:87). 



of the state (Adams, 1995:163)+ Since the Indian Act leaves the door open for Chiers 

and Band Councils to make arbitrary decisions and perfom unaccountable acts in their 

communities, dominant elites or a new petite bourgeois class have becorne one of the 

main features of Abonginal communities (Adams, 199% 165; Dion Stout, l99M 1 ; 

LaPrairie, lWS:S3O; Mercredi and Turpel, 199484). Dominant Aboriginal elites are 

commonly c haracterized as "worldl y, well-educated, Engl ish speaking and involved in 

band politics" (Dion Stout, 1 W3:6 1 ). Adams argues that this "Native petite bourgeois 

have intemalized the consciousness o f  the colonizer as their own consciousness" and 

have tned to keep one foot in traditional Abonginal culture and one foot in Euro- 

Canadian culture (Adams, 1995:44). 

In toâay's politicai climate, Dion Stout argues that Abonginal peoples generally 

approve this type of leadership and see it as a s i p  of progress and hope (1993:6 1). But, 

traditional ethics in Aboriginal communities are o f h  in conflict with the current political 

rconomy of the reserve because the political economy is "ûnti-traditon and pro-rich 

(LaPrairie, 1995523). Dion Stout argues that when traditional knowledge is discounted, 

the level of control that the community has over elites is lost (199361). In the process, 

Howard Adams states that dominant elites continue to subjugate and oppress Aboiginal 

peoples in order to prevent "political awareness and mobilization" ( 1995: 163). 

Howard Adams further argues that dominant elites do not wish to create a counter 

consciousness against colonialism, but only wish to reform colonialism; thus, reinforcing 

and supporting the dominant Eurdanadian ideology by trying to pemiade othea to 



conforrn (1995:44). Dion Stout states that leaders (i.e., dominant elites) have often been 

accused of swaying away from the political arena and holding separate meetings with 

"isolated individuals who support hem or whom they othecwise wish to co-opty' 

( 1993 :63). Dunng the course of isolated meetings, agreements (Le., deals) are made 

which give some communiîy members a significant advantage over other members. 

As the Aboriginal culture has increasingly become wage-orientated, youthful, and 

sedentary, they have come to realize that employment opportunities and limited Band 

Council budgets are not equally distributed among the communities population 

(LaPrairie, 1995:53O). When other memben of the community object to petite bourgeois 

noms and practices, they oAen later meet resistance to their participation in the 

community forum (Dion Stout, 199363-64). At the same time, many people within 

Abonginal cornmunities have come to realize that their concerns and interests are king 

ignored and that administrative positions are increasingly becorning "a position of 

influence without status" (LaPrairie, 1995:53O). As a consequence, disadvantaged people 

within Aboriginal communities "have been silenced and pushed to the welfare ranks, jails 

and suicide because 'they are not smart enough to speak for themselves"' (Dion Stout, 

l993:58). 

Today, Aboriginal peoples have lost a significant amount of trust and respect for 

their own local governments and have tned to cope with die lack of leadership (Dion 

Stout, 1993:63; Mercredi and Turpel, 1994:84). When community participation is only 

open to a smdl rnajorîty, "it constitutes an abuse of power because transgressing the 



traditional view that 'leadership is a burden upon the selfless, an obligation for the most 

capable but never a reward for the greedy' . . ., the trust ordinary people invest in Chiefs 

and Councillors is destroyed" @ion Stout, 1993:65). 

Even if Aboriginal conirollcd/autonomous programs are able to exert more direct 

community accountability, Harding states that there still exists the dilemma that 

"Aboriginal people are increasingly stratified in terms of  both poverty and economic and 

political power" which, in tum, will shape the kinds of interests that influence justice 

methods and priorities (1994:349). LaPrairie states that it will be a major challenge for 

local justice systems to ptotect victim's rights and to balance power differentials which 

exist between groups, especially those which are most vulnerable to gender intolerance 

and fmily power groupings (199553 1). Thus, a local justice initiative which is 

fahioned according to "local tradition is an option for individuals and communities so 

long as it is not a rornantic longing for the pst  rather than a realistic search, it reflects the 

opinions of more than elites, it is not used to entrench existing class divisions or 

leadership, it is workable in diverse communities and it is a path indigenous elites will 

follow" (LaPrairie, 1995523). Overali, it is important for Aboriginal justice initiatives to 

focus upon one moral mith, "A house divided against itself cannot stand" (Stampp, 

l986:80)? 

II In Springfield, Illinois (1 8%), Abraham Lincoln made this statcmcnt in his speech at the Kansas- 
Nebraslm debate ('ïindill, 1988:631). Abnlnm Lincoln's speech in Springtield rwu agah rrpated in 
Peoril. Illinois, where it bccamc b w n  as the "Peona Speechn and uhimrtely Ied to his nomination for 
presidcncy (Tindall. I9%8:63 1 ; Stiunpp, 1986:80), 



Iltllp4ct of State Law 

The fourth environmental condition of First Nations communities which should 

be addressed is the impact of state law. LaPrairie states that Abonginal peoples have 

increasingly become dependent on "state law and state criminal justice processes" 

(1995531). Mercredi states that atme Aboriginel peopla have become accustomed to 

the state's system of justice and policing, and self-justice "fiightens hem" (Mercredi and 

Turpel, 1994:90). LaPrairie argues that some Aboriginal peoples are fnghtened of self 

justice because either the legal consciousness (feelings of hopelessness about a 

community justice system's ability) or resources in Abonginal comrnunities are not 

available to handle sel f-justice mattea ( 1 WS:532). For example, when Aboriginal 

communities deal with repeat offenden, serious offences, and breaches of local 

dispositions, they still look towards the extemal system (LaPrairie, 1995532). 

Although "legal pluralism is the key concept in a pst-modem view of law," 

national interests s t k  towards unification and stanâardization of local communities and 

justice systems (LaPrairie, 1995531). In Aboriginal comrnunities that are working 

towards autonomy in crirninal justice, LaPrairie argues that unification and 

standardization have become ovenvhelmingly apparent (1995531). But, if Aboriginal 

peoples try to "survive or make progress" through the state's system, the result is that 

local justice cornes to retlect state justice (Laprairie, 1995532; Mercredi and Turpel, 

1994:90-1). Overall, sunival and progress need to made through the fiee will of 

Aboriginal peoples. 



Populav J ' c e  

Today, there is the cal1 intemationally for new justice initiatives (LaPrairie, 

1995533). The most popular expressions of justice are "'empowerment,' 'healing,' 

'enabl in&' and 'participation"' which literally mean that justice is now becoming 

"everybody's business" or popular justice (LaPrairie, 1995533). In Robert Depew's 

article, "Popular Justice and Aboriginal Communities," he states that popular justice, in 

the communitan'an sense: 

rmbraces an ideology and assumption set which promise a quality of justice and 
a range of related practical benefits that cannot be achieved or are difficult to 
achieve through the more conventional, fonnal justice apparatus of the State 
(1 9%:23)? 

The distinctive feature about populor justice under a cornmunitarian tradition 

(hereafter, refened to as "'popular justice") is that it is more social than legal in nature. In 

the above context, popular justice "is p r h d y  concemed with the complexities [i.e., 

social histories, individual, and community circumstances] of disputes" that aise whhin 

the community, how they are resolved within the cornmunity forum, and how social 

harmony is resurned and maintained in the aftermath (Depew, 1996:23). Thus, popular 

justice is assumed to function as an order maintenance and preventative strategy "within 

a fmmework of proactive and socially relevant and meaningful justice" @epew, 

199623). 

9 There are four traditions of popular justice: socialist. reformist, cornmunitmian, and anarchic 
(üepew, 199623). Refonnist and Mc*list traditions place poplar justice in the state's lepi and judiciai 
system. On the other hand the cormunitarian tradition emphasiza community-based institutions and 
initiatives which ue closcly linked to community&ucd methods of social conml and order, but lock in 
chaos and disorder which are "clunae"stic o f a ~ h i c  traditions" @cpew. 199623). 



Popular justice also provides a community justice fonun when disadvantaged 

groups (ethnic minorities, the uneducated, the disempowered? and the poor and 

unemployed) are able to easily address their concerns. in order for community justice 

forums to achieve a system which is accessible and available to everyone: 

popular justice organizations theodcally rely on relatively unprofessionalized 
penonnel recruited on a voluntary basis from the community itself, eliminete or 
d u c e  costs by charging no or miniinal fees for -ce, maintain flemile hours 
by conducting 'hearings' or sessions at thes that are convenient for the 
disputants, and operate with rules and procedures that are basad on co- lay 
understandings (Depew, l9%:24). 

Depew states that the effeciveness OF popular justice is based upon two 

"assumptions": the psychological and the sociological (1996:24-5). First, the 

psychological "involves empowering, 'improving' and healing the individual" (Depew, 

199624). Empowerment means that the individual takes greater responsibility for their 

actions and a larger role in resolving their own disputes rather than relying on the 

criminal justice system. As a result, individuals are forced to become more sel'reliant 

and strongly encouraged to take control of their own lives. Therefore, Depew states that 

"popular justice seeks to maintain adequate personality adjustment (or 'health') by 

incorporating persona1 and social, rather than legal meanings and constraints into contlict 

management" ( l996:N). 

Secondly, popular justice involves "sociological assumptions" (Depew, l996:B). 

Popular justice works to develop "a mode1 of or a modeljôr society" (Depew, 1996:25). 

As a mode1 of society, popular justice focuses upon natumi "'human' feelings, emotions 

and interpersonal relationships that are believed to be the foundation of community life" 

(Depew, 1996:25). In this context, popular justice is dimed  at the personal attributes 



which may cause disputes and, in effect, have destructive conseqwnces for the 

community. Popular justice as a model'r society aims to promote community values 

and nonns which individuals should address when confronted with disputes and conflict 

in their daily lives. In order to provide credibility and legitimacy, 

popular justice claims to articuiate a mode1 of dispute molution and conflict 
management thit cm, on the one hand, countma the fetluigs of momie, 
dienation, isolation and f w  thaî are believed to lie between disputants and to 
(temporarily) sever their relationship, and, on the other hanci, to draw the 
dispuâants, justice administrators and concemed public into a re-emergent sense 
of community, a reaffiation of individual self-worth and selfateem, and an 
invigoration of the existing civic order" (Depew, 1996:25). 

As a result, justice is able to be "fashioned by and for the community" (Depew, 199625). 

Furthemore, Depew states that it is very important that popular justice initiatives 

and organizations should be designed in e fluid sense, so they can adapt to environmental 

changes and circumstances (1996:25). These initiatives and organizations should also be 

able "to confonn to a number of forces that, taken together, determine a low degree of 

complexity, low formûlization (i.e., liale standarcfiration and few forma1 rules) and 

decentralimd or localized decision-making and judgements" (Depew, 1996254). 

With the above features' in mind, popular justice initiatives should also be 

"designed to emboây community power and control in the fom of local political and 

'judicial' institutions, and patterns" of community intervention which focus upon 

community values and nonns (Depew, 1996:26). Popular justice would appeal to "local 

governance" and cornrnutity intervention in relation to automimous community authority 

which support "legitimate, independent, locally detemineci judgements" in the 

administration of justice (Depew, 199626). As a consequence, Depew states that the 



"exercise of control may be located at individual or group levels" (199626). At the 

individual level, popular justice initiatives and otganizations may involve community 

leaders and, moreover, individuals who are able to exercise control in resolving disputes 

and conflicts. At the group level, the different features of the community may also 

exercise control. 

For the most part, popular justice assumes that participants share the same cultural 

values and are thus more "willing to accept the structure, process, leadership, etc., as 

legitimate, and to comply voluntady with their requirements" (Depew, 199626). 

Voluntary cornpliance with requirements and acceptance of structures, processes, and 

leadership make popular justice possible when strong common social and cultural bonds 

exist, and community noms and values support a shared cornmitment to popular justice. 

Overall, "strong consensus and cultural homogeneity permit individuals and the 

community to work together in support of popular justice goals and objectives" (Depew, 

1996%). 

P o p e  Justice Initiatives in Aboriginal Conunrrnities 

Popular justice has been embraced by many advocates of alternatives to the 

cnminai justice system as a solution to a good portion of the probiems facing justice in 

Abonginal communities. Popular justice intiatives have much in common with the 

theory and practice of current justice refom approaches: peacemaking, restorative 

justice, reconciliation, etc. (LaPrairie, 19955334). Although popular justice can not 

heal the divisions between individuals and families nor can it remedy the lack of 



economic resources and employment oppominities, it a n  provide a forum where existing 

opportunities can be shared and discussions and negotiations about community and 

cultural values can be expressed (e.g., modern vs. traditional, individual vs. collective, 

etc.). As a result, LaPrairie states that "[m]odels of value-systems in a range of 

contemporary aboriginal comrnunities might assist the community consultation process to 

move beyond the narrow vision of new justice stnicturesy' (1 995534). 

Cunent models of popular justice are often traditional or informal processes to 

deal wvith disputes (LaPrnirie, 1995535). LaPrairie states that: 

[tlhe social and emnomic processes or the clash o f  values, which contexnialize 
disputes or offmses, are either ignored or considerd marginal to resolving the 
problems at hand. Romoting the transformation of popular or community justice 
- €rom a narrow structure for dispute resolution to one which also encourages 
structural and value considnations in communities, and w h m  the gowing 
dissensus and divisions between individuals and groups can be negotiated - is the 
challenge for communities" (LaPrairie. 1995535). 

Furthemore, a wider concept of popular justice is not something the state can 

provide. The state can only provide the resources and legaal mrchanisms "that permit 

communities to build on their own traditions and values in their attempts to respond and 

adapt to an everchanging world" (LaPrairie, 1995535). Providing strategies for 

community consultation which expand justice to include discussion and negotiation about 

sharing and distributions of power and resources, "may not only change community life 

but may also influence the wider state system of justice" (LaPrairie, 1995536). Overall, 

only negotiation and acceptance of common definitions of "justice" and c'vdues" at the 

social and political levels about the type of communities Aboriginal peoples want will 

allow their communities to transfonn (LaPrairie, 1995537). 



The main focus of popular justice is not to üansfonn the state but rather to 

transform "communities by responding more realistically and effectively to community 

inequalities, needs, and conflicts" (LaPrairie, 1995537). In relation to policing, Depew 

emphasizes that: 

. . . changes in envimnrnental conditions strongly suggest that stnctly traditional 
foms of native policing may be inodequate, insufficient, or inappropriate in 
dealing with new and chmging patterns of native crime and deviance. This does 
not mean, however, that we should ignore the ways in which native communities 
asswne and assert local authority and control. The point at issue is to capture 
principles of comrnunity involvement in the policing enterprise which may rlso 
reflect unique community configurations with distinctive cultural and histoncal 
mots and characteristics ( 1993 :264). 

Thus, when policing is undertaken in Abonginal communities, the ideal centmlized stutus 

quo program does not suffice because there should be a wider focus on different 

strategies of service delivery and organization programs which are able to adapt to 

change and diversity (Depew, 1993:253-4). Overall, Carol LaPraine stresses that "a lot 

of community development is deemed to be required" for policing to experience any 

success in Aboriginal communities (Murphy and Clairmont, 1996: 12). 



Cbapter IV 

A Step Towards Peace and Harmony 

One popular justice initiative that has been identified as essential in developing a 

working relationship between the police and Fint Nations communities is community 

policing (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1 a597). Community pol icing is essential because it 

places a tremrndous amount of amphasis upon how "a different policing style, one 

informed by native traditions and 'cornmunitarianism' can be developed and 

autonomously sustained" in First Nations cornmunities (Murphy and Clairmont, 

1996: 1 1). Furthermore, community policing has been identified by many researchers as 

one model (sirnilar in principlc and theoiy to traditional Aboriginal policing) that has the 

ability to adapt to change and divenity (Depew, 1993254). Since "the structure and 

values" of First Nations communities are similar in principla to cornmunitarianism, it has 

often been argued that community policing would be a step Fonvard in the evolution of 

autonornuus First Nations policing services. In support, the Manitoba Justice Inauirv 

States that only by the means of cornmunity policing %an the oriçinal concept of police, 

as a support structure for a communîty~s system of Iaws and customs, be realized for 

Aboriginal communities" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1 a:597). 

For Euro-Canadian police organizations, the multicultural fabric of Canadian 

socieîy has proven to be one of the biggest challenges they have to face (Griftiths, 

1994: 127). As for First Nations peoples, the response of Canadian police organizations 

to their needs has mainly resulted in increased centralization of policy and program 



delivery, further alienation of communities by rising costs, and the reluctance of police 

services to alter their organizational structure and delivery of services (Griffiths, 

1994: 127). As a result, police organizations have consistent ly maintained ownership 

over "policing priorities and the manner in which resources and personnel are allocated" 

(Griffiths, 1994: 128). 

Furihermore, the roi: of the community in contemponry policing continues to be 

unclear and ill-defined. Grifftths States that: 

[pl ublic participation has generally been limited to crime prevention octivities. 
with little or no provision for increasing citizen involvement in other facets of 
pal king, including detennining priorities for sllocating resources or evaluating 
police effectiveness ( 1994: 128). 

The f o m r  Chief of Police for the Akwesasnr: Mohawk Police Service, Bill Brant, has 

pointed out that past problems with policing "have related to: the police neither feeling 

nor being very effective; the 'inequities in the so-called system' and the lack of respect 

for people in the communities as wwll as their views iind culture" (Canada, 19953). 

Overall, continued conflicts between the police iind Native peoples still suggest 

that the full potential of community policing %as not yet been realized" (Grifiths, 

1994: 128). This is not to suggest that community policing is unable to support policing 

in Fint Nations communities. The basic tenets of community policing do focus upon 

'%rime prevention and finding alternative solutions to traditional policing methods" and 

the ability to a&pt to change and divenity (Canada, 1995:3). In effect, since it is open to 

change and diversity, community policinp does have the potential help mend old wounds 

between the police and First Nations communities. 



But, the Euro-Canadian detinition of urban community policing cm not just be 

incorporated into First Nations communities. First Nations communities have suffered 

enough h m  the effects of colonization and cultural ties to traditionalism. Thus, First 

Nations communities are in need of new approaches to policing. In order to accomplish 

such a task, community policing needs to be redefined so that it may apply to the needs of 

First Nations communities. 

Community Policing 

Community policing is an umbrella tenn which encompasses a wide number of 

stratcgies: "foot potrol, crime prevention, problcm-orirnted policing, police-community 

relations and moreo' (Friedmann, 19972). As a result, many academics and scholars have 

reviewed the research relatrd to community policing and have simply become their o\vn 

judges as to what a proper detinition of comrnunity policing would bc (Bayley, 

1998: 139). For example, Charles DeWitt defines community policing as simply 

"whrnever citizens and police. . . band . . . together to fighht crime" (1992:l). The Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) states in its mission statemcnt that cornmunity 

policing "is a partnership between the police and the community, sharing in the delivery 

of police services."' Ln Communitv Policina: Shaping the Future, by the Ministry of the 

Solicitor General and Correctional Services of Ontario and Ministry of the Solicitor 

General of Canada, community policing is defined as a: 

policdcommunity partnership [which emphasizesl the crucial role of the 
cornmunity in the business of commwiity policing. In this mode1 the public 
plays an influential part in the development of policy, the design of policing 
strategies and when appropriate, participate(s] actively in the implmentati'on of 

f RCMP Mission Statement. < F r a  http:www.rcmp-grc.gc.calhtmUmissionhtm~. 26 November. 
1999. 



those strategies. The ultimate goal is thn this co-operative pamiership between 
the community and the police will achieve peace and xcurity (Leighton and 
Mitzak, 1991 5). 

Evidently, a clear all-inclusive definition of community policing is virtually impossible, 

but by incorporating the theoretical research of one community policing scholar, Robert 

R. Friedmann, this section will attempt to provide a definition of community policing. 

The Evolutiort of ilte Pro/essiorwl Polici~~g Mode1 

From the carly 1930's until the late 1980's. Amencan police services isolated 

themselvrs From the community in an attrmpt io limit "problrms of corruption [caused 

by pol itical ties] and inefficiency whic h plagued thcir departments" (Hamilton and 

Sinclair, 199 1a597). Although the magnitude of corruption and inefticiency present in 

Canadian police services was nowhere near that cxperienced by their Amrncan 

neighbours [becausr the Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC) model followed by the 

NWMPfRCMP had already entrenched a professional policing role], Canadian police 

services soon followved suit (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1a598). 

Eventually, in both Canada and the United States, a "professional model" (Le., 

crime control model) of policing based upon frequent patrols, rapid response, crime 

control, and maintenance of law and order evolved (Friedmann, 1992: 18; Leighton and 

Normandeau, 1990: 18). Under the professional modcl. the police emphasized a reactive 

policing role. The performance of police officers was based solely upon "the proportion 

of charges laid to offences reported by the police" and their ability to rapidly respond to 

calls for service (Leighton and Nomandeau, 1990: 19). At the same time, the police aiso 

became more dependent upon new developments in technology (motor vehicles, 



communications, etc.). As a result of technology and the reliance on the professional 

model, the police became distanced from the community at accelerated levels. 

Furthemore, the citizen's participation in policing their communities was discouraged 

and their input into the types of policing services they received was reduced to a 

minimum (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1 a:S98). 

Over the past two drcades, evaluations have provrn that the professional policing 

model has lim its in e ffectivel y control ling crime (Leighton and Normandeau, 1990: 19). 

As a result, therr has bern a strong cal1 for police services to follow a more proactive 

social service model (Friedmann, 1993: 18). In response, police managers have begun the 

process of moving away from a crime control model of policing and are beginning to 

move more towvards partncrships with the community. However, the nature and the 

meaning of the "pannership" between the police and the community has been contestcd. 

Coiwriuiiiiy Policiiig 

Unl ike the prokssional policing model, community pol icing stresses that the 

"police have to and do initiate organizaiional and operational tks with a much wider set 

of public and private apncies, volunteers and naighborhood associations and maintain 

ties with the community" (Friedmann, 1992: 18). In this manner, the police will not be 

seen by and knowvn to the community's residents as those authorities who only carry out 

arrests (even if some residents only wish the police to cary out arrests). As with the 

professional policing model, community policing also stresses that good public relations 

must be maintained between the police and the community, but it goes one step furthet. 



Community policing stresses that there is also "an attempt to highlight the importance of 

interdependence, of mutual understanding and of mutual responsiveness and support" 

(Friedmann, 1992: 19). In other words, community policing aspires to a police- 

community partnership where the police are not merely a "thin blue line" against crime 

control but are also a new "blue line" with a general role (Leighton and Normandeay 

1 WO:?O). Although the above notions about community policing are: 

. . . a backdrop to more systematic theoretical conceptualizations, it was not until 
the development of the idea of coproducrion that systematized the notion of (a 
partiiership between citizens and police; wliereby, tliey coi develop] a set of 
activities together to produce security and public safety (Friedmann, 1992: 19- 
20). 

The concept of coproduction attempts to better understand and esplain the process 

of producing service (Le., public safety) in the community by centenng around 

production strategies and organizat ional arrangements "that can bc easily evrl uated as 

coproduction's cffect on the production of public safety" (Friedmann, I992:2 1 ). 

Although advocates of coproduction theory ofien suggest linking coproduction aciivities 

to public safety and community secunty, they have realized that the effect of 

coproduction is often hard to separate from other prograrns which simultaneously act 

upon and affect public security and safety (Friedmann, 199221 ). Coproduction does not 

necessarily mean immcdiate or all-intensive cooperation. Whether coproduction is 

planned or not, the community coproduces crime reportinç and assistance in solving 

crimes through prolonged interaction with the police, requests for service, and through 

the provision of information. 



In order to understand comrnunity policing, Friedmann states that it is essential to 

desctibe "three different configurations [models of policing] on a continuum:" reguiur 

enforcement, public rrkutium cooperution, und grussroots cooperu~ion ( l992:2 1 ). In the 

/irst model, reylar enforcement (i.e., professional policing), the police concentrate on 

law enforcement, service requests, and the performance of their duties %y the book' 

(Friedmann, 199221). Concurrently, the only task of citizens in the cornmunity is to 

request assistance from the police. Thus, there is little or no cooperation between the 

police and the community, which oflen causes resentment from the community. In effect, 

the community may sornetimes react in a bwdging manner by foming other prograrns 

and initiatives which might focus upon other aspects and directions "than the police's 

definition of law and order" (Friedmann, 19922 1 ). 

In the second model, public relations cooperation, the police tend to focus upon 

providing a p o d  image of themselves to the community (Friedmann, I g W : ? t ) .  At the 

same tirne, the community is expected to initiate or provide assistance to the police. 

Overall, this method of cooperation with the public is not very successful unless the 

police make structural and procedural changes in conjunction with their efforts at image 

building. 

The rhird model, gassroots cooperation, provides the idcal model of cooperation 

because the police and the community work in concert with one another (Friedmann, 

199222). If the community structure is fairly homogenous and it is provided with the 

opportunity of giving opinions on crime control efforts, gassroots (community) 



cooperation with the police will oRen be present. Even if communication and community 

cohesion are present, grassroots cooperation will not be successful unless the police make 

efforts to address public concems. In other wotds, the police have to make more of an 

effort t han mere 'cosmetic changes' (Friedmann, t993:22). 

This is not merely a case of citizens pushing the police 'to do something' but an 
attempt at a mon planned and structured ajqmach to echieve Mable change 
tlirough increased participatory decision-making and sorne power-sharing 
(Friedmann, 199222). 

Friedmann states that the above three models (regular enforcement, public 

relations cooperation, and grassroots cooperation) "were conccptualized in the work of 

Whitaker (1980) as thrrr thernrs or components oTcooperationl- and have been Iabeled as 

'coproduction': 

I. IYliere citixm rrqirrst ussisranc~. l k m  public agents. Here the agency 
depends on service requests. 

7 . W k r r  citiirns provtde as.~istance to public agents. Here citizens in i tiate 
or are expected to help an agency perfonn its work. - 

J .  CVhere citixm and agew iwrrrcr 10 u t # ~ r  ruch orlier :v serriw 
e-rpecmricirts and acriom. Here agents and citizens interact to establish a 
corninon understanding of citizens' problrms and possible solutions 
( l992:Zz). 

The tirst two themes of coproduction stress thût the community should assist the 

police in perfoning their service duties - where citizens supply information (either 

requested or volunteered), use the police to resolve disputes, and make emergency calls - 
which creates the atmosphere of the service provider (Le., police) and the client (i.e., 

citizrdcommunity ). Hence, both the police and the citizen/community cooperate "'to the 

extent of enabling a legitirnized civil exchange" (Friedmann, I992:22-3). But, real 

community change lies in the third theme of coproduction because strong police- 



community programs improve cooperation between the police and the community, thus, 

enabling trust and cooperation. 

Friedmann emphasizes that the above three models (replat en forcement, public 

relations cooperation, and grassroots cooperation) of coproduction are 'ideal types' of 

police-community cooperation but are not mutually exclusive ( 199223). Elements of 

eac h of these three models exist whether the relationship between the community and the 

police is highly coopentive or in tunnoil. In al1 comrnunities citizens make requests for 

emeqency assistance, police stop people and ask them for identification, and citizens are 

expected to provide information and assistance during police investigations. 

Citizens' wil lingness to comply with "police requests, provide in formation and be 

more alert to crime, depends not only on the type of community or type of police service 

but also on the type of crime" (Friedmann, 1992:23-4). First, different communities 

respond to and respect authonties differently (Friedmann. 199224). Second, victims 

Vary from the victimized in their willingness to report certain crimes (e-g., rape) 

(Friedmann, 199224). Third, planning between the community and the police is often 

difficult because it does not usually take place between the police and individual citizens; 

planning onen takes place between the police and community organizations (Le., 

voluntary organizations, neighborhood watch associations, self-help groups, etc.) 

(Friedmann, 1992244). 



Pulice-Centwed Coproducf ion 

Evidently, the concept of coproduction needs to be expanded upon to include ''the 

social, public, and private environments police interact & t h  (Friedmann, 199225). 

Within a police-centered coproduction mode1 of community policing, the police become 

the center of community solutions and resources. As a result, the police have to widen 

their mandate to include social services and organizations rather than simply criminal 

related activities. Although the police will begin to interact with a large variety o r  

individuals, most o f  the police interaction will be with community services and 

organizat ions. 

Hastings and Saunders argue that there are currently two police-centered 

coproduction models of community policing - community-based pol king and problem- 

oriented policing - which are merely police/public relations programs (1998:22).' First, 

cumniiinity-husc.<l poiicing focuses on initiating a shared responsibility with the 

community in providing police services and programs ( Hastings and Saunders, 199823). 

Within this rnodel, the police realize the importance of strong relations with the 

community when seeking information in order to maintain order and crime control. 

Furthemore, there is a strong emphasis on bettering relations and forming contacts with 

the community through the use of volunteen, foot patrols, police storefront operations, 

and zondteam policing (policing is decentralized into teams of police ofticen who are 

pemanently assigned to small areas or neighbourhoods) (Hastings and Saunden, 

1998:23; Griffiths and Verdun-Jones, 1994: 180). Within community-based models of 



policing, there is also a tendency to equate police populanty "with the public with 

accountability of the police & the public" (Hastings and Saundea, 1998:23). 

The second police-centered coproduction model of community policing is 

prubh-orienrrllpo/icir>~. Problem-oriented policing emphasizes that the police have to 

take a proactive approach to "crime and disorder" (Hastings and Saunden, 199823). 

Within this model, the basic premise is that crime and victimization are not random 

occurrences, and many calls for service by the police are repeiitive. When the police 

idrntify recurrent "offenders, victims, and situations," a proactive ~pproach is taken by 

the police to alleviate demands on police services, to ensure public safety, and to improve 

police/community relations (Hastings and Saunders, 1998234). In other words, 

Griffiths and Verdun-Jones statc that problcm-oriented policing cm be divided into four 

di Kerent stages: 

- scrrnning: police constables decide whether the proposcd issue (e.g., 

criminal activity) is considered a problem in the comrnunity; 

- ~rnu!~:~is: the police gather as much information about the problem as 

possible (i.e., nature, cause, and extent); 

- response: police offifen begin a consultation process with other police 

oflicers, community leaders, groups, organizations, and citizens in order to 

enact upon and solve the problem; and, 

- u~v.ve.~snienî: the response is eval uated for its effect iveness "and, if 

required, adjustments to the response are made (1994383). 

2 ln Hastings and Saunders artide, "Strategjes for Police Acurintability and Community 
Empowermen~" they argue that there are three models o f  community policing: community-bad potking, 



In effect, the practical consequence of problemsriented policing model is "a tendency to 

equate accountability with the appropriate foms OP community consultation during the 

stages of identifying problems and designing, implementing and evaluating solutions" 

(Hastings and Saunders, 1998:N). 

Overall, community-based policing focuses upon strong relationship building 

with the community. On the other hand, problem-oriented policing focuses upon public 

consultations about criininal activities and then reacting to the issues. Chris Braiden 

states in his article, '*The Realities of Community Policing - Bringing the Village to the 

City," that the distinction betwveen community-based policing and problem-orirnted 

policing is that "community[-based] policing is the vision that tells us the right things to 

do. Problem-onented policing i s  how WC pet those things done right" ( 1989:lO-II). 

Dcccntrdi-ed C'oprvclitction 

instcad of being viewed with a çentralized approach, if community policing is 

viewed from a decentralized perspective (from the community point of vicw where the 

community is at the center), coproduction is not seen as police activities alone 

(Friedmann, 199226). Within a decentralized coproduction model of community 

policing, coproduction is viewed differently because "the -cornmunity' provides and 

expects services and results on a scale much larger than that of the police as a bracketed 

agency" (Friedmann, 199226). Overall, this provides the challenge of broadening police 

mandates to include "police jurisdictions, activities and networking" (Friedmann, 

l99X6). Friedmann states that: 

problemsriented policing, and community policing (199822). 



[alccordingly, community policing receives its authorization fiom community 
suppon and h m  police professiondism. Its fmction is a broad provision of 
services in a decentralized taskforce environment that features intimatq informa1 
and forma1 relations with the public (1992:26-7). 

Hastings and Saunden state that a decentralized coproduction model of community 

policing - communip policing - is a more political and democratic method of public 

policing (Hastings and Saunders, 199824). The emphasis of community policing is that 

the community has the right: 

CO participate in aiid influence decisions reloted to police policies and practices. 
The goal is to include the community as fully and as actively as possible as a 
partner in the CO-production of order and control (Hastings and Saunders. 
1 99824). 

The difference between community policing (Le., decentralized coproduction mode!) and 

policesornmunity relations progams (i.e., police-centered coproduction models) is that a 

community policing modcl involves bbaccountability to both the police orçanization and 

the community, articulation of civic-oriented values, decentnlization of authority and 

structure, shared decision-making with the community and cmpowerment of police 

officrrs" (Friedmann, 19925 1 ). 

Thus, when trying to define community policing as it would apply to community 

policing as a decentralized coproduction model, Friedmann attempts to provide an all- 

encompassing definition: 

Community policing is a policy and a strategy aimed at achieving more effective 
and cPlicient crime control, reâuced fear of aime, improved quality of life, 
improved police services and police legitimacy, through a proactive reiiance on 
cornmunity resources that seeks to change che-causing conditions. It assumes a 
need for p a t e r  accountability of police, geater public share in decision-making 
and greater concem for civil rights and libertics (1992:4). 



ii. Community Policing and First Nations Communities 

Many First Nations communities in Canada have argued for a different approach 

to policing their communities instead of the status quo progpms and "have placed 

questions on policing within a broader context of social, cultural, economic, 

demographic, political, and indeed spiritual change" (Canada, 1995:4; Murphy, 1993:17). 

Allowing wider involvement of the cornmunity in  policing and crime prrvrntion can be 

very brneficial, but "the police have littlt experiencc: in working actively with individuals 

who do not have police training" (Canada, 1995:4). With the above in minci, policing in 

First Nations communities must involve "more than simply changing how" policc 

ofticials rcspond to the nwds of the community, but "it dso means chançing the very 

culture of police oqanization in support of this type: of policing" (Mehta, 1993:43). As a 

result, the place of the Native person in contrmporary approaches to policing and the 

very status of police apncies assigned the task of providing services to Native peoplcs 

must now be carefully considered h m  fint principles (Mehta, 1993:43). 

Implentmti~~g Co~~~n~urrity Polici~~g itt First Natims Contntur1ities 

Many would ask how policing could aLpt to the needs of First Nations 

communities. Sincr it is constantly open to change and improvement, Friedmann's 

decentralized coproduction mode1 of community policinp (hereafter, cornmunity 

policing) could accommodate "social, cultural, economic, demographic, political, and . . . 

spiritual change" in First Nations communities (Murphy, 1993 : 1 7). nie Manitoba Justice 

lnauiry ernphasizes that a community policing mode1 would be more adaptable to First 
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Nations communities cultural standards than professional policing models or public 

relations models because community policing "can accommodate the wide variation 

which exists in Aboriginal communities" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991a599). Since it 

centers around "community problems and provides community memben with a real Say 

in policing, community policing is much more effective than traditional public relations 

programs for strengthening relations between the cornmunity and the police" (Hamilton 

and Sinclair, 199 la:S99). 

The liwlve Muin Ingrc'tlienfs tu < ' u n z m r n i ~  Policing 

When trying to implement community policing and trying to accommodate Native 

peoplcs interests, Leighton and Normandmu's *'twcive ingredients of the 'new blue line"' 

in rheir discussion paper, "A Vision of the Future of Policing in Canada: Police 

Challenge 2000," would serve as a guide mode1 to policing in Fint Nations communities 

(1990:10). First, the kry role is that of the peuce ofliccr (Lcighton and Nomandeau, 

199O:X). Hcre, community pacc officers still hclp "maintai n peacc, order, and 

security" in communities but are not esclusively responsible for crime prevention and the 

maintenance of "public order and individual safety"; the community bears somr of the 

responsibility (Leighton and Nomandeau, t99O:X). Thus, the police become a service 

to the public for problems with cnme and disorder, not the sole force against cnme. 

The second main ingredient is the strutegy ofcomniu12ity consultuîion (Leighton 

and Normandeau, 199021). The strategy of community consultation helps the police to 



identiQ short-term objectives for tackling crime and disorder problems in the community 

and helps orient and gain public support and consent for their mandate. 

Third, the police need to embrace a prwctive stonce IO policing (Leighton and 

Normandeau, 1 WO:? 1 ). Here, the police identiQ crime and disorder problems and bring 

them to the attention of neighborhood (band) constables, police managers, community 

leaders (i.e., clders), band councils, the police commission, and community mcmben. 

The fourth ingredient of community policing is the initiation o f  a problcm- 

orirnted pdicing stnrtqy to deal with problems of crime and disorder and their root 

cause (Leighton and Nomandeau, 199027). A variety of proactive and reactive 

stntegies (foot patrols, teamhone policing, volunteers, mini-stations, etc.) rnay be chosen 

to address specific crima and disorder problems. Although professional policing has 

oRen been criticizcd for its approach, a community policing strategy will still use reactive 

methods of crime control whrn thry are drrmed absolutely nccessary by the public and 

the police (e.g., controlling alcohol and nnrcotics distribution). 

Fifih, Leighton and Normandeau emphasize that there must be the 

implernentation of a wide variety of police responsues 10 the rout cuuses of crime und 

disorder prob/em~ (e.g., crime prevention strategies) (199022). A number of methods 

may be used such as crime prevention through environmental design, Yarget hardening", 

and the development of long-term social programs. 



Sixt h, intcrugency cooperatbn is irn plemented (Leighton and Nomandeau, 

1990122). In order for the police to divide the work-load of crime prevention, they need 

to make contacts and partnerships with V ~ ~ O U S  social apncies which are better able to 

tackle the root causes of crime (Le., unemployment, poor education, poverty, etc.). 

The seventh ingredient to comrnunity policing is in&rructive polici~tg where peace 

officers also serve as infomation managers (Leighton and Normandeau. 199023). As 

infomation managers, the policc rcçularly eschange information with b'formal contacts 

and in fomal oetworks;" consequently, the police are able to keep the public informed of 

their efforts and are able to gain more knowledge about the community they serve. The 

benefit of interactive policing is felt later on when the police need infomation or police 

"intelligen~e~~ to prevent or solve crimes (Ltighton and Normandeau, 1 WO:23). 

The eighth elrment to community policinp is redzccirig ptiblic (mostly concems 

children, socially disadvantaged people. and the elderly) fiur of crinre (Leighton and 

Normandeau, 199023). The main tactic of the police for reducing fear of crime is  to 

promotr crime prevention strategies which help protect individuals from crime and make 

them feel more secure. 

The ninth factor is the ability of police ofticen to move away from career 

specialization and to move towards a ge~rrdist function (Leighton and Normandeau, 

1990:Z). Thus, there is a move from a "blue-collar worker" perception of police to a 



well trained white-collar professional police service with the respect from colleagues and 

the community (Leighton and Nomandeau, 199023). 

Tenth, peace officers gain greorer responsibility rrnJ autonomy through a 

decentnlized police management and resource distribution structure which is  based on 

neighborhood needs instead o f  shifts in crime rates (Leighton and Nonnandeau, 

199O:X). 

The eleventh ingedient is the implementation o f  a cliunge~I orguni=uihnu/ 

srnrctzwc (Leighton and Normandeau, 1990:IJ). Within this ingedient, the former 

hierirchical pan-military structure is flattenad out so that front-line police ofticers 

become the main concern. Furthemore, there would more emphasis on better hinng 

practices and cross-cultural training where police officers would undergo an intense 

training prriod (which a one or two year training ptxiod which would emphasize the 

values, history, language, and cultural practices) before they would serve in a Fint Nation 

community. 

Finally, there is  uccozintubiiip ro the commlcnip (Leighton and Nonnandeau, 

1990:24). Here, the police are subject to a public assessment of whether community 

prionties have been attained by the police (usually done through consultations with the 

public). 



Accommodating LaPrnirie 3 Four Envitunmental Condidons 

As mentioned in Chapter m, LaPrairie states that for a popuiar justice initiative to 

succeed in a First Nations community. it needs to first accommodate four environmental 

conditions: value-conflict, social and economic conditions, social stratification, and the 

impact of state law. Thus, when community policing is viewed as a popular justice 

initiative, Leighton and Nomandeau's twelve ingredients do have the potential to 

accommodate LaPraine's four environmental conditions because they are modem in 

context, but at the same time, many of them link to traditional policing pnictices which 

werdare used in Fi rst Nat ions communities. 

When considering LaPraine'sfirst condition, value-conflict, six ingedients (Le., 

tirst, third, seventh, eighth, ninth, and twelfih) in Leighton and Normandeau's mode1 

attempt to accommoâate conflicts of social values. Leighton and Normandeau's fint 

ingredient attempts to make police ofticen into peace ofticers. Making police officers 

into peace officers would alleviate value-conflict because many Fint Nations 

communities traditionally emphasized the maintenance of social noms by 

conceptuaVsymbolic systems and traditional social organizations instead of police 

agencies. If police oficen were required to maintain order in traditional Abonginal 

societies, the role of the police (e.g., wamors in Plains Native communities) was not 

coercive rather it was that of a peace officer (refer to pages 96-97). 

Leighton and Nomandeau's third ingredient also attempts to reduce value- 

confiict by embracing a proactive stance to plicing. In a proactive stance to policing, 



the main focus "is on resolving underlying community problems proactively, rather than 

simply reacting to calls for service"; furthemore, police mandates are expanded "to 

enhance the community's quality of life" (Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991a598). In 

traditional Aboriginal policing, a proactive stance to policing was strongly emphasized. 

In most traditional Aboriginal societies, when problems were unable to be solved at the 

individual level, the community would become involved in conflicts in order to prevent 

an cscalation ofdiffrrences within the comrnunity. 

In Leighton and Normandeau's seventh ingredient, the implementation of 

interactive policing, would attcmpt to fom a bridge to social bamers. In this sense, 

interactive policiny would help form rrlationships and understanding brtwveen the police 

and Native peoples t hrough the exchange of information. Moreover, interactive pol ici- 

would not be an alien form of policing to First Notions communities because it was 

common practice in traditional Aboriginal communities to provide information and 

updatrs to the community by the way of public meetings and ceremonies (Refcr to pages 

43-45). 

Leighton and Normandeau stress in their eiçhth ingedient that the police need to 

reduce public fear of crime (eighth ingredient). As for Native peoples, since there has 

been a long history where the police have taken part in conditioning their social 

conscious to bide by the "White ideal" and to respect and fear Euro-Canadian authority, 

the police need to reduce Native peoples fears that confrontations with the police will be 

violent. For example, in the case of Helen Batty Osborne in The Pas, Manitoba, there 



were allegations that the police ofien harassed and over-arrested (for public drunkeness) 

Aboriginal males walking downtown and oflen treated them as vagants (Hamilton and 

Sinclair, 1991b:91).' In order to alleviate such conditioning, community policing would 

place a strong ernphasis on reducing Native peoples' belief that they are second class 

citizens and are constantly "victims or targets of police onicers" (Mehta, 1993:44) (Refer 

to pages 47-49). 

Lcighton and Normandeau's ninth ingredient tries to alleviate value-conflict by 

providing peace officers with a genenlist function. Within a generalist function, 

cornmunity policing would cmphasize that the training of vace  oRicers would reflect 

upon Native peoples concems and cultural needs (Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991a599- 

600). Hamilton and Sinclair state that "providinç diffèrent training to enable officers to 

adopt the new style of policing will be necessary if the goal of increasing sensitivity to 

Aboriginal concems is to be met" ( 199 Ia:600). 

Leighton and Nomandeau's twvelfih ingredient, accountability to the community, 

wvouid also attempt to address value-conflict in First Nations communities. Within such 

an approach, the police would be accountable directly to the community for their policies 

and actions. In a traditional sense, police accountability through public consultation 

would directly link to Aboriginal tradition because public consultation about community 

3 In November, 1971, in the town of The Pas, Manitoba, a 19 year old Native high school student, 
Helen Betty Osborne, was sexually assaulteâ, beaten, and murdered with a screwdriver by four men, 
Dwayne johnston, James Houghton, Lee Colgan, and Nomun Manger (Hamilton and Sinclair. 199 1 b: 1-2). 
Other examples include the Oka crisis in Québec in 1990; Connie Jacobs case in Alberta in 1998; and 
continuous logging disputes over clear-cutting in British Columbia 



issues tas a fundamental pn'nciple o f  traditional Aboriginal cornmunit ies (e.g., Potlatch 

and sun-dance ceremonies). 

Secc~nJly, when trying to accommodate the social and economic condition o f  First 

Nations communities, three of  Leighton and Normandeau's ingredients would apply. 

Leighton and Normandeau's fourth ingredient states that the police need to emphasize a 

problem-oriented strategy. In First Nations communities, the police could very well: 

play a rote in community development by mobilizing the resources o f  the 
community itself This may involve a diverse range o f  strategia and activities, 
includiny community-based prevention programs, as weil as alternative means of 
resolviny disputes and deding with offenders [(e.g., restorative justice, circle 
sentencing, etc.), and] utilizing a broad arny o f  cotnmunity support meçlianisms 
(Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1a:SW). 

Furthemore, in order to alleviate social and economic conditions in First Nations 

communities, Leighton and Normandeau's tifth ingedient stresses that thcre nrrds to be 

the implementation o f  a wide variety of police responses to the root causes of crime and 

disordcr problems. In such a way, community policing can adapt to changs taking place 

in Fint Nations communities (as mentioned in Chapter III, Aboriginal cornmunitics are 

undergohg significant chanses) (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1 a599). 

Leighton and Nomandeau's sixth ingredient trîes to accommodate social and 

economic conditions by implementing interagency cooperation. With high rates of 

unemployment, alcohol/solvent abuse, and soanng binh rates in First Nations 

communities, it would be essential for police to develop partnerships with social agencies 

such as, family services, churches, the courts, alcohol/drug rehabilitation centen, and 

band councils. Griffiths states that policing in First Nations communities: 



will require the development o f  collaborative initiatives involving the community 
and other criminal-justice and social-setvice agencies and a f w s  on the etiology 
of.' crime and trouble, rather than mmly fomulating responses to it (Griffiths, 
1994: 129). 

Furthemore, although tripartite agreements often provide for interagency cooperation 

between Abonginal and non-Aboriginal police services, there is also the need for a strong 

emphasis on full cooperation in &i tripartite agreements (Refer to pages 73-74). 

Two ingredients (Le., second and eleventh) in Leighton and Normandeau's mode1 

would tackle LaPrairie's hird environmental condition, social stratification. Here, 

Lrighton and Nomandeau rmphasizc a strategy of community consultation (second 

ingredient). The knrfit of  community consultation is that community leaders and 

citizens can better understand police issues and problems with public policing; 

furthemore, community leaders and citizens are able to voice their opinions and apnda 

for better security and safety in the community (Lcighton and Nomandeau, 1990:21). 

The bendit to Fint Nations communities is  ihot a partnrrship is fonned between the 

police and the cornmunity (Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991a598). In a sense, the police are 

responsive to community concerns and the community takes its share of responsibility for 

dealing with problems of crime and order (Hamilton and Sinclair, 199 1 a:598). Overall, 

Adams states that, "[d]ecision-making must be made from the local village level, 

community, street and çhetto leve1" (1 995: 194). 

In Leighton and Normandeau's eleventh ingredient, they also emphasize that the 

organizational structure of police institutions needs to be changed. For example, the 

RCMP still maintains a strict rank and file structure and: 



continues to train and deploy offcers within a generalist framework - a 
'McPolicing' modd in which lim-level officers, communities, and policing 
strategies are Mewed as interchangeable. Oificers are to be equally ai home 
worl<ing in Igloolik, NWT, Bumaby, BC, or undercovcr in Toronto. Such an 
approach ignores the unique requirements of Aboriginal policing, particularly in 
remote areas of the country (Gri~ths ,  1994:130). 

In First Nations cornmunities, there has been a long history of policing by 

conceptuaVsymbolic systems and social organization rather than a hierarchical para- 

military structure (refer to page 95) (Depew, 1986:95). Hence, the police can not be 

responsive to First Nations communities needs unless the hierarchical para-military 

structure is decentnlized, thus, alluwing "responsibility and resources" to be managed as 

much as possible at the local community level (Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991a598). In 

support, Howard Adams States that "[alny organization must be very Ioosely structured, 

so as to prevent any one or few penons from gaining al1 the power" ( 1995: 194). 

I.tr.st!v, LaPrairie cmphasizes that any popular j usticc initiative must also consider 

the impact of state laws. Leighton and Normandeau's twelve ingredients attempt to 

accommodate LaPrairie's fourth condition by rmphasizing that the police need to gain 

greater responsibility and autonomy (tenth ingredient). In First Nations communities, 

thcre is the need to provide police officers (moreover, organizations) with more 

autonomy from fedenil and provincial limitations. Currently, the police have very little 

control over the dernands placed u p n  them and they play a very Iimited role in defining 

legislation, which dictates funding limitations, jurisdictional authonty, and qualification 

standards (GriRiths, 1994: 130). 



Overall, Leighton and Nomandeau's twelve ingredients to community policing 

could contribute to Native peoples self-determination efforts and changine environmental 

conditions presently being experienced by Fint Nations communities. Depew states that 

community policing does link with Aboriginal Self-Govemment: 

The desire to panicipate in bot11 the development and operation o f  policing 
institutions and services has been articulated by Aboriginal people in 
conferences, research reports and justice inquiries, both provincial and federal. 
At the root o f  this is the belief on the part o f  Aboriginal people that longlasting 
solutions io policing progmms are gounded in the people and the comrnunities 
themselves. Obviously, Aboriginal self-government offers the greatest scope for 
community involvement in policing. This is not simply because it is the most 
promising - although not the only - avenue to change in existing arrangements, 
but because i t  promises a cohereni and comprehensive îoundation for community 
pvemmental structure, decision making and law making authority, al1 o f  which 
are prerequisites for the development, implementrtion and operation of truly 
autonomous Aboriginal police forces (Canada, 1996a:92). 



Conclusion 

When nssessing the RCMP's role in Native policing today, institutional survival 

has become ovewhelmingl y apparent (Harding, 1994:353). As Assistant RCMP 

Commissioner Head stated in his 1989 report, Policinc For Aboriginal Canadians: The 

RCMP Role: 

We will either adapt 'and cliange or we will be out of the policing business as we 
know it, for there are many tribal gooups who are looking for alternative 
methods. The oppominity for 11s is now and the time is relatively shon 
( 1989: 19). 

The RCMP has initiated a number of progams (e.g., FNCPS and the ACDP) in an effort 

to adiipt to change and diversity in Fint Nations communities. These programs may not 

ensure that the RCMP will continue to be in the business of policing in First Nations 

communities, but it will still continue to be involved in policing Native peoples, "even if 

such contact is  restticted to off-reserve and urban areas" (Griftiths, 1994: 127). 

At the same time, it is a misconception that all Aboriginal peoples are demanding 

a separate system of policing (Dic kson-Gilmore, 1 997A8). Dickson-Gilrnore States that 

"[tlhere are Amerindian People who feel that the system to varying degrees works for 

them and that irnprovements can be made within it" (Dickson-Gilmore, 1997:48). In fact, 

many bands have expressed satisfaction with the RCMP's new proactive approaches to 

Aboriginal policing (British Columbia, 1994: 12). In the British Columbia report, Closinq 

the GÛD: Policin~ and the Communitv, some bands even claimed that "upon the 

attainment of self-government. they would in al1 likelihood enter into agreements with 



the RCMP rather than encounter the problems of establishing their own police forces" 

(British Columbia, 1994: 12). 

Although it may slowly lose its role as the main source of policing for First 

Nations communities, the RCMP still does have the potential to play a role in policing 

some Fint Nations communities struggle for self-determination. But. the RCMP will fail 

to play a sipificant role in Native peoples struggle unless it makes sibmificant structural 

changes, deccntnlizes its authority, dcvolves the "'owvnenhip' for strateçies and 

progams to line-lcvel officers and community residents, and increase[s its] awareness of 

the changing policing environment" in First Nations communities (Griffiths, 1994: 133). 

Bill Brant states that the police (i.e.. RCMP) ncrd to focus upon more than scning 

"themselves up as *the pmfessionûls that know it dl" '  (Canada, 1995:3). When the 

police make themselves the central focus of the community, "'they do not prevent 

anything;'. instead, they become pan of the problem by not listeninç to the community's 

needs and trying to makc partnerships with the community (Canada, 1995:3-4). 

Today, Native peoples are willing to wvork towards partnerships with policing 

agencies. There has increasingly been a push towards the revival of consensus decision- 

making (involving cveryone). Mercredi states that "[c]onsensus democracy means that 

responsibility is put back where it belongs - in the hands of the people" (Mercredi and 

Turpel, 1994:90). With the irnplementation of Friedmann's decentralized coproduction 

model of community policing, the RCMP has the potential to become involved in 



consensus democracy from where Native peoples and the RCMP can work as partnea in 

building the future of policing in Fint Nations communities. 

The process of completely overhaul ing a police organization and implementinç a 

decentralized coproduction model of community policing is not an easy task (Moore, 

1992: 148). In Fact, since not one police organization in Canada or the United States has 

succrssfully completcd the transition from a professional mode1 to a community model, it 

is quite clear how hard it is (Moore, 1992: 148). Cornmunity policing may seem to be a 

panacea, but "if we do not work toçether, if we do not lin each other up and find a 

cornrnon understanding" there will always be a gap between Native peoples and the 

police (Mercredi and Turpel, 19%: 159). Despite the outcorne, any effort made by the 

RCMP "can make a very positive contribution, and the partnenhips can be beneficial" 

(Canada, 199514). 
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A ppendix 

lnuit Peoplcs and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

Upon first contact with the Inuit, the RCMP was virtually the only Euro-Canadian 

presence in the north and, in fact, they became very dependent on the hospitable [nuit 

population for survival and travel in the hanh conditions of the Arctic (Morrison, 

1974:93). As a result, the RCMP gained a geat deal of admiration and respect for the 

Inuit's self-reliance and, in tum, had a more liberal view towards their culture (Morrison, 

1974:88;91). By 1910, the liberal views of the RCMP slowly faded to a mixture of 

paternalism and disregard (Momson, 1 974:9 1 ). The whalen and traders stopped coming 

north, and the (nuit population, who increasingly became dependent on European goods 

(tea, flour, sugar, etc.) and seasonal employment, began to experience demoralization and 

starvation (Momkon, 197.191). For the next forty yean, conditions for the Inuit 

population continued to deterionte, and the RCMP increasingly became a source of relief 

(Mornkon, I W M  1 ). By the 195OWs, only to make ihings worse, the government stepped 

in to relocate many lnuit settlements fanher nonh in order to debauch international 

doubts over Canada's ~overeignty in the Arctic and to provide better subsistence for the 

Inuit population (Tester and Kulchyski, 1994: 136; Grant, WH!: 157). 

The government selected the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) as the 

perfect administrative tool to carry out relocation experiments because the Inuit saw that 

"white men were authoritative and fearsome . . . especially policemen" (Tester and 

Kulchyski, 1994: 143). In support, Theresa Kimmaliardjuk (from Chesterfield Inlet), wvho 



was also forced to participate in govemment relocation experiments, States, "We were 

scared of the White people and the RCMP because they were mean to us. The RCMP 

even arrested my father for asking for food when we were starving" (This statement was 

cited with the permission of Mn. Kimmaliardjuk). Many accuse these government 

relocation projects of being genocidal because they resulted in disease, famine, and 

eventual death for a large nnmber of Inuit peoples (Tester and Kulchyski, 1994:154). 

The perilous conditions and the psychological impact the Inuit population experienced 

over the past seventy Fan is only now being addressed with the emergence of the new 

Canadian temtory of Nunavut ( 1  999) (Purich, 1988:75). 



Clossrry of Terms 

Aborigind peoples - refers to the original people of North America and is meant to 

include four categories: Native peoples who are registered under the lndian Act; 

Native peoples cvho are not registered under the Indian Act, the Métis, and the 

Inuit (Adams, 1995:175; NHF, L997b:4). My reasoning for grouping these 

various Aboriginal peoples of Canada under one tem is based upon Howard 

Adams staternent: 

W e  inust corne togetlier as a nation of mce/class colonizcd people and 
map out a plan of action for genuine selfaetennination and autonomy in 
our reserves, colonies, cornmunities and nation (Adams, 1995: 175). 

.-fhoi*~gi~tul sc~(I~p~~iic*ing - used to rxplain an autonomous policing agency or service 

under Aboriginal self-government which is nin specifically by the Abonginal 

community (similar to a municipal police service) and refiects Abonginal justice 

and customary laws but, also, enjoys minimal interference from provincial or 

fedenl govemmrnt adrn inistntors. 

(Uiturliuns - refers to all citizens of Canada including the Aboriginal, English, and 

French cultures. and the many other diverse minority b~oups within Canada. 

Conimunity-bascd policing - a police-centered program w hic h em phasizes the s hared 

responsibility with the community in providing order maintenance and crime 

control. The main ernphasis is to better relations with the community and to from 

contacts- 

Communiy policing - a decentralized approach to policing where decisions about 

policing pnorities and activities are decided at the local Ievel instead of the 



institutional level. In essence, community policing provides a more democratic 

and political method of public policing where the community has the right: 

to participate in and influence decisions nlated to police policies and 
piactices. The goal is to include the community as fully and as actively 
as possible as a partner in the CO-production o f  order and control 
(Hastings and Saunders, l998:M). 

EU~CJ-Cunudiun.~ - is referred to as the citizens of Canada from European ancestry 

(English, Irish, Scottish, French, Gcrman, Dutch, Ukrainian, etc.) which have 

becn classified as the dominant hegemonic population of Canada. 

First Nut ions conmticr~iriev - refers to those communities whic h are currentl y called 

reservations and other Aboriginal communities placed on Crown Lands; the 

choice of wording (Le., Fint Nations communities) was choscn as an alternative 

to the Europern reference (Le., reservations). 

F*irx?;r Nurions ~V~rivepet~pks - are Aboriginal peoples who have often been referred to as 

"status Indians" under the Indian Act with lands reserved for them and "are 

represented by over 100 Tribal 'Nations' situated on approximately 600 reserves 

across Canada" (Mehta, 19935). The term also includes "non-status Indians" 

who lost their status by certain provisions of the Indian Act, but the scope of this 

paper mostly refers to Native peoples residing in a First Nations community. In 

respect for the original people of North Arnerica, I have refrained fiom usinp the 

term "Indian" which has been denounced as a European tenn, and since there has 

been a lot of conflict over the use of the terms Native and First Nations, 1 have 

used them interchangeably (Ray, 1996:xvii). 

Inlcit peuples - are Aboriginal peoples of the High Arctic who were once referred to as 

the Eskimaw/Esquimaux Indians (Dickason, 1 992:366). Since the federal 



çovemment did not interfere with the Inuit population in a substantial way until 

after the Second World War, they were unaffected by early legislation and were 

not included under the provisions of the lndian Act (Morse, 199 1 b5). Until the 

creation of Nunavut temtory in 1999, the Inuit have had "no reserves, no 

sipifkant treaties with the Crown, and no legislative guarantees to ptotect them" 

(Morse, 199 1 b5). 

~Ll2t i .~  pr(~p1e.s - refers to the Aboriginal population of Canada which possess a mixed 

ancestry (Le., Nativehuit and Euro-Canadian). This particular goup was 

traditionally callrd mixed-bloods or country bom by Ençlish speaking Canadians 

and bois-hnilé (bumt wood) or hI&ts (half-caste) by French speaking Canadians 

(Ray, 1 W6:89). Métis traditionally mean: a "half 'misture' of French and indian" 

but the term has been broadened to include al1 people who possess some 

Aboriginal anccstry (Morse, 199 1 A). Today, the Métis are classified as "non- 

status indians" without treaties and Iand reserved for them and are not covered 

undcr the lndian Act (British Columbia, 19944'). The Métis are also somctimes 

referred to as Canada's true Canadians because they wvere the Canadian creation 

of t he European colonial powven and the Aboriginal population. 

Problem-orientcd pulicing - a police-centered proactive program designed to address 

certain problems in the community. AAer recurrent offenders, victims, and 

situations have been identified, an approach is  initiated in order to alleviate the 

demands on police services, re-enforce public safety, and improve 

police/community relations. 



Profissionul policing - a reactive forni of policing based upon rapid response, frequent 

patrols, crime control, and the maintenance of law and order, wvitich follows a 

client-based system where the public only requests service from the police and is 

rncouraged not to participate. 

Sysfemic ciiscrimination - intentional or unintentional discrimination by "a specific act, 

policy, or structural factor [institution]" which leads to unfavourable conditions 

For individuals of distinct groups (Pasmeny, l992:4 1 1). The Report of the 

Saskatchewan lndian Justice Review Cornmittee states that systemic 

discrimination is a: 

social, politicol md economic system that perpetuates nditionally 
'accrpted' inequities. Even when everyone is ireated equally. sorne 
groups still end up with fewer benefits than others (Pmeny,  I992:J I 1 ). 

vd iw . r  - are the strong ties or attachments to certain mords or traditions which an 

individual will try to preserve at great length. The National Forum on Health 

Report, Canada Health Action: Building on the Lecacv, states that "for a new 

vision to be acceptable by Canadians, it must resonate with the values accepted as 

relevant, valid and important in thrir lives" ( 1997x3). 




